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Abstract

Human bodies are mostly made of soft, wet yet robust biological hydrogels such as

cartilages, ligaments, and muscles. The biological hydrogels commonly possess mechanical

properties such as high toughness, resilience and fatigue resistance to guarantee the bodies' reliable

functions and activities. While hydrogels with tissue-like mechanical properties are highly

desirable in applications as diverse as tissue engineering, drug delivery and soft machines, these

properties are rarely achieved in synthetic hydrogels. The first part of this dissertation is aimed to

design synthetic hydrogels that possess tissue-like mechanical properties, including high

toughness, resilience and fatigue threshold, through combined theory, modeling and experiments.

First, we develop a coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins effect model to predict the fracture energies

of tough hydrogels. Based on the model, we further provide a toughening diagram that can guide

the design of new tough hydrogels. Second, we propose that delaying mechanical dissipations in

tough hydrogels can make the hydrogels resilient under moderate deformation while still
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high toughness and high resilience for hydrogels. Third, we study fatigue fracture in hydrogels and

show that the introduction of nanocrystalline domains and aligned nanofibrils can substantially

increase hydrogels' fatigue-resistant properties.

In the second part of this dissertation, we study mechanical instabilities in hydrogels. Under

tension, a layer of confined elastic material such as hydrogel can exhibit various modes of

mechanical instabilities, including cavitation, fingering and fringe instabilities. While the

cavitation has been extensively studied, the fingering and fringe instabilities have not been well

understood, and the relations and interactions of these instabilities have not been explored yet. We

systematically study the formation, transition, interaction and co-existence of mechanical

instabilities in confined elastic layers under tension. Through combined experimental, numerical

and theoretical analysis, we find that the mode of instability is determined by both geometry and

mechanical properties of the elastic layer through two non-dimensional parameters: layer's lateral

dimension over its thickness and elastocapillary length over the defect size. A phase diagram is

calculated to quantitatively predict the occurrence of any mode of instability, which can help the

design of robust adhesives by rationally harnessing the desired mode of instabilities while

suppressing the other modes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biological tissues

Human bodies are mostly made of soft, wet yet robust biological hydrogels such as cartilages,

ligaments, and muscles. The biological hydrogels commonly possess mechanical properties such

as high toughness, resilience and fatigue resistance to guarantee the bodies' reliable functions and

activities. For example, cartilage is known for the ability to absorb the shock and reduce the friction

between bones. Data show that the human knee joint cartilage can sustain compressive stresses of

4-9 MPa for 1 million cycles per year, maintaining a fracture energy as high as 1000 J/m 2 ().

Skeletal muscles can sustain a high tensile stress of 1 MPa over 1 million cycles per year with

fracture energy of 1000 J/m2, which provides effective and robust contraction forces to move bones

(2). Heart valve is the source of robust and efficient blood circulation, which enables continuous

nutrition supply and stable metabolism. To achieve these functions, heart valve generally shows

both high resilience of 80% and high toughness of 1200 J/m2 (3, 4), which are seemingly

contradictory properties of synthetic hydrogels. In short, Table 1.1 summarizes a set of mechanical

properties (i.e., Young's modulus, tensile strength, failure strain, fracture energy, and resilience)

of various load-bearing tissues. Here, resilience is defined by the ratio of the integrated area of

loading stress versus strain curve and the integrated area of unloading stress versus strain curve (5,

6).
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Table 1.1: Mechanical properties of various biological tissues including cartilages (1, 7-13), tendons (14-

16), ligaments (17, 18), heart valves (19, 20), aortae (21-23), and skeletal muscles (22, 24). * Data is not

available.

Material Young's Tensile Failure strain Fracture energy Resilience

Cartilage

Tendon

Ligament

Heart valve

Aorta

Skeletal muscle

modulus [MPaj

0.5-0.7

300-400

100-300

0.1-15

0.2-1.5

0.1-0.3

strength [MPa]

0.5-2.5

40-90

26-36

0.4-2.6

0.2-3.7

0.3-0.5

[%]

40-120

6-15

18-30

22-30

20-130

30-60

IJ/m2 ]

800-1,800

*

25,000-36,000

160-200

20-120

2,500

[%]

55-98

77-90

95

*

70-90

The mechanical properties of biological tissues are mainly attributed to their hierarchical

and heterogeneous structures across multiple length scales from molecular-scale assemblies to

nanoscale and microscale fibrous alignment as shown in Fig. 1-1 (25). Taking cartilage as an

example, it consists of three layers, i.e., superficial tangential zone, middle transitional zone, and

deep zone (26). The superficial tangential zone provides an efficient lubrication mechanism with

an extremely low coefficient of friction, therefore giving load-bearing functions of cartilages (27).

The middle zone and deep zone of cartilages form transitional interface from the uncalcified

collagen nanofibrils to calcified collagen nanofibrils to bones. At the interface, nanostructured

composites of aligned collagen nanofibrils and ordered hydroxyapatite nanocrystals are anchored

on bones, leading to fatigue-resistant adhesions of cartilages to bones (28-33).
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Figure 1-1: Hierarchical and heterogeneous structures in animal tissues including (a) skeletal muscle, (b)

cartilage, (c) aorta, and (d) heart valve.

1.2 Hydrogels

As polymer networks infiltrated with water, hydrogels are as soft and wet as biological tissues.

The porosity of polymer networks in hydrogels provides their permeability to small molecules,

allowing transportations in various forms (e.g., diffusion, reaction, and convection). While the

cross-linked polymer networks impart hydrogels' elasticity, maintaining their physical integrity.

Owing to their unique integration of solid and liquid properties, hydrogels are mechanically and

biologically compatible with natural tissues and regarded as an ideal material candidate for

interfacing human body. Emerging applications have been explored for hydrogels as diverse as

scaffolds for tissue engineering (34), vehicles for drug delivery (35), contact lenses (36), breast

implants (37), and pH/chemical/temperature sensors (38-40).

1.2.1 Mechanical properties of hydrogels

Common hydrogels, typically composed of a single network, are mechanically brittle with fracture

energy as low as 0.1 to 10 J/m2 (41), far below that of biological tissues (e.g., ~ 1000 J/m2 for
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cartilages) and majority of engineering materials (e.g., ~ 1000 Jm 2 for metals, plastics, and

elastomers). One reason for the low fracture energy of conventional hydrogels is their liquid-like

nature (i.e., low fraction of polymer chains and negligible interactions between chains). Another

reason is the nature of single-network architecture, which is sensitive to defects and heterogeneity

of the network structure (41). When a force is applied to a conventional hydrogel, stress is

concentrated either at the chain around defects or at the shortest chain in a heterogeneous network

structure, which leads to a failure at a low applied force. Due to the low resistance against crack

propagation, conventional hydrogels have been limited to the applications where mechanical

properties are not of great concern, such as drug delivery (42) and cell culture (41).

Intensive researches have been focused on enhancing hydrogels' toughness over the last

two decades. The pioneer work dates back to Gong et al. 's double network hydrogel (43), in which

one long-chain network is stretchy giving the elasticity while the other short-chain network

ruptures and dissipates energy when the hydrogel is deformed. In addition to the double network

hydrogel, the other milestones in designing tough hydrogels include interpenetrating network

hydrogels (44) which implement dissipation mechanisms via fracture of reversible bonds (Fig. 1-

2b) and hydrogel composites (45) involving nanoscale hybrid crosslinking and macroscale fiber

reinforcements (Fig. 1-2c). As summarized in Fig. 1-2d, the mechanisms for toughness

enhancement in hydrogels (46) span from chain-level dissipations via breaking chains (44, 45),

melting of crystallinites (47), and phase transformation of domains (48) to meso-scale dissipations

via pulling out fibrils (49) and/or fibers (50). The mechanical dissipations could even occur at

macro scale (i.e., mm) via the formation of various instabilities (e.g., fringe, fingering, and

cavitation instability in confined elastic layers) (51, 52).
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Figure 1-2: Representative work on the design of tough hydrogels. (a) Double network hydrogel made of

poly(2-acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid) (PAMPS) and poly(acrylamide) (PAAm). (b)

Interpenetrating network hydrogel made of PAAm and alginate. (c) Fiber reinforced hydrogel composites

made of PAAm, alginate, and polycaprolactone (PCL). (d) Summarized mechanisms for the design of tough

hydrogels across multi-length scales including chain scission of covalent bonds, fracture of reversible bonds,

melting of crystallinites, domain transformation, pull out of fibrils, fibers, and formation of elastic

instabilities.

1.2.2 Fracture of hydrogels

The intrinsic fracture energies of common hydrogels are low. According to the Lake-Thomas

theory, the intrinsic fracture energy of a polymer network can be estimated by I = bUbs,,L ,

where b is the number of C-C bonds per unit volume in an elastomer, U, is the dissociation

energy of one C-C bond, and L is the characteristic length of a polymer chain (53). The number

of C-C bonds per unit volume of an elastomer b can be estimated by Ap / M on the order of 102
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m-3 , where A is the Avogadro constant 6.02x1023 mol-1, p is the density of the elastomer

typically in the range of 1 to 1.4 g/cm 3, M is the molecular weight of one monomer typically on

the order of 100 g/mol. The dissociation energy of one C-C bond Ubondis in the range of 2 to 4 eV

(54). The characteristic length L can be estimated by L = Nn , where 1 is the size of one

monomer on the order of 0.1 to 0.4 nm and n is the number of monomers in one polymer chain

typically in the range of 100 to 1000 (55). Therefore, the intrinsic fracture energy of an elastomer

is on the order of 1-50 J/m 2 . Swelling of hydrogels leads to lower fraction of polymer chains

compared with elastomers. Specifically, the number of C-C bonds per unit volume in a hydrogel

is diluted by bhydogel = Ob with # as the volume fraction of the polymer in the hydrogel. The size

of a layer of polymer chain Lhdrogel increases by Ldoge =#1 3L accordingly. Consequently, the

intrinsic fracture energy of a swollen hydrogel is reduced to 1=O =#5 1 bUL . Although the Lake-

Thomas theory works very well for elastomers and hydrogels qualitatively, the quantitative

validation of the theory has been controversial (53, 56-58). For example, Sakai et al. (56) measured

the fracture energy of the hydrogel with controlled ideal network, showing the measured intrinsic

fracture energy is higher than that from theoretical prediction by an enhancement factor of three.

Anand et al. recently proposed a theoretical model for the progressive damage and rupture of

elastomeric materials (53, 58, 59). By using the model, they conclude that the scaling of Lake-

Thomas theory does not hold for the elastomers with weak and stretchable crosslinks due to the

energetic failure of crosslinks (53). Suo et al. studied the effects of network imperfection (57).

Their experimental observation supports that imperfect network amplifies the toughness by two

orders of magnitude. The development of generalized Lake-Thomas theory for quantitatively

predicting the intrinsic fracture energies of elastomers or hydrogels is an emerging research topic.
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In tough hydrogels, propagation of a crack not only relies on the scission of polymer chains

across crack surface but also is retarded by the mechanical dissipation in a process zone

surrounding a crack tip. In general, three types of dissipation mechanisms (e.g. Mullins effect (60,

61), viscoelastic effect (62), and poroelastic effect (63, 64)) can be implemented for the design of

tough hydrogels. Mullins effect refers to the phenomenon as an irreversible softening of the stress-

strain curve (i.e. irreversible damage) that occurs whenever the load increases beyond its maximum

value during previous loading history (65). It is a particular aspect of mechanical response

observed in filled rubbers (e.g. filled with carbon black (66)), but prevails in most tough hydrogels

(44). The mechanical dissipation from Mullins effect is rate-independent (67-69). Viscoelasticity

is the other mechanism for inducing energy dissipation in hydrogels. Unlike Mullins effect,

viscoelastic effect is a rate-dependent mechanism. Viscoelasticity has been achieved in tough gels

through various types of reversible crosslinking including ionic interaction (44, 70), electrostatic

interaction (62), metal-ligament coordination (71-73) and host-guest interaction (74). In addition

to Mullins effect and viscoelastic toughening, poroelasticity of hydrogels gives the third

toughening mechanism from solvent pressure (63, 64, 75, 76), which is also rate-dependent.

1.2.3 Fatigue of hydrogels

Existing tough hydrogels suffer from fatigue fracture under multiple cycles of mechanical loads

(77-79), because the resistance to fatigue-crack propagation after prolonged cycles of loads is the

energy required to fracture a single layer of polymer chains (i.e., the intrinsic fracture energy of

the hydrogel), which is unaffected by the additional dissipation mechanisms introduced in tough

hydrogels (78, 79). The reported fatigue thresholds of various tough hydrogels are 8.4 J/m 2 for

polyacrylamide (PAAm)-polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (79) and 53.2 J/m 2 for PAAm-alginate (78), on

the same order of magnitude as their intrinsic fracture energies. The highest fatigue threshold for
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hydrogels reported so far is 418 J/m 2 for a double network hydrogel, poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-

1--propanesulfonic acid) (PAMPS)-PAAm, which possibly can be attributed to the PAAm network

with very long polymer chains and thus high intrinsic fracture energy (43, 80).

1.2.4 Elastic instabilities in hydrogels

Mechanical instabilities are ubiquitous in nature (81) and daily life (82). Instabilities can form due

to various loadings, such as compression (83), tension (84), constrained swelling (85), differential

growth (86). When the loading reaches a critical value, an instability pattern emerges by

minimizing the total energy of the system. Intensive researches have been focused on various

modes of surface instabilities including creases (87), wrinkles (88), folds (89), and ridges (90).

Hydrogels typically have superior compliance, high stretchability, and relatively high

surface tension, which makes it possible to form new modes of instabilities (91). For example,

various modes of mechanical instabilities in confined elastic layers under tension have been

discovered (51, 92-95). If the elastic layer partially debonds from the rigid body, the delaminated

interface can undulate periodically to give the interfacial undulation (92, 96-99). If perfect bonding

between the elastic layer and the rigid bodies is maintained, a cavity can nucleate and grow within

the elastic layer when the hydrostatic tensile stress in any region of the elastic layer reaches a

critical value, giving the cavitation instability (e.g., Fig. 1c) (95, 100-103). Even if perfect bonding

between the elastic layer and the rigid substrates is maintained and cavitation instability is

suppressed by tuning the material properties and geometry of the elastic layer, the exposed

meniscus can become unstable, forming fingering instability (93, 94, 104).
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1.3 Motivation

1.3.1 Design tissue-like mechanical properties of hydrogels

The first aim of the thesis is to design hydrogels with tissue-like mechanical properties (i.e., high

toughness, resilience, and fatigue-resistance). Despite the challenge, the design of tissue-like

hydrogels is of both fundamental and practical importance. On the fundamental side,

understanding nature's routes to achieve these properties can serve as the guideline for the design

of tissue-like man-made hydrogels. On the practical importance, the emerging applications of

hydrogels in soft machines require the hydrogels to achieve long-lasting, reliable, functional, and

predictable performances (105).

1.3.2 Understanding mechanical instabilities in confined hydrogel layers

The second aim of the thesis is to study and explore a few modes of mechanical instabilities

forming in confined elastic layers. The formation and interaction of these mechanical instabilities

highly affect the mechanical robustness of engineering structures. For example, the load capacity

of the adhesives depends on the initial occurrence mode of mechanical instabilities (106). The

occurrences of mechanical instabilities also initiate different failure mechanisms ranging from

interfacial fracture to cohesive failure in relevant structures (107). Systematic understanding of

mechanical instabilities in confined elastic layers can guide the design of mechanically robust

hydrogel adhesives.

1.4 Research methodology

Nature is a rich source of knowledge for innovative designs. Over billions of years of evolution,

biological systems find solutions for different classes of problems through optimization ofnature's

designs. The methodology of bio-inspiration and biomimicry has been adopted since five hundred
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years ago when Leonardo da Vinci designed a number of bioinspired inventions (e.g., flying

machine) far ahead of his time (108). Specifically, nature designs soft tough tissues with robust

mechanical properties via hierarchical and heterogeneous structures, which are unmatched by the

synthetic hydrogels yet. Understanding the routes adopted by nature can serve as the inspiration

source for the design of synthetic hydrogels.
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Figure 1-3: Illustration of research methodology. (a) Bio-inspiration from nature's routes to design

mechanical properties. (b) Design principle. (c) Implementation of the principle via various mechanisms.

(d) Material protocols for design matrix. (e) Demand-driven engineering applications.

1.5 Plan of this dissertation

The first section of the dissertation focuses on the design of mechanical properties of hydrogels.

In Chapter 2, we perform scaling analysis and develop a continuum model for predicting fracture

energies in soft tough hydrogels. In Chapter 3, we propose a method to design hydrogels that can

achieve both high toughness and high resilience. In Chapter 4, we propose to enhance anti-fatigue

properties in synthetic hydrogels by the introduction of nanocrystalline domains. In Chapter 5, we

propose a facile approach to achieve muscle-like combinational mechanical properties in

hydrogels by mechanical training. The second section of the dissertation studies fringe, fingering,

and cavitation instabilities in hydrogels. In Chapter 6, we discover a new mode of instability (i.e.,

fringe instability) in confined elastic layers. In Chapter 7, we study the formation and interaction
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of various modes of mechanical instabilities in confined hydrogel layers. Lastly, we provide the

conclusions and summarize the contributions of the thesis in Chapter 8.
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Design tissue-like properties of hydrogels
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Chapter 2

Design of tough hydrogels
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2.1 Introduction

Most parts of animal bodies consist of soft tissues such as muscles, cartilages, tendons, ligaments,

heart valves, and skins have relatively low stiffness (i.e., around 100 kPa) but high fracture energy

around 1000 J/m2. These soft yet tough tissues are crucial for the survival of animals under various

internal and external mechanical loads. Similarly, many applications of hydrogels require them to

maintain physical integrity over time and even carry and/or sustain mechanical loads.

Owing to their scientific and technological importance, various soft tough materials have

been developed in recent decades (43-45, 50, 109-114). The intrinsic fracture energy of soft

materials - i.e., the energy required to fracture a layer of polymer chains in front of the crack (115)

- is relatively low; and it is qualitatively known that the toughening of soft materials generally

relies on mechanical dissipation in process zones around cracks (41, 46, 116, 117). However, it is

still not well understood how the intrinsic fracture energy and mechanical dissipation cooperate

synergistically to give rise to high fracture toughness of soft materials (70). Furthermore, physical

models that can predict the fracture energy and crack-tip strain fields of soft materials are of

imminent importance to the design of new soft tough materials, but such predictive models still do

not exist.

In this chapter, we report a scaling law and a continuum model that quantitatively accounts

for the synergistic contributions of intrinsic fracture energies and dissipations to the total fracture

energies of soft materials. We characterize the essential physical features of intrinsic fracture

energy and dissipation using the cohesive-zone model and Mullins-effect model, respectively,

implemented in finite element software, ABAQUS. Our calculation shows that the total fracture

energy of soft material scales linearly with its intrinsic fracture energy, while the effect of

dissipation manifests as a scaling pre-factor that can be much higher than one. To validate the
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theory and model, we measure the stress-strain hysteresis and intrinsic fracture energies of

polyacrylamide-alginate (PAAm-alginate) hydrogels of different compositions, which represent

soft tough materials with different properties (44, 118). Using the material parameters measured

independently, our model can quantitatively predict the fracture energies of different soft materials

as well as strain fields and crack propagations in them. Based on the model, we further calculate a

toughening diagram that can guide the design of new soft tough materials.

2.2 Scaling analysis

Let us consider a notched soft material undergoing the pure-shear test to measure its fracture

energy in mode I loading, as illustrated in Fig. 2-1 (119). Crack propagation in the soft material

requires the scission of at least a layer of polymer chains. The required mechanical energy for

chain scission divided by the area of crack surface at undeformed state gives the intrinsic fracture

energy FO . In addition, material elements in a process zone around the crack will also be deformed

and undeformed as the crack propagates. If mechanical energy is dissipated during this process,

the dissipated energy divided by the area of crack surface at undeformed state further contributes

to the total fracture energy by FD .Therefore, the total fracture energy of a soft material can be

expressed as

0 O+D (2.1)

where FD =UDiDad D is the mechanical energy dissipated per the volume of the process zone,

and 'Dis the height of the process zone in the soft material at undeformed state. Since material

elements in the process zone approximately undergo the pure-shear deformation (120) (i.e., tensile

deformation of a thin sheet with one lateral dimension fixed as illustrated in Fig. 2-4), we further

have UD oc UD (S = Smax), whereUD is the mechanical energy dissipated per unit volume of the
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soft material under pure-shear tensile deformation, and S_, is the maximum nominal stress that

can be achieved in the material under pure-shear tensile deformation.

* loading

unloading
Smax - - - - - - - -

S --------

Figure 2-1: Schematic illustration of extrinsic mechanical dissipation enhancing fracture energies in

tough hydrogels.

Deformation and stress fields around the tip of a crack in soft materials are highly affected

by various degrees of strain stiffening effects such as neo-Hookean model, exponentially

hardening model and Gent model (121). Here, we focus on a soft material represented by the neo-

Hookean solid in pure-shear test, the leading order of the nominal stress at a point near crack tip

scales as S oc 2Fp/ rx (61, 121), where p is the shear modulus of the materials, F is the total

fracture energy, and x is the distance from the point to the crack tip. Since only a region of the

material around crack tip is under sufficiently high deformation (i.e., material inside the process

zone) to significantly contribute to energy dissipation, we can choose a critical stress level to

determine the boundary of the process zone. It can be argued that the critical stress level is on the

same order as the maximum stress (Smax ) in the sample, and therefore the size of the process zone

according to the crack tip stress field scales as

(2.2)
D

max
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or equivalently,

ID ~ (2.3)
UUmax

where Ua S,u / is the maximum mechanical work done on the material under pure-shear

tensile deformation. It is noted that the scaling of Ua S./2 pis valid for the material with a

long plateau of stress-stretch curve (122). A combination of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) leads to a

governing equation for the total fracture energy of soft tough materials,

a ~ ,0 (2.4)
1-c/hha

where ha. = UD (S Sma)/ U is the ratio between the maximum dissipation and maximum

mechanical work done on the material, and 0 ! a* 1 is a dimensionless number depending on the

stress-strain hysteresis of the material deformed to different levels of stresses.

2.3 Coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins effect model

Next, we develop a continuum model that can predict the fracture energy of soft tough materials,

using material parameters measured independently. The continuum model needs to quantitatively

capture the synergistic contributions of intrinsic fracture energy and mechanical dissipation in

process zone to the total fracture energy. In order to model the intrinsic fracture energy of soft

materials, we adopt a triangle cohesive-zone model governed by the maximum nominal stress S

and maximum nominal separation m on the expected crack path (123). The damage initiation of

the cohesive layer follows the quadratic nominal stress criterion

S tn 2 +( 22=1 (2.5)
Sa Sa
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where t, and t, represent the nominal surface tractions on the crack surface along normal and

tangential directions, respectively. When Eq. (2.5) is satisfied, the cohesive layer enters into the

softening regime, which is described by the linear damage evolution function illustrated in Fig. 2-

2. The cohesive-zone model prescribes the intrinsic fracture energy of the soft materials to be

[o =-Smaxmax
2

(2.6)

b
S

F0
IM

15

Mullins effect
loading

UD unloading

Figure 2-2: Schematics of the model for fracture in soft tough materials. (a) The intrinsic fracture energy

of the soft material is characterized as a cohesive-zone model with triangle traction-separation law. (b) The

mechanical dissipation in the process zone is characterized by the Mullins effect. A typical stress-stretch

curve of the soft material under cyclic pure-shear tensile deformation. The hysteresis loop in the curve

indicates mechanical dissipation.

To physically implement the cohesive-zone model, the maximum stress Sm. of the

cohesive zone is taken as the measured failure stress of the material under pure-shear tension, and

the maximum separation 4m is calculated based on the experimentally measured intrinsic fracture

energy of the material FO and Eq. (2.6), i.e., ma = 2 / Sa .

Mechanical dissipation in the process zone may arise from viscoelasticity (124, 125),

plasticity (110), and/or partial damage of the soft materials; and such dissipations manifest as
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hysteresis loops on stress-strain curves of the material. To capture the essential effect of dissipation

in process zone on toughening, we model the dissipation as the Mullins effect in soft materials.

The Mullins effect gives hysteresis loops in the stress-stretch curves of the materials under loading-

unloading cycles. We redefine the hysteresis ratio of the material under pure-shear tensile

deformation as

h=UD/U (2.7)

where U and UD are the mechanical work done on and the energy dissipation in a unit volume

of the soft material under pure-shear tensile deformation, respectively. The hysteresis ratio of the

soft material generally increases with the deformation of (or the work done on) the material due to

the accumulation of material damage and eventually reaches a maximum value, i.e.,

h(S= Smax)= hma (Fig. 2-3c), which is used in Eq. (2.4). To describe the Mullins effect in soft

materials, we adopt the modified Ogden-Roxburgh model (126) used in Abaqus. In brief, the free

energy function of an incompressible material with Mullins effect can be expressed as

W (F,q) = r/W (F)+#(q) (2.8)

where F is the deformation gradient tensor, 7 is a damage variable (0 <q 51), W is the free

energy function of a pure elastic material without Mullins effect, and #(t) is referred to as the

damage function. The damage variable q characterizes the stress softening due to material damage.

The material is in its virgin state if 7=1 and fully damaged state if 7=0. The damage function

and damage variable in Eq. (2.8) can be expressed as

#(r)= L(m+ ,W')erf -'(r(1- 7))- W"] d (2.9a)

77 =1I- erf [W' - W)(m + pW'") (2.9b)
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where W' =-#'(=1) denotes the maximum strain energy density of the material before

unloading, erf is the error function, 8* is a positive number to avoid overly stiff response at the

initiation of unloading from relatively large stretch levels, and r and m are constants that

characterize the damage properties of the material. Throughout the calculations, we set 8* =0.1

for numerical stabilization. The parameter r in Eq. (2.9) indicates the maximum extent of the

material damage related to the virgin state, which therefore determines the maximum hysteresis

ratio of the material under pure-shear tensile deformation hmax. Fig. 2-3a gives the relation between

hm and r for a neo-Hookean material with Mullins effect under pure-shear tensile deformation.

It is evident that hm is a monotonic decreasing function of r. The parameter m in Eq. (2.9)

represents a critical energy scale that acts as a threshold for activating significant dissipation in the

material. Fig. 2-3b shows the calculated hysteresis ratio h as a function of U / Umax for different

values of m /Umax for a neo-Hookean material with Mullins effect under pure-shear tensile

deformation. If U /Umax < m / Umax for a material under pure-shear tensile deformation, the

hysteresis ratio h is generally much smaller than h_, which means that the deformation of (or

the work done on) the material is not sufficient to induce significant dissipation. If

U / U »m / Umax , the hysteresis ratio h can reach a value close to hmax which means that

significant dissipation has been activated. Therefore, the parameter m / Umax indicates the speed of

h increasing from 0 to hmax as a function of U / Umax ; a smaller valueof m /Umax gives a faster

transition to hmax
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Figure 2-3: The modified Ogden-Roxburgh for Mullins effect. (a) The relation between maximum

hysteresis ratio hm and damage constant r for a neo-Hookean material with Mullins effect under pure-

shear tensile deformation. (b) The calculated hysteresis ratio h as a function of normalized stored strain

energy U/U. for different values of damage constant m/Um. for a neo-Hookean material with

Mullins effect under pure-shear tensile deformation. (c) The calculated stress-stretch hysteresis for a neo-

Hookean material with Mullins effect under pure-shear tensile deformation.
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To physically implement the Mullins-effect model, the free energy function Pi(F) in Eq.

(2.9) can be obtained by fitting a hyperelastic material to the stress-stretch curve of soft material

under monotonic loading. The parameters r and m in Eq. (2.9) can be obtained from multiple

stress-stretch hysteresis of the soft material deformed to different stretches.

a Notched sample

L

LO1 Lc L
F

Unnotched sample

U(Le) L

LO Lc L
F

Figure 2-4: Schematic of pure-shear test for measuring fracture energy of hydrogels. (a) Notched samples

are stretched to critical distance of Lc until the crack propagates. (b) Un-notched samples are stretched to

Lc with the force F recorded and the fracture energy of the hydrogel can be calculated as

F=( Fdl)/(WT), where WO, To and Lrepresents width, thickness and initial gage length of the

sample, respectively.

In order to calculate the total fracture energy and crack-tip strain field of soft material, the

pure-shear test is simulated in the coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins-effect model. In brief, two

identical pieces of a soft material are clamped along their long edges with rigid plates. A notch is

introduced into the first sample, which is then gradually pulled to a stretch of Ac times of its

undeformed length until a crack steadily propagates from the notch. Thereafter, the second sample

without notch is uniformly stretched to the same critical stretch Ac with the applied stress S
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recorded. The total fracture energy of the soft material can be calculated as F = Lj SdA, where

Lo is the height of the sample shown in Fig. 2-4.

We next discuss the difference in critical stretches for crack initiation and steady-state

propagation and therefore the difference in corresponding fracture energies. The crack initiation

happens at the same critical stretch for a material with and without energy dissipation (i.e., with

and without Mullins effect), because the unloading process and thus dissipative properties of the

materials do not affect crack initiation. The measured fracture energy corresponding to crack

initiation reflects the intrinsic fracture energy of a material. On the other hand, the critical stretches

for steady-state propagation of crack in a material with and without energy dissipation can be very

different. For pure elastic samples (i.e., without Mullins effect), the steady-state propagation of

crack follows right after the crack initiation. For samples with dissipation (i.e., with Mullins effect),

the steady-state propagation of crack, however, can occur at a much larger stretch than crack

initiation, because the unloaded material around the crack has been softened-reflecting the

toughening effect of mechanical dissipation. In the current study, we use the fracture energy

measured at steady-state propagation of crack (i.e., the steady-state critical energy release rate G")

to give the total fracture energy F of materials with and without dissipation.

2.4 Theoretical and numerical results

Next, we will use the coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins-effect model to validate the scaling for

total fracture energies of soft materials. The soft material under loading is taken as a neo-Hookean

material with initial shear modulus p. Based on the coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins effect

model, the total fracture energy of the soft material, F, is mainly determined by a set of four

parameters including p , F, hm, Sma, and m / Umax. (Note that Umax is approximately equal to
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S 2/2p for neo-Hookean materials) We will vary these parameters independently in the model,

and calculate the fracture energy of the materials following the pure-shear method described above.

Without loss of generality, we use the initial shear modulus p to normalizeSma., 1o and F . In

Fig. 2-5a, the calculated values of F are plotted as functions of F, in all the calculated cases. With

this knowledge in mind, we next explore the enhanced ratio of the fracture energy F /Fe due to

mechanical dissipation in the process zone. We calculate F /FO as functions of hm. for various

combinations of Smax /p and m/Umax Fig. 2-4b shows that the relation F /F 0 =1 /(1- a* -hmax)

is valid for wide ranges of Smax / p (i.e., from 2 to 6) and m / Umax (i.e., 0.005-0.1). In addition, it

can be seen that the calculated values of F / Ffrom models with different Smax / p but the same

m / Umax are approximately the same. This means the parameter a* in Eq. (2.4) mainly depends on

the normalized critical energy scale, m / Umax. In Fig. 2-4c, we summarize the calculated parameter

a*as a function of m /Umaxfor different values of Smax /p . It is evident that a* does not depend

on Smax / p , which is consistent with the result in Fig. 2-5b. In addition, a* is a monotonic

decreasing function of m / Umax This trend can be qualitatively understood as follows. When the

normalized work done on a material element in the process zone exceeds a critical valuem /Umax

the element begins to dissipate mechanical energy significantly. Therefore, for materials with

otherwise the same properties, a lower value ofm / Umax gives more dissipation in the process zone

and thus a higher enhancement of the fracture energy, i.e., higher value of F/Fo. Based on the

models' results in Fig. 2-5c, we further fit a as a function of m / Umax for

~.30.034
a 0.33+ /Umax0.045 (2.10)
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This fitting equation was recently theoretically derived and validated by Long et al. as well (61).
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Figure 2-5: Calculated fracture energies of soft materials from the model. (a) Calculated F as a function

of I with different Sm. / p and hm. . The value of m / Um. is set to 0.01. (b) Calculated F as a

function of hmax with different S. / p and m / U. . (c) Calculated dimensionless parameter a* as a

function of m / U,.
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Figure 2-6: A quantitative diagram for toughening mechanisms of soft materials. The toughness

enhancement ratio F / FO as a function of the maximum hysteresis ratio h and the normalized critical

energy scale for significant dissipation m / Um.

Based on Eqs. (2.4) and (2.10), we summarize the toughness enhancement of soft materials,

F / F0 , as a function of the maximum hysteresis ratio h. and the normalized critical energy scale

for significant dissipation m / U. in Fig. 2-6. The results reveal three critical factors in

toughening of soft materials: (1) high intrinsic fracture energy (i.e., high F), (2) high value of

maximum hysteresis ratio (i.e., high hm), and (3) quick transition to the maximum hysteresis (i.e.,

low m/Um.). These findings are consistent with the underlying physical mechanisms for the

design of soft tough materials, such as large amounts of long stretchy polymer chains for high

intrinsic fracture energy, sacrificial bonds for high energy dissipation, and high stretchability for a
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quick transition from zero to maximum hysteresis ratio. Our theoretical models can quantify the

contributions from each factor, and therefore provide quantitative guidelines for the design of

future soft tough materials.

2.5 Experimental validation

2.5.1 Material preparation

To validate the model, we take the interpenetrating-network hydrogel of PAAm-Alginate as a

model material system to investigate the toughness enhancement by introducing energy dissipation

in a realistic soft material. A pre-gel solution is prepared by mixing 4.1 mL 4.8 wt% alginate

(Sigma, A2033) and 5.5 mL 18.7 wt% acrylamide (Sigma, A8887). We add 900 PL 0.2g/100ml

N,N-methylenebisacrylamide (Sigma, 146072) as the crosslinker for polyacrylamide and 102 pL

0.2 M ammonium persulphate (Sigma, 248614) as a photo initiator for polyacrylamide. After

degassing the pre-gel solution in a vacuum chamber, we add respectively 200 PL or 300 gL

(sample 1: 200 pL; sample 2: 300 pL) 1 M calcium sulphate (Sigma, C3771) as the crosslinker for

alginate and 8.2 tL N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (Sigma, T7024-50M) as the initiation

accelerator for polyacrylamide to form hydrogels with different energy dissipation. Thereafter, the

pre-gel solution is infused into a glass mold and is subjected to ultraviolet light irradiation for 60

minutes with 8 W power and 254 nm wavelength to cure the hydrogel.

2.5.2 Calibration of material parameters

We measure stress-stretch curves and various hysteresis ratios of the hydrogel under pure-shear

tensile deformation up to the maximum stress S., and then implement the measured data into

the modified Ogden-Roxburgh model in ABAQUS. As shown in Fig. 2-7a, the pure elastic

deformation of the hydrogel can be well described by the Ogden hyperelastic model (127). In Fig.

2-7c, we compare the measured hysteresis ratio of the hydrogel under different deformation (i.e.,
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different U /U.) with the model's prediction, validating that the Ogden-Roxburgh model can

accurately characterize the dissipative property of the hydrogel. In order to measure the intrinsic

fracture energy of the hydrogel, we pre-deform the hydrogel samples to a level of stress

approximately S_, for multiple cycles to deplete the dissipative capacity of the samples (44, 118).

This measured value overestimates the tough hydrogels' intrinsic fracture energy since a few

cycles of pre-stretching is not sufficient for completely depleting the fracture energy (78). (Note

that the alternative approach to identify the intrinsic fracture energy is to measure its fatigue

threshold.) Thereafter, the pure-shear test is used to measure the stress-stretch hysteresis and

fracture energy of the pre-deformed sample. There is almost no stress-stretch hysteresis of the

sample pre-deformed to S.. (118), indicating negligible mechanical dissipation of the sample. In

addition, the measured fracture energy as a function of pre-deformation indeed reaches an

asymptote (Fig. 2-8b), which gives the intrinsic fracture energy of the hydrogel without the effect

of dissipation in the process zone. The measured intrinsic energy is then implemented through the

cohesive-zone model in ABAQUS.

a b c
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Figure 2-7: (a) Comparison of the experimentally measured stress-stretch curve and fitted curve using one

term Ogden model. (b) Experimentally measured cyclic stress-stretch curves at different stretches. (c) The

measured hysteresis ratios of the material deformed to different stretches and the calculated hysteresis ratio

by the modified Ogden-Roxburgh model with r =1.516 and m= 4.274kJ/m'.
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Figure 2-8: (a) Schematic illustration of the method for measuring intrinsic fracture energy via pre-

deformation. (b) Fracture energy as a function of pre-deformation 2,.

2.5.3 Validation

Now that the material parameters of the hydrogel have been independently measured and

implemented in the continuum model, we will perform the pure-shear tests on samples both in

experiments and in the model to obtain the fracture energies of the hydrogel. The hydrogel strip

for experimentally measuring the fracture energy has a dimension of Lo=20 mm, Wo=180 mm and

cut length a =90 mm (Fig. 2-4), which also applies to the numerical simulations presented in Fig.

2-10. As demonstrated by previous study (42), the current size is large enough to obtain fracture

energies that are independent of the specimen size. It should be noted that, in other studies, the

process zone can be as large as the tested sample, making the fracture toughness as an extrinsic

quantity depending on the specimen size. In Fig. 2-9, we compare the force-displacement curves

of the notched sample from experiment and calculation, and find that the theoretically predicted

curve and critical point for steady-state crack propagation are in good agreement with experimental

results. We further use digital image correlation (DIC) method to measure the strain field around
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the notch in the sample under pure-shear test. As shown in Fig. 2-10, the strain fields around the

notch predicted by the model are consistent with the measured results by DIC.
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Figure 2-9: Force-displacement curves of the notched sample under pure-shear test measured from the

experiment and predicted by the model.
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Figure 2-10: The strain field in the notched sample under pure-shear test to different stretches: (a) measured

by digital image correlation method (DIC) in the experiment and (b) predicted by the model.

2.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we propose a scaling law that accounts for synergistic effects of intrinsic fracture

energies and mechanical dissipations on the toughening of soft materials. We then develop a

coupled cohesive-zone and Mullins effect model to quantitatively predict the fracture energies and

crack-tip strain fields in soft tough materials, using material parameters measured independently.

The theory and the model show that the toughening of a soft material relies on high intrinsic

fracture energy of the material, high value of maximum hysteresis ratio of the material, and quick
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transition to the maximum hysteresis in the material under deformation. We further perform pure-

shear experiments coupled with DIC method on tough hydrogels to measure their fracture energies

and strain fields around crack tips, and show that the experimental results match well with the

model's predictions. The theory and model can provide quantitative guidance for the design of

future soft tough materials.
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Chapter 3

Design of resilient yet tough hydrogels
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3.1 Introduction

High resilience of a materials requires low mechanical dissipation of the material under

deformation, which is indicated by small hysteresis loops in the stress-strain curves of the material

being deformed and undeformed (e.g., Fig. 3-la). On the other hand, high toughness requires

significant mechanical dissipation during crack propagation in a material, and thus large hysteresis

loops in the corresponding stress-strain curves of the material (e.g., Fig. 3-1b). While resilience

and toughness seem to be a pair of intrinsically contradictory properties for a material, many

biological tissues or hydrogels are indeed both resilient and tough. For example, heart valves (3,

4, 128, 129), which need to deform more than 3 x 10 9 cycles over their lifetime (129), generally

can achieve both high resilience (>80%) (4) and high toughness (>1200 J/m2) (128) in order to be

both energy-efficient and robust. Designing synthetic hydrogels that are both tough and resilient

will not only help the replacement and regeneration of relevant tissues such as heart valves, but

also advance fundamental knowledge in mechanics and materials science. Despite the successes

in developing hydrogels with high toughness (43-46, 50, 62, 130) or high resilience (6, 131), recent

efforts on designing both tough and resilient hydrogels mostly focus on one property (e.g. reporting

resilience without toughness) (132-134). In addition, existing works in the field mostly rely on

specific materials (132-134). However, a general principle together with practical methods that

can guide the design of resilient and tough hydrogels using different materials will be particularly

valuable.
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Figure 3-1: (a) Resilient material requires low mechanical dissipation under deformation, indicated by

small hysteresis in the stress-strain curve. (b) Tough material requires high dissipation during crack

propagation in it, indicated by large hysteresis in the stress-strain curve.

3.2 Definition and experimental characterization

Resilience refers to the ability of a material to deform and spring back to its original shape

elastically with no loss of mechanical energy. Quantitatively, resilience of a soft material is defined

as the ratio of energy released in deformation recovery to the energy that causes the deformation.

To experimentally measure this quantity, it can be obtained by dropping a weighted ball from a

specific height onto a given material and measuring the rebound height of the ball (ASTM D2632).

Here, we take an alternative approach to measure the resilience of one soft material by performing

cyclic tensile loading. The resilience of a material can be calculated by

Sd1I
R =1- . Sd (3.1)

where f SdA is the area of hysteresis loop in the loading-unloading cycle, Sdl is the area

under the loading curve, S is the nominal stress in the sample, and a is the maximum nominal

stretch in the cycle.
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3.3 Delayed dissipation to reconcile resilience and toughness

Heart valve generally shows both high resilience of 80% and high toughness of 1200 J/m2 (3, 4).

The properties of high resilience and high toughness of heart valve are mainly attributed to the

elastin and collagen in its layered structure via the mechanism of delayed dissipation. Heart valve

is composed of two layers, i.e., the fibrosa and ventricularis, separated by a loose spongiosa (135)

(Fig. 1-id). Although the elastin is mechanically weak (-10 kPa), the elastin in ventricularis

provides dominant restorative force for pulling back the fibrosa into its folded shape at small

deformation (<60%), giving high resilience. When the heart valve is highly deformed with full

extension, the collagen fibrils in fibrosa take over the load, resulting in high toughness.
------------------------- ------------

-7-I

-''----------- --------------------------- j

S

1 AR 1R

Figure 3-2: Resilient and tough hydrogel can be designed with delayed dissipation. The hydrogel is resilient

when deformed within a resilient domain 21, but significantly dissipative when deformed beyondAR 

Hydrogel around a crack tip will be deformed beyond 21 and therefore significantly dissipates mechanical

energy to toughen the hydrogel.
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Here, inspired from nature, we further propose to design a resilient domain , AR, in tough

hydrogels via pre-deformation, so that (1) when max AR ,the hydrogel is resilient; (2) when

Am > AR , deformation of the hydrogel significantly dissipates mechanical energy, where ARis

a measurement of pre-deformation, such as principal stretch, the first invariant of Green

deformation tensor (136), and effective stretch of polymer chains (137), and Am is the same

measurement of the maximum deformation of the hydrogel in one loading-unloading cycle.

Since the hydrogel samples in the current study will all undergo pure-shear tension,

different measurements of deformation will lead to equivalent results. To focus on the essential

idea, we will choose the principal stretch along the applied force direction, A, as the measurement

of deformation. Therefore, the hydrogel is resilient when the maximum principal stretch of the

hydrogel along the applied force direction Am. AR, and highly dissipative when Am. > AR (Fig.

3-2). In particular, the hydrogel around crack tips can be highly stretched over AR , and therefore

significantly dissipate mechanical energy to toughen the hydrogel (Fig. 3-2).

3.4 Implementation of delayed dissipation

To implement the design principle, we pre-stretch interpenetrating-network hydrogels with

distinctly different chain lengths to AR (Fig. 3-3) (43, 44). The pre-stretch will damage the short-

chain network in the hydrogels to controlled degrees, which tend to increase with the pre-stretch.

As a result, if the pre-stretched hydrogel is further deformed within the value of AR , it will be

highly resilient; since the available sacrificial chains or bonds within the value of AR have been

mostly consumed. On the other hand, if the subsequent deformation is beyond the value of AR
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more chains in the short-chain network can be fractured to further dissipate mechanical energy.

Therefore, the pre-stretched hydrogel can maintain high toughness, due to large deformation (over

AR) of materials around crack tips. It should be noted that the pre-stretch should be much lower

than that ultimate stretch of the hydrogel, in order to avoid depletion of the short chains and damage

of long chains.

A = 1 A = A

pre-stretch

V
U-------------

W : long chain network

\,f: short chain network

Figure 3-3: Schematics of a practical method to implement the design principle by controlling damage of

interpenetrating-network hydrogels. The pre-stretch will damage the short-chain network in the hydrogels

to controlled degrees. If the pre-stretched hydrogel is further deformed within the value of AR , it will be

resilient. If the sequent deformation is beyond the value ofAR , more chains in the short-chain network can

be fractured to further dissipate mechanical energy.

3.5 Experimental validation

3.5.1 Material

To validate the design principle, we first choose interpenetrating networks of PAAm-alginate to

form the hydrogel. The de-crosslinking and fracture of the alginate short-chain network can

dissipate mechanical energy, and the PAAm long-chain network maintains high elasticity of the
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hydrogel, leading to the high toughness of the resultant hydrogel (44). The preparation of PAAM-

alginate hydrogel is as follows.

• A pre-gel solution is prepared by mixing 4.1 mL 4.8 wt% alginate (Sigma, A2033) and 5.5

mL 18.7 wt% acrylamide (Sigma, A8887). We add 377 ptL 0.2g/100ml N,N-

methylenebisacrylamide (Sigma, 146072) as the crosslinker for polyacrylamide and 102

pL 0.2 M ammonium persulphate (Sigma, 248614) as a photo initiator for polyacrylamide.

• After degassing the pre-gel solution in a vacuum chamber, we add 200 PL 1 M calcium

sulphate (Sigma, C3771) as the crosslinker for alginate and 8.2 PL N,N,N',N'-

tetramethylethylenediamine (Sigma, T7024-50M) as the initiation accelerator for

polyacrylamide.

• Thereafter, the pre-gel solution is infused into a glass mold measuring 80 x 60 x 2mm 3 and

is subjected to ultraviolet light irradiation for 60 minutes with 8 W power and 254 nm

wavelength to cure the hydrogel.

• The resultant hydrogel is soaked in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) for 15

hours to swell to equilibrium, approximating the physiological conditions in vivo (138).

3.5.2 Experimental validation

To validate the efficacy of pre-stretch method to achieve both high resilience and high

toughness, we first load the sample to 2 R =5 and then unloaded for 5 cycles to deplete the

sacrificial bonds and chains (see Fig. 3-4a). Thereafter, the pre-stretched hydrogel sample is further

stretched to maximum principal stretches of 2m. = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 with a rate of 0.02 s- and then

unloaded (Figs. 3-4, b and c). It can be seen that when ,. < AR, the hysteresis loop in the loading-

unloading curves are almost negligible, indicating negligible mechanical dissipation and high

resilience. Furthermore, we increase the loading rate on the pre-stretched sample to 0.1 s-, and
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find that the small hysteresis loops are unaffected. On the other hand, when the pre-stretched

sample is deformed toA 7- 8 (i.e., beyond resilient domain), an apparent hysteresis loop appears,

indicating significant mechanical dissipation.
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Figure 3-4: Experimental validation of the design principle and method with PAAm-alginate hydrogel. (a)

Schematics of the pre-stretch and further deformation of the hydrogel sample. (b) Stress vs. stretch curves

of the sample pre-stretched to AR= 5 and further stretched to Zm = 5 and 8, respectively. (c) Stress vs.

stretch curves of the sample with AR= 5 stretched to 2m. = 2, 3, and 4 at different rates.

Moreover, the resilient domain of the hydrogel can also be tuned by changing the value of

the pre-stretch AR . We next pre-stretch hydrogel samples to AR= 4, 5 and 6, respectively and then

measure the resilience of the samples under various deformations (Fig. 3-5). As shown in Fig. 3-

5a, for various values of AR, when Am. AR , the resilience of the hydrogels is consistently high,

over 90%; when Am. > AR, the resilience decreases drastically in some cases (e.g., R =35%,
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when AR= 4andA,,, =8), indicating significant mechanical dissipation. We further use pure-

shear tests to measure the fracture toughness of hydrogels pre-stretched to various resilient

domains (i.e., AR =1-5). From Fig. 3-5b, it can be seen that the fracture toughness can indeed

maintain a relatively high level, over 1800 J/m2. To validate that the high toughness is due to the

deformation of hydrogels around crack tip above AR, we use digital image correlation technique

(139, 140) to obtain the distribution of maximum principal stretches around the notch of a tough

and resilient hydrogel with AR=5. From Fig. 3-5, c and d, it can be seen that the maximum

principal stretch in the region around the notch tip can indeed reach values much higher than AR

before crack propagation to dissipate mechanical energy and therefore toughen the hydrogel.
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Figure 3-5: Tunable resilience and fracture toughness of tough and resilient PAAm-alginate hydrogels. (a)

Resilience R as a function of maximum stretch .. for samples with AR= 4, 5 and 6, respectively. (b)

Fracture energy Fvs. resilient domain AR of the hydrogels, error bar denote STD, n=3; (c) Distribution of

the maximum principal stretch around the crack tip of a hydrogel with AR= 5 under pure-shear test before

crack propagation. (d) Maximum principal stretch along the central line of the sample.
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While the dissociated ionic crosslinkings in alginate network can reform after pre-

stretching the PAAm-alginate hydrogels to decrease the resilience of the hydrogel (44), it seems

swelling the hydrogels in media can significantly reduce this effect (Fig. 3-6). For example, a

hydrogel pre-stretched to AR=3 can maintain high resilience of 77% over 67 hours.

100 , , i I
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80- after 67 hours
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20-

0 I

1 2 3 4 5

R

Figure 3-6: Resilience measured at maximum stretch max =2, 3 and 4 for samples with AR=2,3and4

after 10 min, 20 hours and 70 hours, respectively.

3.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we report a general principle for the design of resilient and tough hydrogels via

delayed dissipation. Based on the principle, a resilient domain is defined for the deformation of

tough hydrogels. We further implement the delayed dissipation and resilient domain by pre-

stretching interpenetrating-network hydrogels to damage the short-chain network within

controlled ranges, achieving extremely high resilience (-95%) and high toughness (~1900 Jim 2)

(see Fig. 3-8 for comparison with counterpart biological and synthetic hydrogels (3, 4, 6, 128)).

Since the design principle and method reported here are material-independent, we expect they can

be used to make existing tough hydrogels resilient and to design future tough and resilient
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hydrogels. In addition, it is noted that natural rubbers indeed achieve high resilience and high

toughness via delayed dissipation at large deformations, when polymer chains begin to detach from

reinforcing particles, giving the Mullins effect (141). It is expected the design principle and method

proposed here can be used to design new tough and resilient elastomers such as triple-network

tough elastomers recently developed (142).
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Figure 3-7: Comparison of fracture toughness and resilience of various synthetic and biological hydrogels.
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Chapter 4

Design of fatigue-resistant hydrogels
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4.1 Introduction

As polymer networks infiltrated with water, hydrogels have been widely used as scaffolds for

tissue engineering (34), vehicles for drug delivery (143) and model platforms for biological studies

(144). More recently, hydrogels have been explored for applications in devices and machines,

including wearable electronics (145, 146), soft robotics (147), adhesives (42, 148, 149), and

hydrogel-based soft machines (77, 150). The use of hydrogels in devices and machines requires

them to maintain robustness under cyclic mechanical loads. Following the pioneering work by

Gong et al. (43), hydrogels have been made tough to resist crack propagation under a single cycle

of mechanical load (44, 62, 151). The toughening of hydrogels is achieved by integrating

mechanisms for dissipating mechanical energies such as fracture of short polymer chains and

reversible crosslinks into stretchy polymer networks (41, 46). However, existing tough hydrogels

still suffer from fatigue fracture under multiple cycles of mechanical loads (77-79), because the

resistance to fatigue-crack propagation after prolonged cycles of loads is the energy required to

fracture a single layer of polymer chains (i.e., the intrinsic fracture energy of the hydrogel), which

is unaffected by the additional dissipation mechanisms introduced in tough hydrogels (78, 79). The

reported fatigue thresholds of various tough hydrogels are 8.4 J/m 2 for polyacrylamide (PAAm)-

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (79) and 53.2 J/m2 for PAAm-alginate (78), the same order as their

intrinsic fracture energies. The highest fatigue threshold for hydrogels reported so far is 418 J/m 2

for a double network hydrogel, poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid) (PAMPS)-

PAAm, which possibly can be attributed to the PAAm network with very long polymer chains and

thus high intrinsic fracture energy (43, 80). A general strategy towards the design of anti-fatigue-

fracture hydrogels has remained as a critical need and a central challenge for long-term

applications of hydrogels in devices and machines.
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In contrast to synthetic hydrogels, biological tissues such as cartilages, tendons, muscles

and heart valves show extraordinary anti-fatigue property. For example, the knee joint of an

average person needs to sustain peak stresses of 4-9 MPa for 1 million cycles per year, and its

fracture energy after prolonged cycles of loads is above 1,000 J/m2 (22, 152). The anti-fatigue

property of biological tissues possibly arises from the inherent highly ordered and partially

crystalline structures of collagen fibers in the tissues (153).

Inspired by anti-fatigue biological tissues, we hypothesize that the increase of crystallinity

in synthetic hydrogels can significantly enhance their fatigue thresholds, due to the need to fracture

crystalline domains for fatigue-crack propagation (Fig. 4-1). The energy per unit area required to

fracture crystalline domains of a polymer per unit area is much higher than that required to fracture

a single layer of amorphous chains of the same polymer (154). To test the hypothesis, we select

PVA as a model hydrogel with tunable crystallinity. We increase the annealing time (after freeze-

thawing and air-drying) of the PVA hydrogel to give higher crystallinity, larger crystalline domain

size, and smaller average distance between adjacent domains in the hydrogel (Fig. 4-la). We then

measure the fatigue thresholds of PVA hydrogels with various crystallinities (Fig. 4-1, b and c).

We find that the increase of crystallinity can significantly enhance the fatigue thresholds of PVA

hydrogels. In particular, the fatigue threshold can exceed 1,000 J/m 2 when the crystallinity of PVA

in the swollen state reaches 18.9 wt.%. By annealing selected regions in hydrogels, we further

propose a strategy to pattern highly-crystalline regions in the PVA hydrogels to render them

resistant to fatigue-fracture but still maintain their high water contents and low moduli. With this

strategy, we create kirigami hydrogel sheets that are highly stretchable and resistant to fatigue-

fracture by introducing patterned cuts into hydrogel sheets and then reinforcing the cut tips. The
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current work not only reveals a new'anti-fatigue-fracture mechanism in hydrogels but also provides

a practical method to design anti-fatigue-fracture hydrogels for diverse applications.

a b c
Amorphous hydrogel Hydrogel with low crystallinity Hydrogel with high crystallinity

t t

Chain scission Chain scission 10-100 nm

Figure 4-1: Illustration of mechanisms by controlled introduction of crystalline domains. (a) Fatigue crack

propagation in an amorphous hydrogel under cyclic loads. (b) Fatigue crack propagation in hydrogels with

low crystallinities under cyclic loads. (c) Fatigue crack propagation in hydrogels with high crystallinities

under cyclic loads. The yellow areas represent crystalline domains, and the blue areas denote amorphous

domains.

4.2 Definition and experimental characterization

We adopt one physical parameter, i.e., fatigue threshold (or alternatively termed as fatigue limit),

to quantify hydrogel's ability to resist fatigue-crack propagation under repeated mechanical loads.

Fatigue threshold is defined as the minimum fracture energy at which crack does not initiate in

hydrogels over cycles. This physical quantity was first adopted to quantify elastomers' fatigue

properties (155, 156). By physical definition, fatigue threshold is corresponding to the intrinsic

fracture energy (i.e, the energy required to rupture a layer of polymer chains for elastomers and

hydrogels).

Fatigue threshold can be commonly measured using single-notch tension method and pure

shear method. Here, we adopt the single-notch tension method to measure the fatigue threshold of

hydrogels, which has been widely used in fatigue tests of rubbers (155, 156). To validate the

measured fatigue threshold, we use both single-notch tension method and pure shear method.

Notably, all fatigue tests in this study are performed on fully-swollen hydrogels immersed in a
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water bath, to prevent the dehydration-induced crack propagation (Fig. 4-1). We use dogbone-

shaped samples and perform cyclic tensile tests on both notched and unnotched samples, which

are otherwise the same. The nominal stress versus stretch curves (i.e., S vs. A ) of unnotched

samples are obtained over N cycles of applied stretchA . The strain energy density W of the

unnotched sample under the Nthcycle of applied stretch A' can be calculated as

W (A^,N)=f Sd2 (4.1)

where S and A are the measured nominal stress and stretch, respectively. Thereafter, the same

cyclic stretch AA is applied on the notched sample, measuring the evolution of the cut length in

undeformed state c with the cycle number N. The applied energy release rate G in the notched

sample under the Nthcycle of applied stretch A A can be calculated as (155, 156)

G(ZA,N)= 2k( A^).c(N).W(A^,N) (4.2)

where k is a slowly varying function of the applied stretch expressed as k = 3 /F, c the current

crack length at undeformed configuration, and W the strain energy density measured in the

unnotched sample (Eq. 4.1). By systematically varying the applied stretch A , we can obtain a

plot of crack extension per cycle versus the applied energy release rate (i.e., dc / dN vs. G ). By

linearly extrapolating the curve of dc / dN vs. G to the intercept with the abscissa, we can

approximately obtain the critical energy release rate G, below which the fatigue crack will not

propogate under infinite cycles of loads. By definition, the fatigue threshold FO is equal to the

critical energy release rate Gc. To validate that this extrapolated value Gc is indeed the fatigue

threshold FO , we further apply Gc to the notched sample using both single-notch method and pure
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shear method (78) over 30,000 cycles (to approximate infinite cycles of loads) and observe crack

extension over cycles.
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Figure 4-2: Schematic illustration of experimentally measuring fatigue threshold of hydrogels. (a)

Illustration of measuring nominal stress S vs. stretch X curves over N cycles of the applied stretch

XA. The stress-stretch curve reaches steady state as N reaches a critical value N*. (b) Illustration of

measuring crack extension per cycle dc / dN vs. energy release rate G curves.

4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Synthesis of PVA hydrogels

All types of PVA hydrogels are synthesized from 10 wt.% poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA; Mw 146,000-

186,000, 99+% hydrolyzed; Sigma-Aldrich, 363065) solution. The solution was heated in a water

bath at 100 °C with stirring for 5 h.

Chemically-crosslinked PVA hydrogels

• To synthesize chemically-crosslinked PVA hydrogels, we added 10 pl glutaraldehyde

(25%, Sigma-Aldrich, G6257) as a crosslinker to 1 ml 10 wt.% PVA solution, and added
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10 pl hydrochloric acid (36.5%-38%, J.T. Baker, 9535-02) as an accelerator into the other

1 ml 10 wt.% PVA solution.

• We then mixed and defoamed each of them by using centrifugal mixer (AR-100; Thinky).

• The final mixtures, obtained by mixing and defoaming the two solutions together, were

then casted into a mold and allowed to cure for 2 h.

• The chemically-crosslinked PVA hydrogels were immersed in deionized water for two

days to remove unreacted chemicals.

Freeze-thawed PVA hydrogels

• To fabricate freeze-thawed PVA hydrogels, 10 wt.% PVA solutions after mixing and

defoaming were poured into a mold, frozen at -20 °C for 8 h and thawed at 25 °C for 3 h.

• The freeze-thawed hydrogels were further dried in an incubator (New Brunswick Scientific,

C25) at 37 °C for 2 h, and then annealed at 100 °C for a controlled time (i.e., 0, 1, 3, 5, 10,

or 90 min).

• All as-prepared PVA hydrogels were immersed in water to achieve their equilibrium-

swollen state.

4.3.2 Measurement of residual water and crystallinity in dry samples

We measured the crystallinities of the resultant PVA hydrogels in their dry state by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC/cell: RCS1-3277 Cooling System: DSC1-0107). For as-prepared

chemically-crosslinked PVA and freeze-thawed PVA, we used excessive chemical crosslinks to

fix the amorphous polymer chains before air-drying, minimizing the formation of further

crystalline domains during the air-drying process. We first soaked the samples (thickness of 1mm)

in the aqueous solution consisting of 10 ml glutaraldehyde (25 %, Sigma-Aldrich, G6257), 500 pl
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hydrochloric acid (36.5%-38%, J.T. Baker, 9535-02) and 50 ml DI water for 2 h. Thereafter, we

soaked the samples in a DI water bath for 2 h to remove the residual hydrochloric acid. The samples

were further dried in an incubator (New Brunswick Scientific, C25) at 37 °C for 2 h.

Thereafter, we measured the mass of residual water m,,d,,a , the mass of crystalline

domains mstalline and the total mass of the dry samples (with residual water) m using DSC. In a

typical DSC measurement, we first weighed the total mass of the dry sample (with residual water)

m. The sample were thereafter placed in a Tzero-pan and heated up from 50 °C to 250 °C at the

rate of 20 °C/min under nitrogen atmosphere with flow rate of 30 mL/min. As shown in Fig. 4-3b,

the curve of heat flow shows a broad peak from 60 °C to 180 °C, indicating that the sample contains

a small amount of residual water. The integration of the endothermic transition ranging from 60 °C

to 180 °C gives the energy for evaporation of the residual water per unit mass of the dry sample

(withresidualwater) Hr,,,duTherefore,themassoftheresidualwaterm,,,idacanbecalculated

as

Hmresdulm M'eHidual (4-3)
Hwater

where H,, =2260 J/g is the latent heat of water evaporation. The curve of heat flow shows

another narrow peak ranging from 200 °C to 250 °C corresponds to melting of crystalline domains.

The integration of the endothermic transition ranging from 200 °C to 250 °C gives the energy for

fusing the crystalline domains per unit mass of the dry sample (with residual water) Hai

Therefore, the mass of the crystalline domains mstalne can be calculated as
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mcetallneMcryscrvstaeine

(4.4)

where H° , =138.6 J/g is the enthalpy of fusion of 100 wt.% crystalline PVA measured at the

equilibriummeltingpointT°(157). Therefore, the crystallinity in the ideally dry sample X,,,,

(without residual water) can be calculated as

Xdrv 
ca ie

- mc-iul

a

(4.5)

b
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Figure 4-3: (a) Measured mass normalized by the initial mass (at swollen state) of freeze-thawed PVA

sample versus air-drying time. (b) The amount of residual water can be calculated from the endothermic

transition ranging from 60 °C to 180 °C on the DSC curves.

4.3.3 Measurement of water content and crystallinity in swollen samples

The swollen hydrogels weighing m,,ewere placed in an incubator (New Brunswick Scientific,

C25) at 37 °C for 2 h, and weighed m after air-drying (Fig. 4-3a). The mass of the residual water

in the as-prepared dry samples n,,id~,were measured in the previous section. Therefore, the water

content in the swollen state can be calculated as (mswolen - m+ mresidual )/swollen and the polymer
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content in the swollen state can be calculated as (m - mredual mswolen . In addition, the

crystallinity in the swollen sample X Iiencan be calculated as

X,,oe = namne = X drv' -nresidual (44)

swollen ollen

where m ,stalline and Xd,were measured in the previous section.

4.3.4 AFM phase imaging

AFM phase images were acquired by atomic force microscope (MFP-3D, Asylum Research) in

tapping mode. Dry free-standing PVA films were directly attached onto sample stage by double-

sided carbon tape. The probe lightly taps on the sample surface with recorded phase shift angle of

the probe motion relative to a driving oscillator. The bright regions with high phase angle

correspond to regions with relative high modulus; and the dark regions with low phase angle

correspond to regions with relative low modulus.

4.3.5 X-ray scattering

The X-ray scattering measurement was performed with Pilatus3R 300K detector Bruker Nanostar

SAXS in X-ray Diffraction Shared Experimental Facility at MIT. We used small angle 2 mm

beamstop with sample-detector distance of 1059.1 mm for SAXS measurements and wide angle

2mm beamstop with sample-detector distance of 109.1 mm for WAXS measurements. The

exposure time was set as 300 s. Raw SAXS and WAXS patterns were processed with various

corrections with MATLAB-based GIXSGUI software before analysis.

4.3.6 Raman spectroscopy

Each sample was hydrated for more than 2 h and then pressed between a glass slide and a cover

slip in order to ensure a flat surface. The cover slip was then sealed at the edges with nail polish to
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prevent the hydrogel from drying. A confocal Raman microscope (Alpha300RA; WiTec, Germany)

with 20x objective (Zeiss, Germany) was used. Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) was used as the excitation

source with the maximum power of 75mW. Data was collected with a CCD detector (DU401A-

BV; Andor, UK) behind a 600 g/mm grating spectrometer (UHTS 300; WiTec, Germany). 20 pm

resolution Raman map of 4x3 mm scan area was acquired with the accumulation time of 1 second

per point. Each point was pre-bleached for 400 ms to decrease the effect of fluorescence. Cosmic

ray removal and background subtraction were performed to clean the spectra. The intensity of 0-

H bond within the PVA and water were calculated by integrating the spectra in the range of 2,800-

3,000 cm-1 and 3,075-3,625 cm-1, respectively. The ratio of PVA and water was then calculated

and plotted as a heatmap.

4.3.7 Measurement of the fatigue threshold

All the mechanical tests were performed in a water bath at 25°C with U-stretch (CellScale, Canada).

For mechanically weak samples (e.g., the Ch and FT hydrogels), a load cell with maximum force

of 4.4 N was used; for mechanically strong samples (e.g., Anneal-90), a load cell with maximum

force of 44 N was used. The dumbbell-shape sample had the dimensions at as-prepared state with

the width of 5mm, thickness of 0.8mm and gauge length of 10mm. The nominal stress S was

measured from the recorded force F divided by width W and thickness t in the swollen state. To

measure the applied stretch A in gauge length, we adopted digital image correlation method and

calibrated the correlation between A and loading distance d at gripping points (Fig. 4-5). A digital

microscope (AM4815ZT; Dino-Lite, resolution 20 pm/pixel) was used to record the crack

extension. Since dry annealed PVA is transparent when immersing in water, we spread a small

amount of graphite powder on the surface of sample for visualization.
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A =1.68

Figure 4-4: Experiment method for measuring fatigue threshold. (a) Schematic illustration of test setup. (b)

Digital correlation method for calibration of the correlation between stretch A in gauge length and applied

distance d. Scale bars in b are 5 mm.

4.4 Results

To validate the hypothesis that the increase of crystallinity in hydrogels can significantly enhance

their fatigue thresholds, we use PVA hydrogels as a model material system with tunable

crystallinity. We first freeze a solution of uncrosslinked PVA at -20 °C for 8 h and thaw it at 25 °C

for 3 h, to form a hydrogel crosslinked by crystalline domains (158). The freeze-thawed PVA

hydrogel is further dried in an incubator at 37 °C and then annealed at 100 °C for various times

ranging from 0 min to 90 min (159). (The hydrogel dry-annealed for 0 min means no annealing

process.) The crystallinity of the hydrogel can be tuned by drying and annealing it with different

times. As a control sample, we also fabricate a chemically-crosslinked PVA as a reference

hydrogel containing an amorphous polymer network (See Materials and Methods in section 4.2).

4.4.1 Characterization of the crystalline morphology in PVA Hydrogels

We first measure the crystallinities of the resultant PVA hydrogels in their dry state by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC). For the chemically-crosslinked and free-thawed PVA hydrogels, we

use excessive chemical crosslinks to fix the amorphous polymer chains before air-drying them in
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an incubator at 37 °C (see Materials and Methods for details). The excessive chemical crosslinks

minimize the formation of further crystalline domains during air-drying process (157, 160). As

shown in Fig. 4-5a, both the chemically-crosslinked and freeze-thawed PVA hydrogels show

negligible endotherm peaks with the measured crystallinities in the dry state of 0.2 wt.% and 2.1

wt.%, respectively. However, when the freeze-thawed PVA (without excessive chemical

crosslinks) is dried in air, the crystallinity in the dry state increases to 37.7 wt.% (see Fig. 4-5a).

The increase of the crystallinity implies that substantially more crystalline domains nucleate during

the air-drying process (159). The crystallinity further increases gradually by increasing the

annealing time. When the sample is annealed for 90 min at 100 °C, the crystallinity in the dry state

reaches 47.3 wt.%. In addition to the crystallinities in the dry state measured from DSC, we further

measure the water contents in the fully swollen samples shown in Fig. 4-5b and calculate the

corresponding crystallinities in the swollen state shown in Fig. 4-5c. It is well-known that the as-

prepared dry PVA samples may contain residual water bonded with polymer chains (157). The

amount of residual water can be calculated from the endothermic transition ranging from 60 °C to

180 °C on the DSC curves (158). The above reported crystallinities in the dry state (without

residual water), water contents and crystallinities in the swollen state have been corrected to

account for the weights of residual water in the as-prepared dry samples (see Materials and

methods in section 4.2, Table 4.1 and Fig. 4-3 for details).
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Figure 4-5: (a) Representative DSC thermographs of chemically-crosslinked (Ch), freeze-thawed (FT) and

dry-annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 3, 10, 90 min. (b) Water contents of chemically-crosslinked

(Ch), freeze-thawed (FT) and dry-annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 90 min. (c) Measured

crystallinity in the dry and swollen states of Ch, FT and dry-annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 1, 3,

5, 10, 90 min.

Table 4.1: Crystallinities and water contents in chemically-crosslinked (Ch), freeze-thawed (FT) and dry-

annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 90 min.

Sample name Crystallinity Water content Crystallinity
in the dry state in the swollen state in the swollen state

without residual water (wt. %) (wt. %) (wt. %)
Ch 0.23±0.16 93.4±0.2 0.02±0.01
FT 2.1±0.2 92.2±0.5 0.16±0.02

0 min 37.7±1.4 78.6±0.4 8.1±0.3

1 min 39.3±1.7 73.3±3.5 10.5±0.5

3 min 40.9±1.4 66.9±1.3 13.5±0.5

5 min 43.8±2.2 65.8±0.9 15.0+0.8
10 min 44.1±2.4 62.2+2.6 16.6±0.9
90 min 47.3±0.6 59.9±1.7 18.9±0.2

To quantify the evolution of crystalline morphology, we measure the average distance

between adjacent crystalline domains L through small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and the

average size of crystalline domains D through wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). We first

perform SAXS measurements on the samples in the swollen state after subtracting the water

background, measuring the scattering intensity I(q) versus the scattering vector q. To identify the

location of the peak intensity, we correct the intensity by multiplying the scattering intensity with
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the scattering vector q (161). As shown in Fig. 4-6a, there is no peak in the plot of the corrected

intensity Iq versus the scattering vector q for the freeze-thawed hydrogel, which implies negligible

interference between adjacent crystalline domains. For the hydrogel dry-annealed for 0 min, there

is a slight shoulder shown in the corrected intensity curve, which indicates stronger interference

between adjacent domains. The average distance between adjacent crystalline domains L can be

estimated from the critical vector corresponding to the peak intensity qmax, following the Bragg

expression L =2;r /q. (161). The average distance for the hydrogel dry-annealed for 0 min is

estimated to be 21 nm in the swollen state. As the annealing time increases to 90 min, the average

distance L decreases to 13 nm in the swollen state (Fig. 4-6d). As a control case, we also measure

SAXS profiles of the hydrogel dry-annealed 90 min in the dry state. As shown in Fig. 4-6c, the

average distance between adjacent crystalline domains in the dry state is around 9 nm, smaller than

the distance in the same hydrogel in the swollen state (i.e., 13 nm). This is because swelling of the

interstitial amorphous polymer chains increases the distance between adjacent crystalline domains.

We further perform WAXS measurements on the hydrogels in their dry state using Ni-

filtered CuKal radiation with X-ray wavelength A* =1.54 A. As shown in Fig. 4-6b, all dry-

annealed PVA hydrogels show a strong diffraction peak at 20= 19.7 0, which corresponds to the

typical reflection plane of (10 T) in semi-crystalline PVA (162). In addition, small peaks at 20=

11.5 ° and 23.1 0 are also observed in the hydrogel dry-annealed for 90 min, suggesting a high

crystallinity in the hydrogel, which is consistent with the DSC measurement. By identifying the

half-width of the maximum diffraction peak #, the average size of crystalline domains D can be

approximately calculated using Scherrer's equation D=k**/(/Jos&*) (163), where k* is a

dimensionless shape factor varying with the actual shape of the crystalline domain; A* is the
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wavelength of X-ray diffraction; and 0* is the Bragg angle. Here, , is identified after subtracting

the instrumental line broadening; and the dimensionless shape factor k* is set as 1, approximating

the spherical shape of the crystalline domains (164). As shown in Fig. 4-6d, by increasing the

annealing time from 0 min to 90 min, the average size of the crystalline domains increases from

3.8 nm to 6.5 nm. This trend is consistent with the decrease of the average distance between

adjacent crystalline domains with annealing time, since the growth of the crystalline domains

consumes the interstitial amorphous polymer chains.
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Figure 4-6: (a) Representative SAXS profiles of FT hydrogel and dry-annealed PVA with annealing time

of 0, 10, and 90 min. (b) Representative WAXS profiles of annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 3, 10,

and 90 min. (c) SAXS profiles of 90-min dry-annealed PVA in the dry state and the swollen state. The

insets illustrate the increase of the distance between adjacent crystalline domains due to swelling of

amorphous polymer chains. (d) The estimated average distance between adjacent crystalline domains L and

average crystalline domain size D of dry-annealed PVA with annealing time of 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 90 min. Data

in (d) are means ±SD, n = 3.
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To further validate the tuning of crystalline domains in the PVA hydrogel with annealing

time, we use tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) to obtain phase images of the

hydrogels dry-annealed for 0 min and 90 min, respectively. The bright areas in Fig. 4-7 correspond

to the regions with relatively high modulus (mainly crystalline domains), whereas the dark areas

represent the regions with relatively low modulus (mainly amorphous domains). As shown in Fig.

4-7, the morphology of isolated crystalline domains is observed in the hydrogel dry-annealed for

0 min, while the hydrogel dry-annealed for 90 min shows larger aggregated crystalline domains.

a b
0-min dry-annealed 90-min dry-anneale

Deg Deg
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Figure 4-7: (a) AFM phase images of dry-annealed hydrogel with annealing time of 0 min. (b) AFM phase

images of dry-annealed hydrogel with annealing time of 90 min.

4.4.2 Characterization of fatigue properties of PVA hydrogels

We adopt the single-notch method to measure the fatigue threshold of PVA hydrogels (155, 156)

(Fig. 4-2). For cyclic tensile tests on unnotched samples (Fig. 4-8), both chemically-crosslinked

PVA and freeze-thawed PVA show negligible Mullins effect, and their S vs. A curves reach

steady states after only a few cycles (i.e., 10 for chemically-crosslinked PVA at an applied stretch

of 1.6, and 200 for freeze-thawed PVA at an applied stretch of 2.2). On the other hand, the dry-

annealed PVA hydrogels exhibit a more significant Mullins effect, due to mechanical dissipation
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caused by melting and reorientation of crystalline domains (161). As the stretch further increases,

the crystalline domains may transform into aligned fibrils along the loading direction (161). The

energy required to damage the crystalline domains and fibrils is much higher than that to fracture

a single layer of the same polymer in amorphous state. The hydrogel dry-annealed 90 min reaches

steady state after 1,000 cycles of applied stretches of 1' = 2 (Fig. 4-8, c and f). Despite the

Mullins effect, the steady-state maximum nominal stress of the hydrogel dry-annealed for 90 min

is much higher than that of both the chemically-crosslinked PVA and the freeze-thawed PVA at

the same applied stretch of AA = 2 (e.g., 2.3 MPa for hydrogel dry-annealed 90 min, 15 kPa for

chemically-crosslinked PVA, and 3 kPa for freeze-thawed PVA in Fig. 4-8, d-f).
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Figure 4-8: Shakedown softening and stress versus stretch curves of three types of PVA hydrogels.

Nominal stress S vs. stretch k curves over cyclic loads for (a) chemically-crosslinked hydrogel at an applied

stretch of 2 A =1.6, (b) freeze-thawed hydrogel at an applied stretch of 2 A =2.2, and (c) 90-min dry-

annealed hydrogel at an applied stretch of 2 A = 2.0. (d) Maximum stress at the stretch of 1.6 versus cycle

number of chemically-crosslinked hydrogel, (e) Maximum stress at the stretch of 2.2 versus cycle number
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of freeze-thawed PVA. (f) Maximum stress at the stretch of 2.0 versus cycle number of 90-min dry-annealed

PVA.
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Figure 4-9: Measurement of fatigue thresholds of PVA hydrogels. Crack extension per cycle dc/dN vs.

applied energy release rate G for (a) chemically-crosslinked hydrogel, (b) freeze-thawed hydrogel, and (c)

dry-annealed hydrogel with annealing time of 90 min. (d) The fatigue threshold increases with the

crystallinity of the hydrogel in the swollen state. (e) Validation of fatigue threshold as high as 1000 J/m 2 in

90-min dry-annealed hydrogel using the single-notch test. Data in d are means SD, n = 3. Scale bars are

5 mm and 1 mm for left and right images in (e).

For cyclic tensile tests on notched samples, a pre-crack is cut using a razor blade with tip

radius of around 200 pm and initial crack length around 1 mm, smaller than one-fifth of the width

of the sample (155). A digital microscope (AM4815ZT, Dino-Lite, resolution 20 pm/pixel) is used

to record the cut length under cyclic loads. We first apply cyclic loads with a small applied stretch

(i.e., 2 A =1.3 ) on a notched sample. If the crack remains quasi-stationary with crack extension

per cycle (dc / dN ) smaller than 20 nm/cycle (i.e., no detectable crack extension in 1,000 cycles),

the applied cyclic stretch is increased by the increment ofA A =0.1 for other notched samples

until crack propagation greater than 20 nm/cycle is captured. As shown in Fig. 4-9, a and b, the

fatigue thresholds of chemically-crosslinked PVA and freeze-thawed PVA are measured to be 10

J/m2 and 23 J/m2 , respectively. The fatigue threshold for the hydrogel dry-annealed 0 min increases
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to 110 J/m 2. As the annealing time increases, the fatigue threshold further increases. In particular,

for the hydrogel dry-annealed 90 min, the fatigue threshold can achieve 1000 J/m 2 (Fig. 4-9c). The

measured fatigue threshold of the hydrogel dry-annealed 90 min from the pure-shear test is 918

J/m2, consistent with the single-notch test (Fig. 4-10). The dependence of fatigue threshold on the

crystallinity is summarized in Fig. 4-9d. The fatigue theshold increases with the crystallinity and

demonstrates a sharp jump when the crystallinity in the swollen state reaches approximate 15 wt.%.
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Figure 4-10: Validation of high fatigue threshold with pure shear test. Images of the notched sample for

90-min dry-annealed PVA at the 1 cycle and 1 0 ,0 00 th cycle under the applied energy release rates of (a)

519 J/m 2, (b) 918 J/m2 and (c) 980 J/m 2. (d) Crack extension Ac versus cycle number N under the applied

energy release rates of 519, 918, 980, 1013 and 1100 J/m 2. (e) Crack extension per cycle dc/dN the applied

energy release rate G in linear scale. The inset plot shows the same dc/dN for the applied energy release

rates of 980, 1013 and 1100 J/m2 in log scale. Under the energy release rate of 519 and 918 J/m 2, no crack

extension can be observed over 10,000 cycles under a microscope with pixel resolution of 20 pm. Under

the energy release rate of 980, 1013 and 1100 J/m2, the crack extension per cycle is 0.01, 0.36 and 32 pm

per cycle, respectively. Scale bars in (a), (b), and (c) are 1 mm.

In addition to fatigue tests, we also measure the nominal stress versus stretch curves of all

hydrogels to obtain their Young's moduli and tensile strengths (Fig. 4-11, a and b). As shown in
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Fig. 4-11, d and e, both the Young's modulus and tensile strength increase with the hydrogels'

crystallinity and show dramatic enhancements when the crystallinity in the swollen state reaches

approximate 15 wt.% (165). This sharp jump in Young's modulus and tensile strength is consistent

with the dramatic increase of fatigue threshold of the hydrogel at approximate 15 wt.% crystallinity

in the swollen state (Fig. 4-9e).
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Figure 4-11: Mechanical characterization of PVA hydrogels with various crystallinities. (a) Nominal stress

vs. stretch curves of dry-annealed PVA with annealing time of 3, 5, 10 and 90 min. (b) Nominal stress vs.

stretch curves of chemically crosslinked PVA, freeze-thawed PVA and dry-annealed PVA with annealing

time of 0 and 1 min. (c) Fracture energy versus crystallinity in the swollen state. (d) Young's modulus

versus crystallinity in the swollen state. (e) Tensile strength versus crystallinity in the swollen state. Data

in (c), (d) and (e) are means SD, n = 3.

4.5 Concluding remarks

We have discovered that the fatigue threshold of hydrogels can be greatly enhanced by designing

crystalline domains in the hydrogels. We have used PVA hydrogels as a model material to validate
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this new mechanism for designing anti-fatigue-fracture hydrogels. The fatigue threshold of a PVA

hydrogel with the crystallinity of 18.9 wt.% in the swollen state can achieve over 1000 J/m2 . The

capability to enhance anti-fatigue performances of synthetic hydrogels can potentially make a

number of future research directions and applications possible such as hydrogel-based gastric-

retentive devices, implantable tissue replacements of meniscus, and intervertebral disk and

cartilage, demanding long-term mechanical robustness when interacting with human body.
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Chapter 5

Design of muscle-like hydrogels
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5.1 Introduction

Biological load-bearing tissues such as skeletal muscles commonly show J-shaped stress-strain

behaviors with low Young's moduli and high strengths on the order of 100 kPa and 1 MPa,

respectively (166, 167). Moreover, despite their high water contents over 75 wt% (2), skeletal

muscles can sustain a high stress of 1 MPa over 1 million cycles per year, with a fatigue resistance

over 1000 J/m2 (22). The combinational properties of skeletal muscles (i.e., high fatigue resistances,

high strengths, superior compliances, and high water contents) are highly desirable for hydrogels'

nascent applications in soft biological devices, such as load bearing artificial tissues (168),

hydrogel bioelectronics (169-172), hydrogel optical fibers (173, 174), ingestible hydrogel devices

(175), robust hydrogel coatings on medical devices (42, 148, 176-178), and hydrogel soft robots

(147, 179, 180).

Although various molecular and macromolecular engineering approaches have replicated

parts of biological muscles' characteristics, none of them can synergistically replicate all these

attributes in one single material system (See Table 5.1). For example, both strain-stiffening

hydrogels (181, 182) and bottle brush polymer networks (166, 183) can mimic the J-shaped stress-

strain behaviors, but their fracture toughnesses are still much lower than biological tissues, since

no significant mechanical dissipation has been introduced in these materials for toughness

enhancement. Although various tough hydrogels (43, 44) have been developed by incorporating

various dissipation mechanisms, they are susceptible to fatigue fracture under repeated mechanical

loads, since the resistance to fatigue crack propagation after prolonged repeated mechanical loads

is the energy required to fracture a single layer of polymer chains, unaffected by the additional

dissipation (115). Recently, introduction of well-controlled nanocrystalline domains (184) has

shown to substantially increase a hydrogel's fatigue threshold (i.e., the minimal fracture energy at
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which crack propagation occurs under cyclic loads), but the growth of nanocrystalline domains

consumes interstitial amorphous polymer chains and therefore increases the Young's modulus and

reduces the water content of the hydrogel.

Strain-stiffening Bottlebrush Tough Hydrogel Nanocrystalline Muscle-like
hydrogels elastomers hydrogels composites hydrogels hydrogels

E (kPa) 0.01-0.5 1-100 10-100 1000-10,000 1000-10,000 200
Young's modulus

W (Wt %) > 99 0 90 60-80 60-70 84Water content

S(kPa) -0.2 10-100 100-1000 1000-10,000 4000-10,000 5200
Nominal strength

Fatiguethreshold - 1 - 10 50-400 - 1000 400-1000 1250

Table 5.1: Comparison of combinational properties in various soft materials. Comparison of Young's

moduli, water contents, nominal strengths, and fatigue thresholds of strain-stiffening hydrogels (181, 182),

bottlebrush elastomers (166, 183), tough hydrogels (43, 44), hydrogel composites (50, 185), nanocrystalline

hydrogels (184), and muscle-like hydrogels in this work (49).

In this chapter, we propose a strategy to achieve the combinational muscle-like properties

in synthetic hydrogels via mechanical training for the first time (Fig. 5-la). Using freeze-thawed

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel as a model material, we successfully mimic the aligned

nanofibrillar architectures in skeletal muscles (Fig. 5-Ib). The developed hydrogels by mechanical

training can achieve an extremely high fatigue threshold (1250 J/m 2) and tensile strength (5.2 MPa),

while maintaining a high water content (84 wt%) and low Young's modulus (200 kPa), reaching

combinational muscle-level properties for the first time (154) (Fig. 5-ic). In situ confocal

microscopy of the hydrogels' fracturing processes reveals that the fatigue resistance mechanism

for the hydrogels is the crack pinning by the aligned nanofibrils, which require much higher energy

to fracture than the corresponding amorphous polymer chains. In situ X-ray scattering of the

hydrogels under elongation further reveals that the low Young's moduli of the hydrogels are

attributed to the stretching of polymer chains, orientation of nanocrystalline domains and sliding

of aligned nanofibrils under moderate stretches.
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Figure 5-1: Design of muscle-like hydrogels. (a) Schematic illustration of the microstructure of a PVA

hydrogel with randomly-oriented nanofibrils before mechanical training and a PVA hydrogel with aligned

nanofibrils after mechanical training (i.e., cyclic pre-stretches). (b) Similar aligned nanofibrillar

architectures of human skeletal muscles and mechanically trained hydrogels. (c) Comparison of

combinational properties of human skeletal muscle and mechanically trained hydrogel.

5.2 Design of muscle-like hydrogels

Figure 5-l a schematically illustrates our strategy to design synthetic hydrogels with combinational

properties comparable to skeletal muscles. The strategy first involves growing compliant

nanofibrils in PVA hydrogels by forming two separated phases (186): i). high concentration of

polymer chains in the form of nanofibrils cross-linked by nanocrystalline domains, and ii). low

concentration of amorphous polymer chains. PVA polymer chains possess abundant hydroxyl side

groups, which can readily form intra-/inter-chain hydrogen bonding. Upon exposure to a low
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temperature below freezing temperature (i.e., -20 °C), the water freezes and forms ice crystals that

can expel PVA chains to form regions of high polymer concentrations. As the PVA chains come

into close contact with each other, nanocrystalline domains nucleate with the formation of

hydrogen bonds (158, 187, 188). These interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding) remain intact in the

subsequent thawing process, leading to a physically cross-linked network of nanofibrils. The

dendritic growth of ice crystals further leads to a random distribution of these nanofibrils (189).

To form the aligned nanofibrillar structures, the pristine freeze-thawed hydrogels with

randomly-distributed nanofibrils are exposed to repeated pre-stretches in a water bath as

mechanical training, similar to the exercise of skeletal muscles. Under repeated exercise, skeletal

muscles get strengthened by self-growing, accompanied by the disruption of the nanofibrillar

structures in skeletal muscle and growth of new muscle nanofibrils (190). Similarly, repeated pre-

stretches applied on the hydrogels with randomly-distributed nanofibrils are accompanied by the

disruption of randomly-oriented nanocrystalline domains, followed by gradual alignment of

nanofibrils with newly-formed aligned nanocrystalline domains (191). One merit of our training

strategy is that it does not require any extra supply of building blocks (i.e., monomers) during the

mechanical training (192).

5.3 Materials and methods

5.3.1 Materials

All PVA hydrogels (i.e., chemically cross-linked, freeze-thawed, and pre-stretched PVA hydrogels)

were synthesized from 10 wt% poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA; Mw 146,000-186,000, 99+%

hydrolyzed; Sigma-Aldrich, 363065) solution. The procedure for fabricating freeze-thawed PVA

hydrogel is described in Section 4.3.1. The freeze-thawing process was repeated for five cycles.

To fabricate the pre-streched PVA hydrogel, we cyclically pre-stretched the freeze-thawed
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hydrogel in a water bath using mechanical stretcher (Cellscale, Canada). The sufficiently aligned

nanofibrils were achieved by applying the maximum applied stretch of 4.6 for 1000 cycles.

5.3.2 Confocal imaging of PVA hydrogels in wet state.

To visualize the microstructures of the PVA hydrogels, a fluorescent dye, 5-([4,6-dichlorotriazin-

2-yl]amino)fluorescein hydrochloride (5-DTAF), was used to label the PVA side groups (Fig. 5-

2a). Specifically, PVA hydrogel samples were first immersed in a large volume of sodium

bicarbonate solution (0.1 M, pH 9.0) 12 hours to equilibrate the pH within the samples. 5 mg of 5-

DTAF dissolved in 1.0 mL of anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was further added into 100

mL of sodium bicarbonate solution (0.1 M, pH 9.0) to form a reactive dye solution. The pH-

equilibrated PVA samples were immersed in the dye solution for 12 hours at 4 °C in the dark to

form conjugated fluorochromes. Finally, the hydrogel samples were rinsed several times with

deionized water to wash away the non-conjugated dyes, prior to fluorescence imaging. The

hydrogel microstructures were imaged using a confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP8). Laser

intensity, filter sensitivity, and grayscale threshold were adjusted in each application to optimize

the contrast of the images. In situ fluorescent imaging of the PVA hydrogel samples during uniaxial

stretching was conducted using a linear stretcher (Micro Vice Holder, STJ-0116).

5.3.3 X-ray scattering

We investigated nanocrystalline morphologies in nanofibrils of freeze-thawed PVA hydrogels

before and after the pre-stretches through small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The X-ray

scattering measurements were performed with a Pilatus3R 300K detector (Bruker Nanostar SAXS

in X-ray diffraction shared experimental facility). The measured scattering intensity I of PVA

hydrogels in the swollen state was corrected by subtracting the water background. A customized
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linear stretcher was designed to hold the samples at the various stretches for in situ X-ray scattering

measurements.

5.3.4 SEM imaging

The SEM images were acquired with supercritical-dried samples by a scanning electron

microscope (JEOL 5910)We followed the reported experimental protocol to probe the nanoscale

structures of the pre-stretched PVA (193). A notched sample was gradually elongated to a stretch

of 2 without obvious crack propagation in order to delaminate the fibrils near the notch. The PVA

sample was immediately immersed in a 2.5 wt% glutaraldehyde solution for 3 hours to fix the

structure, and dehydrated through a series of alcohol solutions in ascending concentration (30, 50,

70, 90, 95, and 100 vol% twice) in order to avoid the non-uniform shrinkage. The dehydrated PVA

sample was fractured along the notch using forceps immediately after frozen in liquid nitrogen.

The fractured samples were kept in ethanol and dried in a supercritical dryer (Automegasamdri

Series C, Tousimis). The dried fracture surfaces were then sputter coated with gold and observed

by SEM (JEOL 5910).

5.3.5 AFM phase imaging

AFM phase images were acquired with an atomic force microscope (MFP-3D, Asylum Research)

in tapping mode. Dry freestanding PVA films were directly attached onto the sample stage with a

double-sided carbon tape. The probe lightly tapped on the sample surface with a recorded phase

shift angle of the probe motion relative to a driving oscillator. The bright regions with high phase

angles correspond to regions with a relatively high modulus, and the dark regions with low phase

angles correspond to regions with a relatively low modulus.
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5.3.6 Mechanical characterization

All the mechanical tests were performed in a water bath at 25°C with a U-stretch testing device

(CellScale, Canada). For mechanically weak samples (e.g., the chemically cross-linked hydrogel),

a load cell with a maximum force of 4.4 N was used; for mechanically strong samples (e.g., the

freeze-thawed and pre-stretched PVA hydrogels), a load cell with a maximum force of 44 N was

used. The nominal stress S was measured from the recorded force F divided by width W and

thickness t in the swollen state. The stretch was calculated by the applied displacement divided by

gauge length of the sample at undeformed state. The Young's modulus was calculated from the

initial slope of the nominal stress versus stretch curve. The ultimate tensile strength was identified

at the maximum nominal stress when the sample ruptures.

To measure the fatigue threshold of PVA hydrogels, we adopted the single-notch method,

which was widely used in fatigue tests of rubbers. All fatigue tests in this study were performed

on fully swollen hydrogels immersed in a water bath to prevent the dehydration induced crack

propagation. Cyclic tensile tests were conducted on notched and unnotched samples with identical

dogbone shapes. The initial crack length in notched sample was smaller than one-fifth of the width

of the sample. The curves of nominal stress S versus stretch k of the unnotched samples were

obtained over Nth cycles with the maximum applied stretch of kmax. The strain energy density of

the unnotched sample under the Nth cycle with the maximum applied stretch of max can be

calculated as W( ,maxN)= Sd. Thereafter, the same maximum applied stretch max was

applied on the notched sample, and we recorded the crack length at undeformed state c over cycles

using a digital microscope (AM4815ZT, Dino-Lite; resolution, 20 mm/pixel). The applied energy

release rate G in the notched sample under the Nth cycle with the maximum applied stretchf kmax

can be calculated as G(maxN)=2k(A.)-c(N)-W(2.axN), where k is a slowly varying
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function of the applied stretch as k = 3 /ma . By varying the applied stretch Of kmax, we acquired

the curve of crack extension per cycle dc/dN versus the applied energy release rate G. The fatigue

threshold can be obtained by linearly extrapolating the curve of dc/dN vs. G to the intercept with

the abscissa.

5.3.7 Measurement of water content

We measured the water content in swollen PVA hydrogels using thermal gravimetric analysis

(furnace: TGAl-0075, control unit: DCC-00177). We first cut a disk shape of swollen PVA

hydrogels of 3-7 mg. The swollen hydrogels weighing m,,,,,, in a titanium pan without any water

droplet on the surface of the samples. The samples were thereafter heated up from 30 °C to 150 °C

at the rate of 20 °C/min, and then 150 °C to 160 °C at the rate of 5 °C/min under a nitrogen

atmosphere at a flow rate of 30 mL/min. The measured mass of the sample was recorded. In Fig.

S7, a typical TGA curve of the pristine freeze-thawed PVA hydrogels is plotted. The mass of the

sample decreases with the increase of the temperature and gradually reaches a plateau mdrv when

the all residual water in the sample evaporates. The water contents of the swollen PVA hydrogels

Owater were identified by 1- md, / ms.ollen

5.3.8 Measurement of crystallinities

We measured the crystallinities of the resultant PVA hydrogels by differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC/cell: RCS1-3277, cooling system: DSCl-0107), following the experimental

protocols in the paper (184). Before air-drying the PVA hydrogels for DSC measurements, we first

used excess chemical cross-links to fix the amorphous polymer chains to minimize the further

formation of crystalline domains during the air-drying process. Specifically, we soaked the

samples (thickness of 1 mm) in the aqueous solution consisting of 10 mL of glutaraldehyde (25
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vol%;), 500 pLof hydrochloric acid (36.5 to 38 wt%), and 100 mL of DI water for 1 hour.

Thereafter, we soaked the samples in a deionized water bath for 1 hour to remove the extra

glutaraldehyde and hydrochloric acid. The samples were further dried in an incubator (New

Brunswick Scientific, C25) at 37 °C for 1 hour.

In a typical DSC measurement, we first weighed the total mass of the air-dried sample m

(still with residual water). The sample was thereafter placed in a Tzero pan and heated up from

50 °C to 250 °C at the rate of 20 °C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere with flow rate of 30 mL/min.

The curve of heat flow shows a broad peak from 60 °C to 180 °C, indicating that the air-dried

sample contained a small amount of residual water. The integration of the endothermic transition

ranging from 60 °C to 180 °C gives the enthalpy for evaporation of the residual water per unit

mass of the dry sample (with residual water) Hresidua. Therefore, the mass of the residual water

mresidual can be Calculatedasmresdua/=m-H,,dal/ H°,,, where H°  = 2260 J/g is the latent heat

of water evaporation. The curve of heat flow shows another narrow peak ranging from 200 °C to

250 °C corresponding to melting of the crystalline domains. The integration of the endothermic

transition ranging from 200 °C to 250 °C gives the enthalpy for melting the crystalline domains

per unit mass of the dry sample (with residual water) Hte,r,),, . Therefore, the mass of the

crystalline domains mc,,,,aline can be calculated as m -,,,,l,,n, =m-Hc,,,,l,,n, /jHO ,,alline , where

H°,,,,,0 ,,e =138.6 J/g is the enthalpy of fusion of 100 wt.% crystalline PVA measured at the

equilibrium melting point T, (157). Therefore, the crystallinity in the ideally dry sample Xdry

(without residual water) can be calculated as X = ctdrine (M-Mresidu). With measured water

content from TGA, the crystallinity in the swollen state can be calculated as

Xwole = Xdry (1 ater)•
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5.4 Random and aligned nanofibrillar structures

We first use the confocal laser scanning microscopy to visualize the nanofibrils in the pristine

freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel. Fluorochrome is conjugated to the PVA macromolecules by

immersing the freeze-thawed hydrogels in a reactive dye solution (194) (Fig. 5-2a). With the

conjugated fluorochromes, the PVA-rich phases are visible in green in the form of randomly-

distributed nanofibrils (Fig. 5-3), while regions with relatively low concentrations of PVA

polymers (i.e., water-rich phase between adjacent nanofibrils) are dark. As a control, the

chemically cross-linked PVA hydrogel shows green luminance with uniform brightness, indicating

the uniform distribution of PVA amorphous chains (Fig. 5-2b).

a b c d
Before training After training

polyVinyl alcohol pH 9.0 a N
+ NH

NyN 
O 2

cI N 10.2

0 ' CAOH O OH 0.I
NMO0 60 120 180 0 60 120 180

5-DTAF '1 0 aso~

Figure 5-2: (a) The chemical reaction for conjugation of fluorochorome on PVA. (b) Confocal image of

chemically cross-linked PVA hydrogel. Confocal images and corresponding histograms of (c) a hydrogel

with randomly-oriented nanofibrils before training (i.e., freeze-thawed PVA) and (d) a hydrogel with

aligned nanofibrils after training (i.e., pre-stretched PVA). P in the histograms represents the probability of

nanofibrils at each aligned direction 0. Scale bars in (b), (c) and (d) are 50 pm.
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Figure 5-3: Microstructures of PVA hydrogels before and after mechanical training. (a) Confocal images

and corresponding histograms of a hydrogel with randomly-oriented nanofibrils before training (i.e., freeze-

thawed PVA) and a hydrogel with aligned nanofibrils after training (i.e., pre-stretched PVA). P in the

histograms represents the probability of nanofibrils at each aligned direction 0. (b) SAXS patterns and

corresponding scattering intensity I vs. Azimuthal angle 0 curve of a hydrogel with randomly-oriented

nanofibrils before training (i.e., freeze-thawed PVA), and hydrogel with aligned nanofibrils after training

(i.e., pre-stretched PVA). a.u., arbitrary units. (c) SEM images of a hydrogel with randomly-oriented

nanofibrils before training (i.e., freeze-thawed PVA) and a hydrogel with aligned nanofibrils after training

(i.e., pre-stretched PVA). (d) AFM phase images of a hydrogel with randomly-oriented nanofibrils before

training (i.e., freeze-thawed PVA) and a hydrogel with aligned nanofibrils after training (i.e., pre-stretched

PVA). Scale bars are 50 pm in (a), 20 im for left image in (c), 10 pm for right image in (c), and 100 nm in

(d).
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Figure 5-4: Confocal images, SAXS, and WAXS patterns of the freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel under a

single cycle of load. (a) Representative stress vs. stretch curve of the freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel. (b)

Confocal images, (c) SAXS patterns, and (d) WAXS patterns of the freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel at the

applied stretch of i: k = 1, ii: k = 1.6, iii: k = 2.2 under loading and at the applied stretch of iv: k = 1.3 under

unloading. Scale bars in (b) are 250 pm.

We next show that the freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel can form aligned nanofibrillar

structures by repeated pre-stretches in a water bath (Fig. 5-3a and Fig. 5-4). The confocal images

of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel in Fig. 5-3a and Fig. 5-4 confirm that the randomly-distributed

nanofibrils gradually reorient and align towards the direction of the applied pre-stretches. It is

noted that once the first cycle of pre-stretch is relaxed, the aligned nanofibrils mostly recover their
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previous random distribution elastically (See Fig. 5-4). As the cycle number increases, plastic

deformation accumulates in the hydrogel, which gradually elongates along the pre-stretched

direction, and finally preserves the alignment (See Fig. 5-5). The alignment of nanofibrils reaches

a steady state after sufficient cycles of pre-stretches (i.e., 1000 cycles of pre-stretches of 4.6). The

alignment of the nanofibrils in the pre-stretched PVA hydrogels is also validated through scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 5-3c) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase images

(Fig. 4-3d). Small angle X-ray scanning (SAXS) patterns (Fig. 5-3b) further reveal that the

nanocrystalline domains in nanofibrils have been reoriented during the pre-stretches. In addition,

the measured diameters of the nanofibrils range from ~200 nm to -1 pm (See Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-

3, a and c).

a b c
A= 4.6 N =1000 *

3.5 2.5-
a) 0
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L2.5 •1.5
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0 200 400 600 800 1000 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Residual stretch= L/L N, A,

Figure 5-5: Residual stretch of prestretched PVA hydrogels. (a) The residual stretch is defined as the ratio

of the length at undeformed state after training LRover the length at undeformed state before training Lo.

(b) Residual stretch after Np cycles of applied prestretches of 4.6. (c) Residual plastic stretch after 1000

cycles of prestretches of Ap.
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Figure 5-6: Measurement of nanofibril diameters in the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel. (a) Confocal image.

(b) SEM image. The sample for SEM imaging was first mechanically stretched to induce delamination of

nanofibrils, and immediately crosslinked by glutaraldehyde to avoid further collapse during supercritical

drying, followed by SEM observation. The measured diameters of aligned nanofibrils in the hydrogel range

from -200 nm to -I m. Scar bar is 20 pm in (a) and 5 pm in (b).

Existing approaches to introduce ordered nanocrystalline domains and aligned structures

in hydrogels include cold-drawing (195), pre-stretching in air (196), and constrained air-drying

(197), which fail to retain their original high water contents, due to the formation of additional

excessive nanocrystalline domains. By contrast, the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel obtained from

our strategy can still maintain a high water content of 84 wt% (Fig. 5-7c), close to the pristine

freeze-thawed PVA samples (88 wt%). The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results further

show that the crystallinity in the swollen state of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel is only 2.8 wt%

(Fig. 5-7b), slightly higher than the pristine freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel (1.8 wt%) (Fig. 5-7c).

The slightly increased crystallinity could be attributed to the newly-formed nanocrystalline

domains during the nanofibrillar alignments under cyclic pre-stretches (198). Both high water

content and low crystallinity in our pre-stretched PVA hydrogel indicate that our strategy could
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substantially suppress the undesirable excessive crystallization while maintaining water contents

and compliances of the hydrogels.
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Figure 5-7: (a) Representative thermal gravimnetric analysis (TGA) curve of the freeze-thawed PVA

hydrogel. m, mswoen, and mdrydenote the mass of the sample during TGA measurement, in the swollen state,

and infuilly dry state, respectively. (b) Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermographs of

chemically cross-linked (i.e., Ch), freeze-thawed (i.e., FT), and prestretched PVA hydrogels (i.e., PFT). (c)

Summarizedwatercontentsandcrystallinitiesintheswollenstateofchemicallycross-linkedPVA (Ch),

freeze-thawed PVA (FT), and pre-stretched PVA (PFT).

5.5Combinationalmuscle-like properties

Wefurther demonstrateithe combinational muscle-like mechanicalproperties inthepre-stretched

PVA hydrogel (Fig. 5-8). Atesmall stretches, the pre-stretchedPVA hydrogel demonstratesa low

Young's modulus along directions both parallel (210kPa) andperpendicular (140kPa)tothe

alignednanofibrils,similar to the pristinefreeze-thawedPV hd PVA hydrogels (Fig.5-8, a and

c).At high stretches,thepre-stretched PVA hydrogel stiffens drastically paralleltothe aligned

nanofibrils,exhibitinga J-shaped stressversus stretchcurve,similartothatofskeletal muscles

(166). In addition, the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel showsanextremelyhighultimate nominal

tensile strengthof 5.2 MPa parallel tothe aligned nanofibrils, which is 4.3times ofthe pristine

freeze-thawed hydrogel's strength (1.2 MPa) and 26 times of the chemically cross-linked

hydrogel's strength (0.2 MPa) (Fig. 5-8, a and c). The ultimate nominal tensile strength of the pre-

stretched PVA hydrogel perpendicular to nanofibrils is measured to be 1.1 MPa, close to the value
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of the pristine freeze-thawed hydrogel (i.e., 1.2 MPa). The pre-stretched PVA hydrogel also shows

high resilience with negligible hysteresis when stretched along the aligned nanofibrils (See Fig. 5-

9). The fatigue threshold of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel measured along the aligned nanofibrils

reaches a record-high value of 1,250 J/m2 (Fig. 5-8b), orders of magnitude higher than those of

existing tough hydrogels (1000 J/m2) (78, 80, 199). To validate the high fatigue threshold of the

pre-stretched PVA hydrogels parallel to the aligned nanofibrils, we also apply cyclic loads on a

single-notch tensile specimen with the energy release rate of 1250 J/m2 and observe no crack

extension over 30,000 cycles (Fig. 5-10). By contrast, the fatigue threshold perpendicular to the

aligned nanofibrils is 233 J/m2, which is on the same order as that of the pristine freeze-thawed

PVA hydrogel (i.e., 310 J/m2 , Fig. 5-11), but still much larger than that of the chemically cross-

linked PVA hydrogel (i.e., 10 J/m2, Fig. 5-11). The large difference between the fatigue resistances

parallel to and perpendicular to the aligned fibrils manifests the anisotropic fatigue properties in

the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel.
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Figure 5-8: Mechanical properties of PVA hydrogels before and after mechanical training. (a) Nominal

stress versus stretch curves of chemically cross-linked (Ch), freeze-thawed (FT), and pre-stretched PVA

hydrogels parallel to (PFT /) and perpendicular to (PFT 1) nanofibrils. The X mark indicates the point of

fracture. (b) Crack extension per cycle dc/dN versus applied energy release rate G of pre-stretched PVA

hydrogels parallel to (PFT /) and perpendicular to (PFT 1) nanofibrils. (c) Summarized Young's moduli

E, ultimate nominal tensile strengths S, and fatigue thresholds of chemically cross-linked (Ch), freeze-

thawed (FT) and pre-stretched PVA hydrogels parallel to (PFT /) and perpendicular to (PFT I) nanofibrils.
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of hysteresis in PVA hydrogels before and after mechanical training. (a) Loading-

unloading nominal stress versus stretch curves of PVA hydrogels before and after training. (b) Nominal

stress over loading cycles of PVA hydrogels before and after training with maximum applied stretch of 4.5

and 2.2, respectively.
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Figure 5-10: Validation of high fatigue threshold of the prestretched PVA hydrogel. (a) Nominal stress

versus stretch of the prestretched PVA hydrogel after prolonged cycles of 1000. The enclosed area indicated

by red line denotes the strain energy at the applied stretch of 2.2, i.e., W(A =2.2)= Sdl. (b) The

effective nominal stress F/((W-c)t) versus cycle number N of the prestretched PVA hydrogel with a pre-
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crack c of 0.7 mm, where F is the measured force, W is the sample width, and t is the sample thickness. (c)

Images of prestretched PVA hydrogel with a pre-crack at the applied energy release rate of 1250 J/m 2 at

the cycle number of 10,000, 20,000, and 30,000.
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Figure 5-11: Fatigue thresholds of PVA hydrogels. (a) Chemically cross-linked PVA hydrogel. (b)

Freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel.

To compare our results with existing hydrogels and biological tissues, we summarize the

nominal tensile strengths, Young's moduli, fatigue thresholds, and water contents of various tough

hydrogels (43, 44, 62, 110, 184, 200, 201) and biological tissues (166) in Fig. 5-12. The strength-

modulus ratios S/E of existing tough hydrogels such as PAAm-alginate (44), PVA-PAAm (110),

dry annealed PVA (184), freeze-thawed PVA (202), polyampholyte hydrogels , fiber reinforced

hydrogel composites (50, 200), wood hydrogels (201), and constrained air-drying hydrogels (197)

are in the range of 0.1 to 10 (Fig. 3E). Remarkably, the strength-modulus ratio S/E of the pre-

stretched PVA hydrogel is as high as 50, since the high strength of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel

is accompanied by its low Young's modulus.
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Figure 5-12: (a) Comparison chart in the plot of nominal tensile strength and Young's modulus among

tough hydrogels (e.g., PAAm-alginate (44), polyampholyte (62), freeze-thawed PVA (184), dry-annealed

PVA (184), PVA-PAAm (110), and hydrogel composites (50)), biological tissues (e.g., skeletal muscle

(166, 167)) and trained hydrogel (i.e., pre-stretched PVA). The dashed lines denote the linear relation

between strength and modulus with strength-modulus ratio S/E of 0.1, 1, and 10. (b) Comparison chart in

the plot of fatigue thresholds and water contents among tough hydrogels (199) (e.g., PAAm-alginate,

PAAm-PAMPS, freeze-thawed PVA) and nanocrystalline hydrogels (e.g., dry-annealed PVA) (184),

biological tissues (e.g., skeletal muscle), and trained hydrogel (i.e., pre-stretched PVA). Data in (a) and (b)

are means SD, n = 3.

In addition to the challenge in designing synthetic hydrogels with superior compliances

and high strengths, the combinational properties of high fatigue threshold and high water content

have not been achieved in existing hydrogels (Fig. 5-12b). By following our strategy, the fatigue

threshold of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel can achieve a high value of 1,250 J/m2 along with a

high water content of 84 wt%, outperforming existing hydrogels and biological tissues.

5.6 Mechanisms for superior compliances.

In situ small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements offer insights into the mechanism for

the superior compliance of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel at small deformations (Fig. 5-13a).

The nanocrystalline morphology in the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel (in the swollen state) is

investigated by SAXS analysis at the applied stretch of 1, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2. As shown in Fig. 5-13,

b and d, the average distance between neighboring nanocrystalline domains parallel to aligned
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nanofibrils L //(i.e., 0 = 00) for the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel at undeformed state (i.e., X = 1) is

estimated to be 13.2 nm. As the applied stretch increases to 2.2, the average distance between

neighboring nanocrystalline domains increases to 15.5 nm (Fig. 5-13d), which indicates the

stretching of interstitial amorphous chains between the adjacent nanocrystalline domains in the

nanofibrils. Since the stretch of interstitial amorphous chains (e.g., 15.5 nm/13.2 nm) is much

lower than the corresponding applied stretch (e.g., 2.2), sliding between nanofibrils may also occur

during stretching. In comparison, the scattering curves show negligible difference at different

stretches perpendicular to the aligned nanofibrils LI (i.e., 6= 90) (Fig. 5-13c), which implies the

average distance between neighboring nanocrystalline domains perpendicular to the aligned

nanofibrils LI (i.e., 0 = 90) remains constant with negligible lateral contraction as the stretch

increases.

We further plot the scattering intensity I versus direction 0 to quantify the degree of

orientation of nanocrystalline domains during stretching (Fig. 5-13e). At the undeformed state (i.e.,

X = 1), there are peaks along the pre-stretched direction (i.e., 6= 0), implying that the orientation

of nanocrystalline domains along the pre-stretched direction exists in the undeformed sample. As

the applied stretch increases, the peaks along the pre-stretched direction (i.e., 0= 0) become more

pronounced, indicating that the applied stretch can drive additional orientation of nanocrystalline

domains. Overall, the stretch of interstitial amorphous chains, orientation of nanocrystalline

domains and sliding between nanofibrils account for the superior compliance of the pre-stretched

PVA hydrogel at moderate deformations along the aligned nanofibrils.
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Figure 5-13: Mechanisms for high compliances of pre-stretched PVA hydrogels with aligned nanofibrils.

(a) Nominal stress versus stretch curve of pre-stretched PVA hydrogel with aligned nanofibrils and

corresponding SAXS pattern at the stretch of 1, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2. (b) The corrected scattering intensity Iq2

versus vector q parallel to nanofibrils (i.e.,= 00) of pre-stretched PVA hydrogel at the stretch of 1, 1.4,

1.8, and 2.2. (c) The corrected scattering intensity Iq2 versus vector q perpendicular to nanofibrils (i.e., 0 =

90°) of pre-stretched PVA hydrogel at the stretch of 1, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2. (d) Calculated average distance

between adjacent nanocrystalline domains of pre-stretched PVA hydrogel parallel to nanofibrils LI (i.e., 0

= 0°) and perpendicular to nanofibrils LL (i.e., 0 = 90) at the stretch of 1, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2. (e) The

measured scattering intensity I vs. Azimuthal angle 0 curves of pre-stretched PVA hydrogel at the stretch

of 1, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2. a.u., arbitrary units. Data in (d) are means SD, n = 3. The dashed red lines in the

inset scattering pattern in (b) and (c) indicate the direction parallel to nanofibrils and perpendicular to

nanofibrils, respectively.
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Furthermore, the high compliances of the pristine freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel and the

pre-stretched PVA hydrogel stretched perpendicularly to the aligned nanofibrils can be attributed

to the orientation of randomly-distributed nanofibrils and the stretching of amorphous polymer

chains between adjacent nanofibrils, respectively.

5.7 Mechanisms for high fatigue thresholds

In situ confocal laser scanning microscopy further explains the mechanism for the high fatigue

threshold of the pre-stretched PVA hydrogel. As shown in Fig. 5-14, a and b, the aligned

nanofibrils are perpendicular to the crack path and pin the crack due to the high strength of the

nanofibrils. There is no observable crack propagation at the applied stretch of 2.4. As the applied

stretch further increases to 2.6, the nanofibrils at the crack tip are pulled out from the hydrogel but

still bridge the crack tip. As the crack propagates, the rupture of the nanofibrils requires a much

higher energy per unit area than fracturing the corresponding amorphous polymer chains, giving

rise to a much higher fatigue threshold (1250 J/m 2) than that of the amorphous polymer networks

(10 J/m2 ). Notably, the crack pinned by the aligned nanofibrils does not branch or tilt under high

static and cyclic loads (e.g., Fig. 5-14b and Fig. 5-10), assuring the hydrogel's high fatigue

threshold. By contrast, crack branching and tilting has been observed in hydrogels reinforced by

microscale phase separation (203) and in elastomers reinforced by macroscale fibers (204). It will

be interesting to study the effects of the reinforcements across different length scales in future.

When the crack is parallel to the aligned nanofibrils, the crack begins to propagate in

between neighboring nanofibrils at the applied stretch of 1.5, fracturing interstitial amorphous

chains between the adjacent nanofibrils (Fig. 5-14, c and d). Similarly, in freeze-thawed PVA

hydrogel, the initially randomly-oriented nanofibrils gradually align parallel to the crack contour

with the increase of the applied stretch, followed by fracturing interstitial amorphous chains (Fig.
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5-14, e and f). In addition, due to the very long amorphous chains between the adjacent nanofibrils

(115), the fatigue thresholds of the pristine freeze-thawed PVA hydrogel and the pre-stretched

PVA hydrogel with a crack along the aligned nanofibrils are still moderately high (310 J/m 2 and

233 J/m 2, respectively).
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Figure 5-14: Mechanisms for high fatigue thresholds of pre-stretched PVA hydrogels with aligned

nanofibrils. Schematic illustration of nanofibril morphology in (a) notched pre-stretched PVA hydrogel

where crack is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of nanofibrils, (c) notched pre-stretched PVA

hydrogel where crack is parallel to the longitudinal direction of nanofibrils, and (e) freeze-thawed PVA

hydrogel. Corresponding confocal images of notched samples under different stretches for (b) pre-stretched

PVA hydrogel where crack is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of nanofibrils, (d) pre-stretched

PVA hydrogel where crack is parallel to the longitudinal direction of nanofibrils, and (f) freeze-thawed

PVA hydrogel. The yellow arrows in confocal images indicate the direction of aligned nanofibrils around

crack tip. Scale bars are 250 pm in (b), 100 pm in (d), and 250 pm in (f).

5.8 Conclusions

The classical Lake-Thomas model predicts that the fatigue threshold of a polymer network is the

energy required to fracture a single layer of amorphous polymer chains, on the order of 1-100 J/m2
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(115). We have proposed that the design principle for fatigue-resistant (or anti-fatigue-fracture)

hydrogels is to make the fatigue crack encounter and fracture objects requiring energies per unit

area much higher than that for fracturing a single layer of amorphous polymer chains (184). We

have shown that high densities of nanocrystalline domains in hydrogels can act as the high-energy

phase to effectively pin fatigue cracks and greatly enhance the fatigue thresholds ofnanocrystalline

hydrogels up to 1000 J/m 2 , exceeding the Lake-Thomas limit (184). However, the nanocrystalline

domains also significantly increase the Young's moduli of the hydrogels, due to nanocrystalline

domains' high rigidity over 1 GPa (184).

While a much higher energy is also required to fracture nanofibrils than the corresponding

amorphous polymer chains, the rigidity of nanofibrils under moderate stretches can be designed to

be relatively low (205). In this paper, we further establish that aligning these nanofibrils in

hydrogels by mechanical training can empower the integration of muscle-like performances, i.e.,

high fatigue thresholds (1250 J/m2 ), high strengths (5.2 MPa), low Young's moduli (200 kPa) and

high water contents (84 wt%), into one single hydrogel material. The capability of making strong,

fatigue-resistant yet soft hydrogels can enable various biomedical applications that interact with

the human body for long-lasting performances. This work also opens a new avenue to

mechanically engineer alignments of nanofibrils and orientations of nanocrystalline domains in

hydrogels.
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Part II

Mechanical instabilities in confined

hydrogel layers
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Chapter 6

Fringe instability in constrained soft elastic

layers
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6.1 Introduction

Soft elastic layers constrained between relatively rigid bodies appear in biological glues (206-209),

joints (210) and engineering applications including sealants, insulators, bearings, and adhesives

(42, 106). When the rigid bodies are pulled apart, the stressed layer can undergo various modes of

mechanical instabilities due to a combination of the elastic layer's incompressibility, the

mechanical constraints and the applied loads. For example, if the hydrostatic tensile stress in any

region of the elastic layer reaches a critical value, a cavity can nucleate and grow in that region,

leading to the cavitation instability (95, 100, 106, 211, 212). If the elastic layer partially debonds

from the rigid body, the delaminated interface can undulate periodically to give the interfacial

instability (92, 96-99). Even if perfect bonding between the elastic layer and the rigid bodies is

maintained, the exposed meniscus can become unstable, forming spatially periodic fingers of air

that invade the elastic layer (Fig. 6-la) (93, 94, 104). Morphologically the elastic fingering

instability resembles the viscous fingering instability in thin fluid layers (213-216); however, the

elastic and viscous fingering follows different governing laws. Whereas the abovementioned

instabilities have been intensively studied in cases where the layer's thickness is much smaller

than its lateral dimensions (i.e., length and width), will any mechanical instability occur if the

constrained layer's thickness is comparable to or larger than one lateral dimension (e.g., width)?

Here we show that a constrained soft elastic layer with comparable thickness and width

can indeed undergo mechanical instability, which forms on its exposed surfaces but is localized at

the constrained fringes of the layer (Fig. 6-lb). When subjected to tension, the middle portion of

the layer elongates nearly uniformly but the constrained fringe portions of the layer deform

nonuniformly. As the applied stretch reaches a critical value, the exposed surfaces of the fringe
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portions begin to undulate periodically without debonding from the rigid bodies, giving the fringe

instability (Fig. 6-1b).
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Figure 6-1: Schematics of constrained soft elastic layers that undergo the fingering and fringe instabilities.

(a) The fingering instability occurs in relatively thin layers (i.e., W/H > 6); (b) The fringe instability

occurs in relatively thick layers (i.e., W/H < 3); (c) Deformation of the exposed meniscus of a relatively
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thin layer prior to the fingering instability (i.e., W/H > 6 ); (d) Deformation of the exposed meniscus of a

relatively thick layer prior to the fringe instability (i.e., W/H < 3 ). Note that the length of the layer is much

larger than its thickness in both cases, (i.e., L/H >>1).

While both the fingering (93, 94) and fringe instabilities occur on the elastic layers'

exposed surfaces, the two modes of instabilities are dramatically different. To quantitatively

understand the fringe instability and its differences from fingering instability, we combine

experiments, theory and numerical simulations to show that: (i) The deformed layer's meniscus,

prior to fringe instability, is not parabolic as is the meniscus before fingering instability (Fig. 6-1,

c and d). (ii) In load-controlled elongations, the reported fingering instability is associated with a

snap-through buckling, which manifests as peaks on the stress-strain curves for relatively thin

samples'. Such snap-through does not exist in relatively thick specimens, in which the fringe

instability dominates. (iii) The critical applied stretch for the onset of fringe instability increases

with the decrease of the layer's width-thickness ratio to a finite value of 3.9, which is associated

with a constant nominal stress level of 3.8 times of the layer's shear modulus. (iv) The wavelength

of the fringe instability scales with the elastic layer's width, but the wavelength of the fingering

instability scales with the layer's thickness. The discovery of the fringe instability and quantitative

comparisons between fringe and fingering instabilities will advance the current understanding of

mechanical instabilities in soft materials and biological adhesives capable of large deformation.

Moreover, the fundamental differences in the mechanical response of constrained elastic layers

that differ only by their dimensions are expected to be useful in the design and engineering of

advanced adhesives and joints (42, 217), as well as various sealants, insulators and bearings.

1 For brevity, throughout the text we refer to layers of thickness that is much smaller than the in-plane dimensions as
'thin layers', while 'thick layers' are considered to have a thickness of the order of the in-plane dimensions or larger.
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6.2 Experimental methods

To make a soft yet stretchable hydrogel sample, a precursor solution was prepared by mixing 5.5

mL 12 wt.% acrylamide (Sigma, A8887), 4.1 m L 2.5 wt.% alginate (Sigma, A2033), 500 pL 0.2

wt.% N,Nmethylenebisacrylamide (Sigma, 146072) as the crosslinker for polyacrylamide and 102

tL 0.2 M ammonium persulphate (Sigma, 248614) as an initiator for polyacrylamide. After

degassing the precursor solution in a vacuum chamber, we added 8.2 pL N,N,N',N'-

tetramethylethylenediamine (Sigma, T7024-50M) as the crosslinking accelerator for acrylamide.

The shear modulus of the hydrogel was measured to be 2 kPa, and negligible rate dependence with

slight hysteresis was observed in the stress-strain response of the hydrogel under loading-

unloading cycles (Fig. 6-2).
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Figure 6-2: Stress-stretch curves at the loading curve of 2, 20, 200 mm/min. Loading-unloading stress-

stretch curve at the rate of 1/30 s-'.

The experimental setup used in the current study is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6-3. A

layer of a soft yet stretchable hydrogel was robustly bonded onto two thick and transparent glass

substrates (42). The width of the hydrogel layer W was varied from 3 mm to 37.8 mm and the

thickness H from 1.5 mm to 6 mm, so that the width-thickness ratio of the elastic layer (W/H)
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was selected in a wide range from 0.5 to 25, in contrast to previous studies focusing on relatively

thin sheets (e.g., W/H > 5 (93, 94)). The length of the layer L was fixed to 75 mm, so that

L >> H in all experiments. During a typical test, the bottom glass substrate of the sample was

fixed, and the top glass substrate was pulled upward at a speed of 30 mm/min without causing any

lateral displacement, using a universal material test machine (2 kN load cell; Zwick / Roell Z2.5).

The applied force was measured by the load cell, and the deformation of the layer's free surfaces

were recorded by cameras viewing from two directions (e.g., top view, side view). Owing to the

low modulus, high stretchability and negligible defects of the hydrogel (44, 60, 118, 145) and the

robust hydrogel-glass interfaces (42), the cavitation and interfacial instabilities were suppressed in

the current experiments. Depending on the width-thickness ratio of the elastic layer, the exposed

free surfaces will deform into different meniscus shapes and then destabilize to exhibit the

fingering or fringe undulation patterns (Fig. 6-1).

Due to the constrained boundary, the meniscus profile at the visible edge is slightly larger

than that in the center part of the sample. To clearly measure the meniscus profile in the center of

the sample, we covered the transparent gel with in-diffusible dye on the lateral free surface of the

sample. The reason why we chose in-diffusible dye is to prevent the formation of a fuzzy boundary

which may be induced by the diffusible dye.
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Figure 6-3: Test setup for the experimental measurement.

6.3 Numerical methods

Numerical simulations to capture the deformation and instability of the elastic layer were carried

out with the finite element method using ABAQUS/Explicit. Since the effect of water diffusion in

the hydrogel is negligible during the time of deformation in the current study (98), the hydrogel

was modeled as a nearly incompressible neo-Hookean material with shear modulus p and bulk

modulus K of 1 kPa and 200 kPa, respectively. This gives an effective Poisson's ratio of 0.497,

which is shown to be sufficiently accurate in Fig. 6-4a. All simulation models have the same

dimensions as the experimental specimens. Symmetry conditions were applied in the mid-plane

along the thickness direction and all side surfaces were set to be stress free. A constant velocity

along the upward direction was prescribed on the top surface of the elastic layer, and the bottom

surface was fixed. A mass scaling technique was used to maintain a quasi-static loading process.
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The model was discretized with an 8-node linear brick, C3D8R element. The mesh size was taken

as small as 1 I /10 of the smallest feature dimension for all samples (e.g., 0.05 mm for W /H < 2;

0.1 mm for 2 ! W /H! 4 and 0.2 mm for W /H > 4) to ensure the accuracy of the simulation (Fig.

6-4b).
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Figure 6-4: The nominal stress-stretch curve for the sample with W /H = 3.2 of various bulk modulus.

(b) The nominal stress-stretch curve for the sample with W / H = 4.0 of various mesh size.

6.4 Results and discussion

In both experiments and simulations, the elastic layer with initial thickness of H is deformed to

the current thickness h, and the applied stretch is defined as A = h / H . Fig. 5-1 schematically

illustrates the qualitative differences between fingering and fringe instabilities, both of which occur

on the exposed meniscus of elastic layers. If the layer is relatively thin or its width-thickness ratio

is relatively high (e.g., W / H >6), the deformed meniscus maintains a parabolic shape (Fig. 6-

1c), until a spatially periodic pattern of fingers of air invade the meniscus at a critical applied

stretch A (Fig. 6-1a) (93, 94). On the other hand, if the layer's width is comparable with or lower

than its thickness (e.g., W / H < 3), the middle portion of the layer elongates nearly uniformly but

the constrained fringe portions deform non-uniformly under relatively high applied stretches (Fig.
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6-1d). As the applied stretch reaches a critical value A, the free surfaces of the fringe portions

gradually begin to undulate into a periodic pattern while the middle portion of the layer maintains

uniform elongation (Fig. 6-1b). An exact width-thickness ratio at which the transition between

fingering and fringe instabilities occurs cannot be visually detected due to the geometrical

similarity in the transition regime 3 < W / H < 6. Nevertheless, a clear transition point is observed

in the stress-stretch response of the samples as will be explained in light of experimental, numerical

and theoretical results.

6.4.1 Meniscus shape prior to instabilities

Fig. 6-5a and Fig. 6-5b show both experimental and simulation results for the meniscus shape of

an elastic layer with comparable width and thickness (e.g., W / H = 2) under various levels of

applied stretches, before the onset of any instability. (Due to the effects of front edges in

experimental samples, the shape of the experimentally observed meniscus is highlighted by dash

lines. See Fig. 6-6 for details on determining the meniscus.) Under relatively low applied stretch

(e.g., A s 1.25), the meniscus of the elastic layer follows the parabolic shape (218). However, as

the applied stretch further increases (e.g. to 2=1.5 , 2), the middle portion of the meniscus

elongates uniformly and the constrained fringe portions deform nonuniformly into a V shape. The

shape of the highly-deformed meniscus significantly deviates from the parabolic shape assumed

in previous studies on fingering instabilities (93, 218). From Fig. 6-5, a and b, it can be seen that

the numerical model can accurately predict the evolution of the meniscus shape with the increasing

stretch (i.e., from parabolic to non-parabolic). In addition, since the middle portion of the layer is

uniformly elongated under high applied stretches (e.g., A =1.5, 2), there is no driving force for

the formation of fingering instability in the middle portion of the layer in the sample.
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Figure 6-5: Experimental, simulation and theoretical results on the deformation in relatively thick layers.

(a) Comparison of experimental and simulation results on deformation of a layer with W/H = 2 under

various applied stretches prior to the fringe instability. (b) Comparison of experimental, simulation and

theoretical results on the meniscus shape of a layer with W/H = 2 at applied stretch A = 2.
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Figure 6-6: Non-diffusible colored dye is covered on the surface of transparent hydrogel sample to

distinguish with the meniscus profile at the constrained boundary.
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Instead, as the soft elastic layer (W / H = 2) is stretched to a critical point A, ~3.2, the

exposed surface of the fringe portions becomes unstable - beginning to undulate periodically while

the middle portion of the layer maintains uniform elongation (Fig. 6-7a). If the applied stretch

further increases, the undulation in the fringe portions increases in magnitude while maintaining a

constant wavelength. The layer maintains adhering on the rigid bodies throughout the process of

deformation and fringe instability. Once the applied stretch is relaxed, the elastic layer restores its

undeformed state. Evidently, the fringe instability is qualitatively different from the fingering

instability that occurs in relatively thin elastic layers (e.g., W / H = 8 in Fig. 5-8). Fig. 6-7b further

shows that the numerical simulation can quantitatively predict the experimental observations of

fringe instability. The simulation also confirms that the middle portion of the layer deforms almost

uniformly while the fringe portions undergo the instability.
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Figure 6-7: Experimental, simulation and theoretical results on the fringe instability in relatively thick

layers. (a) Experimental observation of the formation of fringe instability for a layer with WH = 2 as the
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applied stretch increases. (b) Numerical simulation of the formation of fringe instability for a layer with

W/H= 2 as the applied stretch increases. d represents the von Mises stress.
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Figure 6-8: (a) Experimental observation of the formation of fingering instability for sample with the

width-thickness ratio of 2 as strain increases. (b) Numerical simulation of the formation of fingering

instability for a sample with the identical dimension.

6.4.2 Theoretical model

Next, we will resort to theory and scaling laws to better understand the experimental and simulation

results on the deformation and instabilities in constrained elastic layers with various aspect ratios.

While existing studies on fingering instabilities are generally limited to relatively thin layers (e.g.,

W / H >6 ) in which the meniscus shape is assumed to be parabolic (93, 219) (Fig. 6-c), herein

we develop a theory that accounts for the deformation of constrained elastic layers with a wide

range of width-thickness ratios and is valid for exceedingly large deformations. Geometrically, the
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layer in the undeformed state occupies a region -W /2< X < W /2 , -Xo < Y < o and

-H /2< Z < H /2, and a material particle in the layer is labeled by its coordinate (X,Y,Z) in

the undeformed state (see Fig. 6-9). In the deformed state, the material particle moves to a place

of coordinates(x, y,z), which are functions of (X, Y,Z). We restrict the analysis to plane-strain

deformation in the X-Z plane and, without loss of generality, the layer is taken to deform

symmetrically with respect to the Z = 0 and X = 0 planes.

(x,y~z)/

z

h
x

W

Figure 6-9: Specimen cross-section in deformed and undeformed configurations.

We make a single assumption on the deformation of the layer, that is, any horizontal plane

in the layer at the undeformed state remains planar upon deformation (219) (see the simulation

results in Fig. 6-5a for validation of the assumption). Based on the above assumption and the

incompressibility of the elastic layer, we can express the deformation gradient of the layer as (see

detailed derivation in supporting information)

[0 1 K1XA'
F = 0 1 0 (6.1)

-0 0 1 /A,_
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where the in-plane stretch component Ax = Ax (Z) is independent of the horizontal location, and

the superposed prime denotes differentiation along Z. Since the width of the elastic layer at a

vertical location Z deforms from W to AxW, we further define Ax as the meniscus shape function

of the elastic layer.

The elastic layer is taken as a neo-Hookean material with strain energy density function

-=[tr(FF)-3]. By minimizing the elastic energy of the layer, the meniscus shape function

is found to obey a first-order differential equation

Wd'=13(A--xo+3(A-2 - A 0 +C (-x' - A-0) (6.2)
2 dZ

Where AxO = Ax (Z = 0) is the meniscus shape function at the vertical mid-point of the layer, and

C is a dimensionless integration constant that can be obtained by applying the boundary conditions

A(Z=±H12)=1, A= H2 2dZ (6.3)
1xH

Solving Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) yields the meniscus shape function Ax, deformation gradient

F and elastic energy density T of the layer as functions of the applied stretch A. The total elastic

energy of the layer per unit length in Y direction, E, can then be calculated by integrating T over

the volume of the layer. We further define the averaged nominal stress applied on the layer as the

applied force divided by the undeformed horizontal cross-section area, which can be calculated as

S = 1 dE (6.4)
WH d2

Accordingly we can derive relations between the applied stretch A, the applied nominal

stress S and the meniscus shape Ax for layers with a wide range of width-thickness ratios (see

detailed derivation in Appendix Al). In comparison with both experiments and simulations, it is
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found that the present analytical solution provides accurate predictions of the meniscus shape even

for exceedingly high applied stretches and across the entire regime of specimen dimensions

considered in this study. For example, we show in Fig. 6-5b, the meniscus shape of a layer with

W / H = 2 at applied stretch of A = 2 given by the theory, experiment and numerical simulation.

It can be seen that the theory can accurately predict the non-parabolic shape of a relatively thick

layer (i.e., W / H = 2 ) under high stretches.

6.4.3 Transition between fingering and fringe instabilities

Fig. 6-10 gives the curves of applied nominal stress S vs. applied stretch A for elastic layers with

various width-thickness ratios (i.e., 0.5<! W/H ! 8); obtained from experiments (Fig. 6-10a),

numerical simulations (Fig. 6-10b) and Eq. (6.4) of the analytical investigation (Fig. 6-10c).

Depending on the width-thickness ratio of the layer, the S vs. A curves can be monotonic or non-

monotonic. For relatively thin layers (e.g., W/H=6 and 8), where the fingering instability occurs,

the S vs. A curves are not monotonic. The peak values correspond to the critical points S, and

A, for the onset of the fingering instability. The non-monotonic S vs. A relation is consistent with

the subcritical nature of the fingering instability (93). Notably, although the theoretical analysis

does not account for the undulated pattern in fingering instability, it can still predict the non-

monotonic relations of S vs. A for relatively thin layers (i.e., W / H > 5.1 in Fig. 6-1Oc). The area

of the middle portion becomes smaller under stretch (Fig. 6-1Oa), and the geometrical effect causes

the decrease of the nominal stress (Fig. 6-1Oc). Analogous to the Considere's criterion for necking,

the peaks on the theoretical S vs. A curves (Fig. 6-1Oc) indicate a tight upper bound of the critical

points for onset of fingering instability. Since the undulated fingering has lower potential energy

than the non-undulated necking predicted by the theory (Fig. 6-11), the fingering instability

appears in our experiments and simulations of the samples with relatively thin layers (i.e.,
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W / H >5.1). In addition, the experiments, simulations and theory all show that S, increases and

A, decreases with the rise of W / H , which is consistent with previous reports for fingering

instability (93). Notably, the upper-bound critical stretch for the onset of fingering instability

obtained from the analytical solution will approach a plateau of 1.4 as the width-thickness ratio

increases (Fig. 6c).
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Figure 6-10: Experimental, simulation and theoretical results for the applied nominal stress S vs. the

applied stretch A for layers with various width-thickness ratios. (a) Experimentally measured curves of S

vs. I for layers with W/H= 8, 6, 5.1, 4.4, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 and 0.5. The critical points for the onset of instabilities

are marked on the corresponding curves. (b) Simulation curves of S vs. A for layers with W/H= 8, 6, 5.1,

4.2, 4, 3.8, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 and 0.5. The critical points for the onset of instabilities are marked on the

corresponding curves. (c) Theoretical curves of S vs. A for layers with W/H= 8, 7, 6, 5.1, 4, 2 and 1. The

dashed curve represent the stability limit.
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Figure 6-11: Normalized strain energy versus applied stretch in the sample with necking mode (i.e., 2D

simulation) and the sample with undulated fingering mode (i.e., 3D simulation).

On the other hand, for relatively thick layers (e.g., W / H =2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 and 0.5 in Fig. 6-

1Oc), the curves of S vs. A obtained from experiments, simulations and theory are all monotonic;

and the fringe instability is observed in these samples. Strikingly, from both experimental and

simulation results, we find that the critical nominal stress for fringe instability in layers with

decreasing W / H ratios approaches an approximately constant value of S, ~ 3.8p (Fig. 6-1Ob and

Fig. 6-13b). Returning to the analytical results in Fig. 6-1Oc, and according to the above argument,

we may thus obtain an approximate theoretical stability limit by assuming that the fringe instability

sets in at the same constant, level of stress from the transition point (where the fingering instability

peak vanishes) and to lower width-thickness ratios, as shown by the continuation of the dashed

line therein. In addition, different from the subcritical fingering instability (93), the fringe

instability forms gradually with negligible hysteresis on the pattern amplitude vs. applied stretch

curves obtained from loading and unloading of the sample (Fig. 6-12).
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Figure 6-12: The amplitude versus applied stretch curves under loading and unloading for a fringe

instability.

To identify the critical width-thickness ratio (W/H), for the transition between the

fingering and the fringe instabilities, we performed a series of experiments and simulations in an

intermediate range of width-thickness ratios (e.g., W/H =3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1). As

shown in Fig. 6-1Oa, the non-monotonic behavior of the nominal stress-stretch curves disappears

as W / H decreases to 4.4 in the experiments. In simulation, the critical width-thickness ratio is

identified as (W / H)c = 4. This slight difference between the experiment and simulation is

possibly due to the deviation of the layer's mechanical properties from the neo-Hookean model.

In this study, we take the simulation result (W / H)c = 4 as the critical width-thickness ratio for

the transition between the fingering and fringe instabilities.

6.4.4 Critical stress, stretch and wavelength for fringe instability

To better understand the characteristics of fringe instability, we plot the nominal stress Szz

contours in relatively thick layers (e.g., W / H = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4) right before the onset of the
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fringe instability (Fig. 6-12a). At this critical point, the middle portion of the specimens is in a

state of nearly uniform uniaxial plane-strain tension, which therefore does not cause the fingering

instability (Fig. 6-13a). On the other hand, the fringe portions exhibit a self-similar state of

deformation, which is subjected to tensile stress yet constrained by the rigid surfaces. A

combination of the tensile stress, mechanical constraint, and materials incompressibility cause the

surfaces of fringe portions to undulate, giving the fringe instability.
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Figure 6-13: Experimental, simulation and theoretical results on the characteristics of fingering and fringe

instabilities. (a) Numerical simulation results on stress contours in layers with W/H = 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 right

before the fringe instability. The stress represents the normalized nominal stress component along the

loading direction S, / p . (b) The critical nominal stress for the onset of instabilities in layers with various
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width-thickness ratios. (c) The critical applied stretch for the onset of instabilities in layers with various

width-thickness ratios. (d) The wavelength of instabilities in layers with various width-thickness ratios.

We denote the thickness of the middle and fringe portions at the undeformed state as H

and Hf , respectively. Based on the minimum layer thickness for the fringe instability, i.e.,

(W / H)c = 4, we can further obtain Hf=W / 4 and H,.=H - H . At the critical point for fringe

instability, the stretch in the fringe portion Af is independent of W / H and can be obtained from

the simulation result for W / H = 4 as 2A =1.8. The critical stretch in the middle portion A,. is

dictated by the nominal stress-stretch relation in plane-strain tension, i.e. S, /p =,. -.-m3 = 3.8,

which gives A, = 3.9. Therefore, the asymptotic solution of the critical stretch for the onset of the

fringe instability can be expressed as

2 fH+ Am(H -Hf) W
A, -- 3.9-0.52-- (5)

H H

In Fig. 6-13c, we summarize the critical stretch levels for both the fringe and fingering

instabilities obtained from experiments, simulation and theory. It can be seen that the above linear

relation and the simulations can consistently predict the critical stretches for both types of

instabilities. The analytical solution further provides a tight upper bound for the critical stretches

in the entire range.

While it is known that the wavelength of the fingering instability finger scales with the

elastic layer's thickness H (Fig. 6-13d), the wavelength of the fringe instability ringe does not

follow such scaling since the thickness of the middle portions does not affect the fringe instability

wavelength. Instead, the relevant length scale for the fringe instability wavelength is the fringe

portion's thickness, which scales with the layer's width. Therefore, the wavelength for fringe
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instability scales with the elastic layer's width, instead of its thickness. This dependence has been

validated by both experimental and simulation results in Fig. 6-13d. In addition, by fitting to the

experimental and simulation results, we can further obtain the pre-factors for the scales, i.e.,

'fringe ~0.45W.

6.5 Conclusion

Pulling apart two rigid constraints that are connected by a thick layer of tough elastic material, to

induce stretches deep into the nonlinear regime of the material response, exposes a geometrical

instability that has not been previously reported. This instability, which we refer to as - fringe

instability, emerges when the distance between the constraints reaches a critical point. Then

localized undulating patterns begin to form near the fringes of the elastic layer. We find that this

instability is dominant as long as the thickness of the layer is of the order of its in-plane dimensions

or larger. For thin layers, a different mode of instability is dominant - the elastic fingering

instability. By combining experiments, numerical simulations and analytical investigation, we

explain the distinct properties of the two geometrical instabilities and obtain quantitative measures

for the critical stress, stretch, and wavelength of the fringe instability. We find that while a snap-

through instability appears in thin elastic layers, once the applied stress levels exceed a critical

value, thick specimens do not exhibit such a global instability and a localized bifurcation mode

emerges. This fundamental difference in the mechanical response of elastic slabs, that may have

only slight differences in their dimensions, together with the quantitative measures for the

geometrical features and stress levels associated with the instabilities, are essential in guiding the

design and engineering of modern adhesive joints as well as in advancing the current

understanding of those that exist in nature.
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Chapter 7

Instabilities in confined elastic layers under

Tension
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7.1 Introduction

Elastic layers with top and bottom surfaces adhered to rigid bodies are abundant in biological

organisms such as mussel plaques on rocks (220), barnacle glues on ship hulks (209) and tendons

on bones (206, 221). In addition to the examples in nature, the stressed elastic layers have been

widely adopted in engineering applications such as sealants, insulators, bearings, and adhesives

(93, 106, 222). More recently, tough and soft hydrogel adhesives (42, 144, 223, 224) have also

been used in biocompatible soft robotics (147, 225, 226), electronics (145, 227) and living devices

(146,228).

When the rigid bodies are pulled apart, the stressed elastic layers can undergo various

modes of mechanical instabilities due to mechanical loads and constraints. The formation and

interaction of these mechanical instabilities highly affect the mechanical robustness of engineering

structures. For example, the load capacity of the adhesives highly depends on the occurrence of

mechanical instabilities (106). The emergence of mechanical instabilities can also initiate different

failure mechanisms ranging from interfacial fracture to cohesive failure in relevant structures (107).

In recent decades, various modes of mechanical instabilities in confined elastic layers under

tension have been discovered (51, 92-95). If the elastic layer partially debonds from the rigid body,

the delaminated interface can undulate periodically to give the interfacial undulation (92, 96-99).

If perfect bonding between the elastic layer and the rigid bodies is maintained, a cavity can nucleate

and grow within the elastic layer when the hydrostatic tensile stress in any region of the elastic

layer reaches a critical value, giving the cavitation instability (e.g., Fig. 7-le) (95, 100-103). Even

if perfect bonding between the elastic layer and the rigid substrates is maintained and cavitation

instability is suppressed by tuning the material properties and geometry of the elastic layer, the

exposed meniscus can become unstable, forming fingering instability (93, 94, 104) or fringe
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instability (51). While fingering instability initiates at the middle section of the exposed meniscus,

fringe instability forms at the fringe portion of the exposed meniscus (e.g., Fig. 7-1).

This paper is aimed to provide a systematic understanding on the relations and interactions

of the three modes of instabilities in perfectly-bonded elastic layers under tension: cavitation

instability, Type I and Type II fingering instability, and fringe instability. While the cavitation

instability has been intensively studied (95, 102, 229, 230), the recently-discovered fingering and

fringe instabilities have not been well understood (93, 94). It is known that the instability is

determined by the geometries and mechanical properties of the elastic layers, but there exists no

model or theory to predict which mode (i.e., cavitation, fingering or fringe) will emerge in

perfectly-bonded elastic layers under tension.

In this paper, we perform the systematic study on the formation, transition, interaction and

co-existence of mechanical instabilities in confined elastic layers under tension, through combined

experimental, numerical and theoretical analysis. We first discuss the characteristic features of

individual mode of instability. Then we develop a theory for large deformation in a confined elastic

layer with cylindrical shape under tension. The theory can correlate the applied stress, the applied

stretch and the hydrostatic pressure in the elastic layer. Thereafter, we perform the linear

perturbation analysis on the deformation of the elastic layer to theoretically predict the onset of

fringe and fingering instabilities; and theoretically calculate the critical stress and critical stretch

of cavitation instability. We find that the initial occurrence of instability can be tuned by both

geometrical and mechanical properties of the elastic layer through two non-dimensional

parameters: layer's lateral dimension over its thickness and elastocapillary length over the defect

size. We further show that cavitation instability and fingering instability can coexist in one elastic

layer under tension. Systematically understanding of the formation and interactions of various
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mechanical instabilities in elastic layers under tension can provide a guideline for the design of

robust adhesives by rationally harnessing the desired mode of instabilities while suppressing the

other modes.
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Figure 7-1: Schematics on deformation and instabilities in confined elastics layers under tension. (a)

Experimental setup. (b) The cross-section of the constrained elastic layer in un-deformed and deformed

state. (c) Illustration of fringe instability, fingering instability and cavitation instability, corresponding to

small, moderate and large aspect ratio a = D / H, respectively.
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The plan of the paper is as follow. Section 7-2 defines the physical and dimensionless

parameters used in this work. In Section 7-3, we discuss the experimental and simulation methods.

In Section 7-4, we qualitatively discuss various modes of instabilities in elastic layers under tension.

In Section 7-5, we first derive the deformation field in constrained elastic layer under tension, and

then identify the critical point for the onset of each mode of instability using perturbation theory.

In Section 7-6, we discuss the formation and evolution of each mode of instability through

combined experimental and simulation results. We particularly discuss the relations between the

applied stress and stretch in elastic layers under tension. In Section 7-7, we construct a phase

diagram to predict the occurrence of any mode of instability in elastic layers. In Section 7-8, we

discuss the coexistence and interactions of cavitation instability and fingering instability in one

elastic layer under tension.

7.2 Physical and dimensionless parameters

As illustrated on Fig. 7-lb, we focus on elastic layers of cylindrical shape with height H and

diameter D at the un-deformed (reference) state in this work. The material of the elastic layer is

taken to be neo-Hookean with shear modulus p and surface energy 7/. Cavities with maximum

diameter A may exist in the layer as defects. A ratio between surface energy and shear modulus of

the material, y/p , gives the elastocapillary length, which characterizes the effect of the surface

tension on the mechanical behaviors of the material. In the current study, we set the elastocapillary

length yip to be much smaller than the macroscopic dimensions of the sample (i.e. H and D), but

on the same order or larger than the bulk defect size A. Through dimensional argument, we can

obtain the following two dimensionless parameters:

D y
a= # P (7.1)

H pA
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which affect the mechanical behavior of the elastic layer. The elastic layer is bonded on two rigid

plates without delamination during its deformation and instabilities. A tensile force F is applied

on the rigid plates, which deforms the elastic layer to the current height h. We define the applied

nominal stress S and the applied stretch A on the elastic layer as (see Fig. 7-1)

4 F h
S - , I = -. (7.2)

zD' H

When the applied nominal stress or stretch reaches a critical value SC or Ac , a mode of instability

sets in the elastic layer.

Geometrically, the cylindrical elastic layer in the un-deformed state occupies a region

0 ! R< D/2, 0 !0<2rand-H/2! Z H/2. For convenience, we define the normalized

- R - Z
location at the reference configuration R = R and Z = with R e [0,1] and Z e [-1,1].

D12 H12

7.3 Experimental and simulation methods

7.3.1 Sample preparation

We chose polyacrylamide hydrogel (PAAm) as a model hyper-elastic solid with negligible

hysteresis and low rate sensitivity (51, 68, 118, 231). To make a PAAm hydrogel sample, a

precursor solution was prepared by mixing acrylamide (Sigma, A8887), alginate (Sigma, A2033),

N,Nmethylenebisacrylamide (Sigma, 146072) as the crosslinker for polyacrylamide and 102 RL

0.2 M ammonium persulphate (Sigma, 248614) as an initiator for polyacrylamide (118, 145). After

degassing the precursor solution in a vacuum chamber, we added 8.2 pL N,N,N',N'-

tetramethylethylenediamine (Sigma, T7024-50M) into the total precursor solution of 10 ml as the

crosslinking accelerator for acrylamide. We tuned the shear modulus p of the sample as 1.1 kPa,

2.2 kPa, 3.0 kPa, 3.6 kPa, 11 kPa and 14 kPa by controlling both the concentration of polymer and

crosslink density (see detailed material constituents in Fig. 7-2). By adopting the measured surface
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tension y=0.07J/m 2 for PAAm hydrogel (229), we can set the elastocapillary length y /p for

gel A, gel B , gel C, gel D, gel E and gel F as 65pm, 32pm, 23pm, 19 pm, 6.5 pm and 5 pm

respectively. To control the maximum defect size within the sample, we degassed the precursor

solution first and mixed a controlled volume amount of nitrogen gas of 100 pl in one syringe with

10 ml total precursor solution in another syringe for 10 times. The maximum defect size within

the sample A is around I pm for the material with various constituents.
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Figure 7-2: Materials for the constrained elastic layers. (a) Measured nominal stress-stretch curves for the

samples with various constituents. Solid line represents the experimental data; dashed line represents the

fitted neo-Hookean model. (b) Weight ratio of polyacrylamide (AAm) and N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide

(Bis), shear modulus p and elastocapillary length y / p for each material.

7.3.2 Mechanical testing

The experimental setup used in the current study is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7-la.

A layer of a soft yet stretchable hydrogel was robustly bonded onto two thick and transparent

glass substrates (42). The diameter of the hydrogel layer D was varied from 6 mm to 140 mm and

the thickness H from 1.5 mm to 6 mm, so that the aspect ratio of the elastic layer a was selected

in a wide range from 1 to 50. During a typical test, the bottom glass substrate of the sample was

fixed, and the top glass substrate was pulled upward at a controlled loading rate of 0.016 s- without
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causing any lateral displacement, using a universal material test machine (2 kN load cell for

samples with diameter D > 12 mm and 20 N load cell for samples with diameter D < 12 mm;

Zwick / Roell Z2.5). Both the applied force and the loading displacement was measured by the

load cell and the deformation of the layer's free surfaces was recorded by cameras viewing from

both side view and top view. To suppress the interfacial detachment, we used a functional silane,

3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (TMSPMA), to modify the surfaces of transparent glass

and then covalently crosslinked the long chain polymer network of polyacrylamide (PAAm) to the

silanes on the modified surfaces of glass substrates (42). All the mechanical tests in this paper

were performed in the air and measured in an "as-prepared" state.

7.3.3 Finite-element simulation

In addition to a set of systematic experimental studies, we performed corresponding

numerical simulations to capture the deformation and instability of an elastic layer with the finite

element method using ABAQUS/Explicit. To focus on a pure elastic behavior at relative short time

scale, we modeled the hydrogel as a neo-Hookean material and suppressed the water diffusion in

the hydrogel in the current study. We set K /p as large as we can, and in this case is 2000, to

capture the incompressibility of the material. The type of element was taken as C3D8R and the

mesh size was taken as small as 1 I/10 of the smallest feature dimension for all samples to ensure

the accuracy of the simulation. Additionally, a mass scaling technique was used to obtain results

within a reasonable computation time. All numerical models have the same dimensions and

loading setup as the experimental specimens.

7.4 Modes of instabilities

Figure 7-1c schematically illustrates the qualitative differences among fringe, fingering

and cavitation instabilities. If the elastic layer's radius is comparable with or lower than its
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thickness (e.g., a < 4), the free surfaces of the fringe portions of the layer gradually undulate into

a periodic pattern under a critical applied stretch, giving the fringe instability (51). If the layer's

aspect ratio is moderately high (e.g., 6< a<20), the deformed meniscus maintains a parabolic

shape, until a spatially periodic pattern of air fingers invade the meniscus at a critical applied

stretch (93, 94). If the layer's aspect ratio is extremely high (e.g., a >30) or the dimensionless

elastocapillary number p is relatively low, a cavity nucleates and grows within the bulk sample

prior to the formation of the undulating patterns on the exposed lateral surfaces.

While both fringe and fingering instabilities feature the undulation of the elastic layer's

meniscus, they initiate at the fringe and middle portions of the meniscus, respectively. Therefore,

the highest amplitude of the undulation for fringe and fingering, right after their initiation, is

expected to appear at the fringe and middle portions of the meniscus, respectively (i.e. we take the

vertical location that gives the highest undulation amplitude Z 0 as the location where the

undulations initiate in simulation). In Fig. 7-3, a and b, we give the simulation results for fringe

(a = 2) and fingering (a =12) instabilities in elastic layers with different aspect ratios. We further

quantify the undulation amplitude A,, for fringe (a = 2) and fingering (a =12) instabilities as a

function of the normalized vertical location Z (see Fig. 7-3c). Evidently, the highest amplitude of

the undulation for fringe and fingering indeed appears at the fringe ( Z= 0.81) and middle (Z = 0)

portions of the meniscus, respectively. In Fig. 7-3d, we further plot the vertical location that gives

the highest undulation amplitude ZO as a function of the elastic layer's aspect ratio a, which

shows that critical transition aspect ratio from fringe to fingering instability as a a,_ge-,si , = 5.
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Figure 7-3: Morphology difference between fringe instability and fingering instability. (a) Undulation

contours at the different planes right after the onset of fringe instability for the sample with a = 2

Maximum amplitude occurs at Z = ±0.81 . (b) Undulation contours at the different planes right after the

onset of fingering instability for the sample with a =12. Maximum amplitude occurs at Z = 0 . (c) The

normalized amplitude of undulation contours versus Z right after the onset of instabilities for the sample

with a = 2 and a = 12. (d) The Zo for the maximum amplitude of the undulation contours versus aspect

ratios.

7.5 Theoretical analysis

In this part, we will develop a theory to understand i). the large deformation and stress fields

in the constrained elastic layer under tension and ii). the critical points for the onset of fringe,

fingering and cavitation instabilities. We first solve the equations of an incompressible neo-
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Hookean layer under tension and obtain the meniscus shapes, the applied stress-stretch relations,

and the hydrostatic pressure versus stretch in the elastic layer. Thereafter, we perform the linear

perturbation analysis to predict the critical stretch AC and the critical stress Sc for the onset of

both fringe instability and fingering instability.

7.5.1 Large deformation and stress fields in constrained elastic layers under tension

Geometrically, the elastic layer in the undeformed state occupies a region0 R D/2,

0 s0<2;r and- H/2 ! Z! H1/2. A material particle in the layer is labeled by its coordinate (R,

0 , Z) in the un-deformed state with {eRe0 ,e9Z} as the basis in cylindrical coordinate (see Fig.

7-1b). In the deformed state, the material particle moves to a place of coordinates ( r , 0, z ), which

are functions of ( R , 0 , Z ). Since the elastic layer deforms axisymmetrically prior to instability,

the displacement in E direction u. =0 and the displacement in radius directionUR and that in

axial direction uz are independent of 0). Here, we make a single assumption on the deformation

of the layer, that is: any horizontal plane in the layer at the un-deformed state remains planar upon

deformation (51, 219, 232). Based on the axisymmetric deformation, horizontal-plane assumption

and incompressibility of the material, we can specify the displacement field in the elastic layer as

uR(RZ)=Ru1 (Z), (7.3)

uz(Z)= U2(Z), (7.4)

with R ZH2 . The linear dependence of uR on R is directly from the horizontal

plane assumption with the incompressibility. Using the displacement field in Eq. (7.3) and Eq.

(7.4), we can express the deformation gradient in the layer as:
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ArR

F= 0
[0

0 YrZ

AO9 0 ,

0 Azz

-1+ 1

1 ,

A6 =1+ 1 u,
D/2

H I 2ZZ H/22

1 -F
7,z = Ru',

H / 2'

du du2with the prime for differentiating respect to Z , or explicitly, u'=-  and u'=
dZ dZ

(7.5a)

(7.5b)

(7.5c)

(7.5d)

(7.5e)

The

incompressibility of the elastic layer also enforces the conservation of volume, which reads as:

det(F)= ArR , Z . (7.6)

The elastic layer is taken as an incompressible neo-Hookean solid with strain energy

density function y = [tr(FTF)-3]. Therefore, the nominal stress tensor S is expressed

through S = pF - p*F-T and the Cauchy stress tensor is expressed through a = SF T , namely:

ArR S =K1irR

S/p= 0

Ama7,z y

0 0 ,

0 A-z - -Az

(7.7a)

;R P±y z

0

YrzZz

0 7'z Azz
A - P 0 ,

0 AZ - E
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where p* is the Lagrange multiplier to enforce the incompressibility and P = p* / p is the

corresponding dimensionless form. The equilibrium equations read Div S=0 . Since the

equilibrium equation along the hoop direction will be satisfied automatically, then the remaining

equilibrium equations along radius direction and axial direction are

_+a _=O
ArR aR 5Z

a, Z7E +2rR rZ zZ-R 81

(7.8)

(7.9)

with a= D/H . Since the highest order of R in ,z is linear and in order to satisfy Eq. (7.8), y

should be a function of R2 . With this observation, we can solve both Eq. (7.8) and Eq. (7.9)

analytically (See Appendix. A2 for more details). By imposing the boundary conditions:

du, /dZ =0, u,(Z= 1)=0 and u2(Z=0)=0 , the specific functions u,(Z) and u2 (Z)can

be identified by solving Eq. (7.8) and Eq. (7.9)

- D [cosh(rZ)u,(Z)= - ,
2 _cosh(rv)_

- H ^sinh(21) tanh(Z)
2 _ 2L tanh(K) I

(7.1Oa)

(7.1Ob)

where r is an internal loading parameter which is correlated with the applied stretch through

2=sinh(21)
21

(7.1Oc)

With the calculated functions of u,(Z) andu2(Z), we further plot the meniscus shape at

various stretches for the sample with a=4and a =8 shown in Fig. 7-4. Our analytical results

match well with the numerical results from 2D asymmetrical finite-element model. At small
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stretches (e.g. A=1.5 for a = 4), the meniscus shape is parabolic (93); while as stretch becomes

large (e.g. A = 2.5 for a = 4), the meniscus shape deviates from the parabolic profile severely

and the middle portion of the sample is almost uniformly deformed as discussed in previous report

(51).

With the specified functions of u(Z) and u2 (Z) , we can further calculate the

dimensionless Lagrange multiplier P in the form of (see details in Appendix. A2):

p (-, )= q0 (Z)+(R2 - 1) q, (Z), (7.11a)

with

cosh2 (KZ) , cosh 4 KC 3  (7.1lb)
2 cosh2 C   2cosh4 (KZ)

g cosh 2 (KZ) K 2a 2  (7.11 c)q 2 cosh 2 KI

where C3 is to be determined by a boundary condition.

Owning to the assumption that any horizontal plane in the layer at the un-deformed state

remains planar upon deformation, it's impossible to satisfy the traction free boundary conditions

for the whole exposed surfaces (i.e. at any height of the sample). Here, since we specifically focus

on the case when the instabilities initiates at exact the middle plane or closer to the middle plane,

we enforce the boundary condition at Z= 0, namely the traction tR=S eR shall be zero at R=1

and Z= 0, where {eR, e 9 e} is the basis in cylindrical coordinate. Since SR =SR =0owing to

the symmetric condition at the middle plane, the only boundary condition needs to be satisfied is

SrR =a(ArR -P/ArR)=0 at the middle plane. Therefore, constant C3 can be identified as:

1 1l 1 4
C cosh2a21s4 (7.12)

coshr 2 )2
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and full expression of dimensionless Lagrange multiplier reads as

_ 1 cosh4 KC cs 4 Kc2 a2 -2 cosh 2 IZ ) I ip _=-- __ -o2+ +osh 12Kcosh 4 K -cosh2 osh2 K coSh 2 K cosh2K (7.13)

We further calculate the averaged nominal stress applied on the layer S through

4 dW
S= HD -2  (7.14)

where W is the total elastic energy of the layer which can be calculated by integrating V over the

volume of the layer: W = 2 22 rRqy(R,Z)dRdZ. After algebraic simplification, the applied

nominal stress S can be expressed as (see details in Appendix. A2):

S /p = S (K)+a2S1 (K), (7.15)

where both So and S, are functions of a single variable with respect to the loading parameter K

(see detailed expressions in Appendix. A2). As shown in Fig. A2-1, So monotonically increases

with the applied stretch, while S, is non-monotonic with a peak point at K =0.89 (i.e. A =1.62).

When a is very small, So is dominated, and there is no peak displayed in the stress-stretch curve.

With the increase of aspect ratio a , the second term a 2S will gradually become dominated and

a peak stress will display in the overall applied stress-stretch curve which is associated with the

global necking mode (51). The overall S /p curves for various a are shown in Fig. 7-4c. In Fig.

A2-2a, we further show that the initial slope of our curves agrees with the result from the

calculations based on small deformation (218, 219, 233).
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Figure 7-4: Theoretical and simulation results on the deformation and stress fields in constrained neo-

Hookean layers under tension. (a) Comparison between theory and simulation of the meniscus profiles for

the sample with aspect ratio of a=4 at the stretch of 2=1.5 , 2=2.0 and 2=2.5 . Solid line

represents the theoretical results; dashed line represents the simulation results. (b) Comparison between

theory and simulation of the meniscus profiles for the sample with aspect ratio of a =8 at the stretch of

A =1.3, A =1.6 and A =1.9 . Solid l ine represents the theoretical results; dashed line represents the

simulation results. (c) Theoretically calculated applied nominal stress versus stretch for the samples with

various aspect ratios. (d) Theoretically calculated hydrostatic pressure at the center of the samples versus

stretch for the sample with various aspect ratios.
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Next, we derive the hydrostatic pressure at the center of the sample, which is given by

po = p(Z = 0,R = 0)= tr(a) =0  =where a = SF' is the Cauchy stress tensor. From Eq. (7b),

33

P/ r 93zzY- p. (7.16)

1 2-_ 0 _ 0 = nInserting ArRZ((Z 0)= (Z = 0) = zcOsh2 K, (k = 0, Z=0)=0 and
cosh K

p (R = 0,Z = 0)=c h 2 C oa one can write the hydrostatic pressure at the center of the
cosh 2K 2 cosh- K

sample as

cosh4 (K) 1 K 2 a 2
"03 3cosh 2 (K) 2cosh2(C)

The po / p vs A curves for elastic layers with various aspect ratios a are shown in Fig. 7-4d. To

validate our results, we calculate dp and compare it with the reported small-strain solutions
p dA

(219), which shows good agreement (see Fig. A2-2b).

As a summary of this part, we have developed an analytical model to account for the large

deformation of a constrained incompressible neo-Hookean layer under tension. The model gives

analytic results on the deformation (Eq. (7.10), Fig. 7-4, a and b), the applied nominal stress (Eq.

(7.15), Fig. 7-4c), and the hydrostatic pressure at the center of the layer (Eq. (7.17), Fig. 7-4d) as

functions of the applied stretch on the layer. Our analytical model is validated by the results from

numerical simulations and reported small-deformation solutions.
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7.5.2 Onset of fringe and fingering instabilities

In this section, we will use the perturbation analysis to calculate the critical points for the onset of

fringe and fingering instabilities. We introduce a trial form for the solutions consisting of the

rotational invariant part at base state solved in Section 7.5.1 and an infinitesimal oscillatory part.

The fields of deformation and Lagrange multiplier with first order perturbation read as:

x x +Ei, (7.18)

p=(o + Ef, (7.19)

where c is a dimensionless small parameter, i and p are perturbed fields, (x)" and (P)' are the

rotational invariant fields at base state, which is solved in Section 7.5.1 in the cylindrical basis

eRqeeez} as:

( _ DR [cosh(CZ) -1 H sinh(21) tanh(KZ) -
2 cosh(K) j 2 2L2 tanh(ic) _ '

( ) cosh4 4 +K2 22 (_ c Z +_K.1

2 cosh4 (Kcz o   2 cosh2 K   cosh2 K cosh2 K 2

We assume the perturbed displacement field and the perturbed Lagrange multiplier follow the

forms,

i= A(R)u,(Z)cos(co)eR+ A2(R)u,(Z)sin(2O)e, + A3(R)u 2 (Z)sin(oO)eZ , (7.22)

p = A4(ZR)cos(we), (7.23)

where A, (i=1,2,3,4) are the amplitudes of perturbation. Therefore, the perturbed deformation

gradient may write as F =(F)0 +sGradi, where (F)0 is the rotational invariant deformation
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gradient at base state expressed in Eq. (7.5). By inserting the perturbed displacement field, the

deformation gradient reads as:

ArR± Au, cos(wO)

A'u, sin(wO)

cA'2 cos(wO)

Alcn+ A (oO)-8 2
R

6, +Aco± A, 1cos(wO)
R

- 3 u2 sin(we)
R

'rz + cAyu'cos(oO)

cA2u'sin(wO)

Azz +cA 3u' cos(co)

i dA f  dA
Here the prime represents for differentiating respects to R or Z , i.e. A, - , A' 2 ,

dR 2 dR

dA3
dR

du1  du
uf'=--uiand u' = 2 The incompressibility of the elastic layer is enforced by

dZ 2 dZ

det F=1, which implies (expand to the first order of e, see details in Appendix A2):

(7.25)Azz A1'u, + Az A2 1 A _7 A'u +A A AU = 0I I R i /Z 3 2 r

The perturbation in deformation gradient will further induce a perturbation in nominal stress which

reads as S/p=(S)o/P+E5. Here, 5 is the perturbed normalized nominal stress, and each

component of which is expressed as:

~ Al
SrR=I'Zl (1 0 rZA 3 2. Z ' 1 )-4 ICoS(wO),

A rR3

SR- = - u,+(p)OAzzA'uisin((8),

5, [Aiu'+(p)°ArRAU 2 ]COS(w),

(7.26a)

(7.26b)

(7.26c)

(7.26d)~R A0P Ac±+A o Ap2SOR 1 Z 1rZ U2 1 5sin~e),9R2~J~R Rj
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AF'2 F 3u-2sAu'-A'u(2.26eZ R 32 1 1 02)zZ 1u 1  +r3 2rR A

9Z [A 2Ul' (P)'AA3'0U]sin(0®) (7.26f)
R

SR[Aru, +2rR7rz A + () 07,z (4Ai2Rz A'-A 3 u 'A'u])±C()O~rA u'cos(wO), (7.26g)
5:R 3 2 r rZ 4 rZ rR r 3U2 rR 3U12 rR 11

SZO A 3 U2 -( ) , U +) 2U1' sin (7.26h)

R

A balance of the forces exerted on an element of the perturbed material further leads to three

equations of equilibrium Div =0. These equations are only required to satisfy in Z= Z with

ZO is the vertical location where the undulations initiates. The four unknown A, (i = 1, 2,3, 4 ) can

be fully specified by these three equations and the incompressibility condition in Eq. (7.25) with

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are still the traction tR=S-eR be zero at R=1

(For cases when Z4 0, this is an approximation). Since the rotational invariant stress at base

state already satisfies the boundary conditions, then we have eR=0 at R=1. Also we are

looking for the solution which decays as R - 0 (See details in Appendix. A2).

By simplifying the four equations through eliminating A 2 and A4 , we can finally obtain

two governing equations in the dimensionless form with respect to 1 and A(for more details, see

Appendix. A2). We can solve these equations by numerically or even analytically with infinite

series. However, to obtain the physical insight, we choose to make some approximations to

simplify the equations. We notice the difference between fingering and fringe instabilities:
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fingering instability is an instability mode with A 3= 0(see Fig. A2-3a) while the fringe instability

is an instability mode with generally A 0(see Fig. A2-3b). Physically, the zero amplitude along

Z direction for fingering instability is a consequence of symmetry. For fringe instability, we argue

that if a is slightly smaller than the theoretical transition aspect ratio a _,. -fingerigbetween

fingering instability and fringe instability, A<« A and A« A 2 ,or explicitly A 3 0. By adopting

this approximation, the only governing ODE to be solved is with respect to the amplitude along

radius direction A in the dimensionless form, reading as (see details in Appendix. A2 For

dimensionless form, the prime is for differentiating respect to R):

R4 A14) +6R3 A"

(7.27)

K 2a 2
with Ah- 1. Next we impose the boundary conditions on this governing ODE. The

r-r,

boundary condition of SzR =0 automatically satisfies with the condition that A « A and A3« A 2 .

The remaining two boundary conditions in the dimensionless form read as:

4,3>(1)+2 +[2 C4,"(1) + 11-2d -(;d -AAh '1+ l oa2 - A]A(1)=0, (7.28a)

(7.28b)

with

1 1
{(Z)=-K 2a +-a +C3A-

2 2

C3 = 2 1-I2 a2 Cos 4 K .
CosK _C 2 _ 2

(7.28c)

(7.28d)
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There are four characteristic roots for Eq. (7.27): two of them are decay solutions (decreases as

R -0 ) and the other two are non-decay (diverges as R -0 ). The two non-decay solutions

vanish. After going through the algebra, the general solution of 4 can be written as (see details in

Appendix. A2):

A -~o~+ 2 1 1(( -~~'
A, = cR'-' + c2 I (AR) R-,

I, (A17 ) (
(7.29)

where 1,(9) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, cl and c2 are arbitrary pre-factors

(see details in Appendix. A2). Insert this solution into the two boundary conditions in Eq. (7.28a)

and Eq. (7.28b), The existence of the non-trivial solution depends on whether the following

equation has solution or not:

(1 2COAl, +, A

Hj2/O2 + cA

I1CO1 A( AA )
-lwA2)( 1 A,)(21 92 2 +21%2 /o 2+AO )

2 -- lo A K 2a 2 = 0 ,h h I, (Ah) =)

where 1=1+(.
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Figure 7-5: Theoretical and simulation results on the critical points of fingering instability and fringe

instability for the sample with aspect ratios a > 4. a) Comparison of the critical stretch , for the onset of

instabilities between theory and simulation. b) Comparison of the critical mode number co, between theory

and simulation. a) Comparison of the critical applied stress S, between theory and simulation.
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By minimizing K through c at each plane Z, we can have the critical stretch A, the

critical number of undulations co and the vertical location of the plane where the undulations

initiate Zo . As shown in Fig. 7-5, a and b, our theory predicts quite well for both A and we at

the onset of instabilities in the range a > 4 , comparing with the simulation results. With the

deformation field we derived in Section 7.5.1, we further predict the critical applied nominal stress

SC for the onset of instabilities shown in Fig. 7-5c. Our theory with incompressible assumption is

slightly higher than the simulation results with negligible compressibility (in simulation, bulk

modulus is set 2000 times the shear modulus, i.e. K/p=2000), which is reasonable.

Moreover, to theoretically identify the critical geometrical aspect ratio between fringe

instability and fingering instability afingengering, we compare the critical stretch for the case with

initial location of undulations at Z = 0 and 2o # 0 . If the critical stretch for the case Zo = 0 is

the smallest, then fingering instability will be triggered first. On the other hand, if the critical

stretch for the case Zo = 0 is not the smallest, fringe instability will be triggered first and fingering

instability will be suppressed. Fig. 7-6a presents the critical stretch for both cases with Zo = 0

and Z =0.2 calculated from Eq. (30) as an example. As show in Fig. 7-6a, when a is below a

critical value, fringe instability will be more favorable than fingering instability. In order to

identify the boundary between these two instabilities, we plot the location of the initiation of the

instabilities for layers with various aspect ratios a. In the current work, we focus on the case with

very small Z 0 (i.e. Zo 0.3). As we can see in Fig. 7-6b, when a > 4.9, the initiation of the

instability occurs at the middle plane, which is the case of fingering instability. In contrast, when
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a < 4.9 , the lower critical stretch is identified at z # 0 , which is corresponding to fringe

instability. Therefore, the theoretically calculated critical transition between fingering instability

and fringe instability is identified as 4.9, which agrees with the simulation results (i.e.

afinge-fingering 5 )discussed in Section 7-4.
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Figure 7-6: Theoretical results on the transition between fringe and fingering instability. (a) Critical stretch

for the sample with the locations for the initiation of undulations at Z = 0 and Z  0.2. (b) The location

of the initiation of the instabilities ZO for the sample with different aspect ratios.

7.6 Onset of cavitation instability

Cavitation is the another mode of mechanical instability emerging in elastic layers under tension,

as the hydrostatic pressure in the layer reaches a critical value (101, 234). Theoretical explanation

of the nucleation and growth of a cavity within a bulk material has been intensively studied, which

was either considered as a process of creation of a new surface representing fracture (235) or

regarded as an elastic instability of a pre-existing cavity undergoing hydrostatic pressure (211, 236,

237). Here, we take the emergence of cavity as an elastic instability and adopt the bifurcation
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theory (236) to calculate the critical hydrostatic traction on the pre-existing cavity for the onset of

cavitation instability in an incompressible Neo-Hookean solid (211).
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Figure 7-7: Theoretical results on the critical points for cavitation instability. (a) Schematic of the growth

of pre-existing cavity within a cylindrical sample. (b) Applied hydrostatic traction T / p on the spherical

shell versus the expansion ratio 2 A of pre-existing cavity for the material with various 8. (c) Critical

hydrostatic traction T/ p for the material with various fl. (d) Theoretically calculated applied nominal

stress S/p versus hydrostatic pressure po /p at the center of the sample. Dash line denotes the solution

from theory with small strain assumption when a-+ oo. (e) Theoretically calculated stretch A versus

hydrostatic pressure po /p at the center of the sample. (f) Critical applied nominal stress S, /p for

cavitation instability in samples with various a and 8. (g) Critical applied nominal stretchLC/ p for

cavitation instability in samples with various a and $.

For a cavity under uniform hydrostatic traction T , by analyzing the force balance on the

spherical shell surrounding the cavity with outer surface of B » A (see Fig. 7-7a), the relation

between the applied hydrostatic traction T and the expansion of the cavity can be expressed as

(211):

T 2P 2 1 2 1

Where A =a/A , P=/(pA) and A, - - fP + f j'3'A with f = B /A comes from the

constraints of volume conservation. In this study, f is set as 1000, which is sufficient large to ensure

that the result is independent of B (as B » A). From this expression, we can see that the expansion

of a cavity highly depends on the dimensionless elastocapillary number § (91, 101, 238). For

example, if 8 <1, the critical hydrostatic traction T approaches to 2.5p and the cavity grows

gradually with the increase of the hydrostatic traction T, which is the common case for rubbers.

However, if 8»1 , the applied hydrostatic traction T first increases dramatically with a

negligible expansion of the cavity up to a maximum critical value shown in Fig. 7-7b, and

thereafter the cavity bifurcates to a stable state suddenly with a large expansion ratio (211, 236).
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The maximum hydrostatic traction T determines the critical point for the onset of cavitation

instability. As shown in Fig. 7-7c, the effect of surface tension can enhance the critical hydrostatic

traction T, by multiple times, which is common for soft hydrogels with relative high dimensionless

capillary number P (91).
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Figure 7-8: Theoretical results on the transition between fingering instability and cavitation instability. a)

Critical applied nominal stress for fingering stability and cavitation instability with various dimensionless

capillary number 8. b) Theoretical calculation of the critical transition aspect ratio a -caviation

Dashed line represents the linear fitting curve from the theoretical calculation.

When a cylindrical layer is under tension as illustrated in Fig. 7-7a, the pre-existing cavity

within the layer can be approximated in the state of uniform hydrostatic stress if the layer's aspect

ratio is relative large (e.g. a > 5) (102, 230). Specifically focusing on the center of the layer with

the highest chance of emergence of cavitation, when the hydrostatic pressure po reaches the

critical hydrostatic traction T, shown in Fig. 7-7c, cavitation instability sets in the layer. To

identify the critical applied stress S, or the applied stretch A, for the onset of cavitation, we recall

Eq. (7.15) and Eq. (7.17) derived in Section 7.5.1 and calculate the correlation between the applied

nominal stress S or the applied nominal stretch A and the hydrostatic pressure at the center of
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the sample po for various aspect ratios a in Fig. 7-7, d and e. In the limiting case of a - co, our

theory is reduced to S= f°-, which is consistent with the reported results (100). We summarize
2

the calculated critical stress S, and the critical stretch A for the layers with various aspect ratio a

and dimensionless capillary number # shown in Fig. 7-7, f and g. The critical nominal stress S,

for the onset of cavitation instability weakly dependent on layers' aspect ratio a while the critical

stretch , decreases dramatically as the increase of layers' aspect ratio a . For a layer with

relatively small aspect ratios (e.g. a < 5), there will be no cavitation emerging owning to the non-

symmetric stress state (95, 102) and therefore only fringe instability sets in with the increase of

the applied load.

To further theoretically calculate the critical transition aspect ratio from fingering to

cavitation afingeringcavitaion , we plot the critical applied stress for both fingering instability and

cavitation instability with various dimensionless capillary number # (see Fig. 7-8a). The

intersections of both curves identify the critical transition aspect ratio from fingering to cavitation

angeringca. ,,,at for the samples with various . As shown in Fig. 7-8b, the correlation between

afingering -cavitation and #can be fitted simply by a linear relation:

afingering-cavitation = 1.7,8 - 2.5, a > 5. (7.32)

7.7 Evolution of instabilities

In Section 7.5, we use linear perturbation analysis to calculate the critical points for the onset of

fringe instability and fingering instability. In this Section, we further use simulation and

experiment to discuss the evolution of fringe and fingering instabilities after their onsets and their

corresponding applied stress-stretch relations ( s vs. A ).
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7.7.1 Monotonic vs. non-monotonic stress-stretch relations
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Figure 7-9: Experimental and simulation results on fringe instability. a) Experimental observation and b)

corresponding simulations for the formation of fringe instability for the sample with a = 2. c) Applied

nominal stress versus stretch curves from experiments (solid lines) and simulations (dashed line) for the

sample with a = 2, 3, 4, and 5.

For the samples with small aspect ratios (e.g. a =2), the middle portion of the layer elongates

uniformly and the constrained fringe portions deform non-uniformly into a V shape, prior to

instability. Since the middle portion of the layer is almost uniformly elongated under high applied

stretches (e.g. A = 1.5, 2), the driving force for the formation of any instability in the middle

portion of the layer in the sample, is limited. Instead, as the soft elastic layer is further stretched to
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a critical point (i.e. , =3.6 in experiment and A, =3.2 in simualtion), the exposed surface of the

fringe portions becomes unstable - beginning to undulate periodically. The applied stress-stretch

curves corresponding to fringe instability (e.g. a =2, 3, 4, 5) are all shown to be monotonic from

both experiment and simulation in Fig. 7-9c, indicating that fringe instability is a local instability

mode. The critical applied nominal stress for the onset of fringe instability with various aspect

ratios is equal to 3.8 times shear modulus of the layer (see Fig. 7-9c and Fig. 7-11), which is

consistent with the layers with rectangular shape (51). With the increase of aspect ratio of the layer

( a > 5 ), fingering instability initiates at the middle plane of the layer. As shown from the

experimental and simulation results in Fig. 7-10a, the layer with aspect ratio a =12 deforms as

the meniscus shape at the exposed surface at the stretch of 2 = 1.1. As the stretch reaches A, =1.3,

undulation forms at the exposed surface and the amplitude of the fingers increases gradually with

the further increase of the applied load. Different from fringe instability, the applied nominal

stress-stretch curves are shown to be non-monotonic (see Fig. 7-1Ob and Fig. 7-1Od). In addition,

the critical applied stress increases with the increase of aspect ratio a shown in Fig. 7-11.

7.7.2 Type I fingering vs. Type II fingering

While the applied stress-stretch relations in samples subjected to fingering instability are

non-monotonic, the peak stress (S,) can exactly correspond to or slightly fall behind the critical

point (S,) for the onset of fingering instability. As shown in Fig. 7-10, a and b, for the sample

with moderate aspect ratio a =12, the onset of fingering instability is exactly corresponding to the

peak stress, which indicates this type of fingering instability is a global instability mode. In contrast,

for the sample with large aspect ratio (e.g. a = 32 in Fig. 7-10, c and d), the emergence of fingering

instability corresponds to an inflection point in the applied nominal stress-stretch curve and the

stress keeps increasing until the layer reaches the peak stress, manifesting that this type of fingering
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instability is a local instability mode. To distinguish the two types of fingering instability, we term

the instability as Type Ifingering instability if the onset of the undulations corresponds to the

maximum applied nominal stress; and term the instability as Type Ifingering instability if the

onset of the undulations deviates from the maximum applied nominal stress (Fig. 7-11, a and b).

We further performed cyclic loading for both layers and found that the stress-stretch curves at first

loading and subsequent loading are consistent with each other, which manifests that both types of

fingering instability are reversible and elastic response (see in Fig. 7-10, b and d). To further

visualize the evolution of the two types of fingering instabilities, we performed the corresponding

numerical simulation in Abaqus/Explicit. Fig. 7-1Oa shows the formation of Type I fingering

instability in the layer with a=12 and Fig. 7-1Oc shows the formation of Type II fingering

instability in the layer with a =32. Different from Type I fingering instability, after the initiation

of fingering undulations at the lateral surfaces, the applied nominal stress keeps increasing.

To further identify the transition between type I fingering instability and type II fingering

instability, we measured both the critical applied nominal stress S, for the onset of instability and

the peak stress S, from experimental and simulation results. As summarized in Fig. 7-11, for the

samples with moderate aspect ratios (e.g. 5< a <20), the critical stress for the onset of instability

exactly corresponds to the peak stress (i.e. S, = S,); while for the samples with large aspect ratios

(e.g. a > 20 ),the critical stress for the onset of instability is slightly lower than the peak stress

(i.e. S, < S). Here, we identify the critical transition aspect ratio between two types of fingering

instability as a y, =20 from the numerical simulation.
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Figure 7-10: Experimental and simulation results on fingering instability. (a) Experimental observation

and corresponding simulations for the formation of Type I fingering instability for the sample with a = 12.

(b) Applied nominal stress versus stretch curves from experiments and simulations for the sample with

a = 12. (c) Experimental observation and corresponding simulations for the formation of Type II fingering

instability for the sample with a = 32. (d) Applied nominal stress versus stretch curves from experiments

and simulations for the sample with a = 32. Here, the bulk modulus in simulation is set as K = 200p to

match well with the experimental results, which means the sample we used is not ideally incompressible.
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Figure 7-11: (a) Schematic illustration of the stress versus stretch curve for type I fingering instability

occurring in the layer with small a . (b) Schematic illustration of the stress versus curve for type II fingering

instability occurring in the layer with large a . (c) Experimental and simulation results on the critical stress

S. and the peak stress S, to identify the transition between Type I fingering instability and Type II

fingering instability. When a > 20, the critical stress for the onset of fingering instability deviates from

the maximum peak stress, where Type II fingering instability sets in.

7.8 A phase diagram for instabilities

As the applied stretch or stress on the constrained elastic layer reaches a critical value, a mode of

mechanical instability sets in the layer. While the selection of fringe or fingering instability is

governed by the geometry of the elastic layer via a = D / H , the cavitation instability is also

affected by material properties and defects of the elastic layer via p = y / p A . Therefore, we can

predict the occurrence of any mode of instability using a phase diagram with two control

parameters: a = D / H and 8= y / pA .

In Section 7.4 and Section 7.5.2, we have illustrated the transition from fringe instability

to fingering instability as a., f1g,_1-, = 5 from simulation and a = 4.9 from theory.

In Section 7.5.3, we identify the transition from fingering instability to cavitation instability as

an,,gerngcaviaion =1.7p8- 2.5 for the samples with aspect ratios a >5. In Section 7.6, we identify the
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Figure 7-12: Phase diagram for the initial occurrence mode of mechanical instabilities. The lines are from

theory and simulation, and the dots are from experiments. Red circular dots denote the occurrence of fringe

instability, blue square dots denote the occurrence of Type I fingering instability, green triangular dotes

denote the occurrence of Type II fingering instability and purple pentagon dotes denote the occurrence of

cavitation instability.

With the identified afi,,_,,,,,,, afingerigci,aio,and aThTiy . we construct the phase

diagram in the plot of aspect ratio a and dimensionless capillary number/ pshown in Fig. 7-12.

The solid lines in Fig. 7-12 are from theory and simulations. To illustrate the phase diagram, we

qualitatively discusses three representative cases for the initial occurrence mode of the samples

with wide range of p. For the sample with small dimensionless capillary number p (e.g. 8 = 3.9

in Fig. 7.8a and Fig. 7.12), fringe instability emerges at the exposed free surfaces of the sample

with small aspect ratio (i.e. a <5). As the increase of a , cavitation instability within the sample
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forms prior to the formation of fingering instability. Both Type I and Type II fingering instabilities

are suppressed in this case, which is commonly observed for rubber-like samples. If p is moderate

large (e.g. P = 10.1 in Fig. 7-8a and Fig. 7-12), the sample exhibits fringe instability if aspect ratio

is small (e.g. a < 5), Type I fingering instability if aspect ratio is moderate large (i.e. 5 < a <14 ),

and cavitation instability within the sample if aspect ratio is extremely large (i.e. a >14). In this

case, Type II fingering instability is suppressed. If p is sufficient high (e.g. 8 = 18.1 in Fig. 7-8a

and Fig. 7-12), all modes of mechanical instabilities including fringe instability, Type I fingering

instability, Type II fingering instability and cavitation instability can be observed across a wide

range of aspect ratios a .

The phase diagram is also validated by experiments. We chose materials with six

constituents with controlled critical defect size of A =1IPm , surface tension y = 0.07N/m while

varying the shear modulus p (see details in Fig. 7-2). For each constituent, samples were

measured across wide range of aspect ratios to investigate the initial mode of mechanical

instabilities. The experimental data matches relatively well compared with the theoretical

predication of the phase diagram in Fig. 7-12.

7.9 Coexistence and interactions of instabilities

From our experiments and simulations, we find that cavitation instability can coexist with

fingering instability and their interactions can affect each other. We will discuss two scenarios on

coexistence and interactions of cavitation and fingering instabilities: cavitation instability occurs

prior to the formation of fingering instability; fingering instability forms prior to the nucleation of

cavitation instability.

As shown in Fig. 7-13a, we show the evolution of a sample under tension from top view

with aspect ratio of a = 20 and dimensionless capillary number of p ~ 7 ( y ~ 0.07 N/m2 ,
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p - 10 kPa and A &1 Im ). At small deformation, the applied nominal stress increases linearly

with uniform shrinkage of the sample (see Fig. 7-13b). When the applied nominal stress reaches ~

60kPa, a cavity nucleates suddenly in the sample and more and more cavities nucleates within the

sample with the further increase of load. When the applied nominal stress reaches the maximum

stress -105kPa, the exposed meniscus becomes unstable and form periodic undulated patterns,

demonstrating the coexistence of cavitation instability within the sample and fingering instability

at the exposed meniscus. As the sample is further loaded, the growth of fingering tends to suppress

the growth of cavitation within the sample. The coexistence of cavitation instability and fingering

instability can be interpreted as follows. As shown in Fig. 7-13c, since the critical applied nominal

stress for the onset of cavitation instability is smaller than that of the initiation of fingering

instability, the onset of cavitation instability occurs first, corresponding to a negligible kink in the

applied nominal stress-stretch curve (shown in Fig. 7-13b). The further increase of the applied load

can serve as an additional driving force to initiate the fingering instability at the exposed lateral

surface.

Likewise, we demonstrate another example with the sample of aspect ratio a = 28 and

dimensionless number of 8 ~ 35 (y ~ 0.07 N/m2 , p & 2 kPa and A ~1 Im ), in which fingering

instability forms first at the exposed surface and a cavity nucleates within the sample thereafter.

As shown in Fig. 7-13, d and e, when the applied nominal stress reaches ~ 40kPa, the exposed

meniscus undulated, showing fingering instability. Thereafter, the amplitude of the fingers

increases gradually and a cavity nucleates within the sample when the applied nominal stress

reaches -43kPa. As the further increase of the applied load, both fingers at the exposed surfaces

and the cavity within the sample grow by size gradually. As theoretical interpretation shown in

Fig. 7-13f, the critical applied nominal stress for the onset of fingering instability is smaller than
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-4

that of the initiation of cavitation instability, fingering instability forms first. Since the fingering

instability in this sample (a = 24 ) is Type II fingering instability, the applied nominal stress keeps

increasing and gives a further driving force for the initiation of the cavitation instability.
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Figure 7-13: Coexistence of cavitation instability and fingering instability. a), b) and c) A cavity forms

suddenly within the sample, and then the applied nominal stress keeps increasing up to the maximum point

which corresponds to the initiation of fingering instability at the exposed surface. The sample has an aspect
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ratio a = 20 (i.e. D = 40mm and H = 2mm) and dimensionless number of 8 7 (y ~ 0.07 N/n 2 ,

p ~10 kPa and A 1 Im). d), e) and f) Type II fingering forms first at the exposed surface and a cavity

forms suddenly within the sample with the further increase of the applied nominal stress, which exhibits

the coexistence of Type II fingering instability and cavitation instability. The sample has an aspect ratio

a =28 (i.e. D = 56mm and H = 2mm ) and dimensionless number of #~ 35 (,v y 0.07 N/n2 ,

p 2 kPa and A 1 Im). The stretch rate of both experiments are 0.016 s-.

7.10 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we perform a systematic study on the formation, transition, interaction and co-

existence of mechanical instabilities in confined elastic layers under tension through combined

experimental, simulation and theoretical analysis. A phase diagram is constructed to quantitatively

predict the occurrence of any mode of instability. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

• Both fringe instability and fingering instability feature the undulation at the exposed

surface. The main differences between the two instabilities are twofold. First, fringe

instability initiates at the fringe portion while fingering instability forms at exact the middle

plane of the layer; the stress-stretch response of the sample with fringe instability is

monotonic while that of the sample with fingering instability is non-monotonic. There

exists a critical transition aspect ratio between fringe and cavitation, which we identify as

af rngefingerng =5 from simulation and a,,ingefingering =4.9 from theory.

• For fingering instability, the point of the peak stress can exactly correspond to or slightly

fall behind the critical point for the onset of fingering instability, which is corresponding

to Type I fingering instability and Type II fingering instability, respectively. We identify
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the critical transition aspect ratio between Type I fingering and Type II fingering as

aT_ -,=20 from simulation.

• The initial occurrence mode of instability can be tuned by two dimensionless numbers:

aspect ratio a and dimensionless capillary number P. For a material with controlled

capillary number p , there exists a critical transition aspect ratio between fingering

instability and cavitation instability, can be approximately identified as

afingering-cavitanton= 1.7, -2.5.

• The cavitation instability can coexist with fingering instability and interact with each other.

The systematic study on various mechanical instabilities in this paper can serve as a

foundation on predicting the mechanical responses in confined elastic layers and thereafter

facilitate to enhance the mechanical performance and prevent failures or ruptures. In addition to

the significance in mechanical design, the tunable mode of mechanical instability can have the

potential to tune the functional responses such as light transmission, electrical conductivity and

acoustic transmission through mechanical stimuli.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future outlook

8.1 Summary of contributions

How to design hydrogels that can possess a set of tissue-like combinational properties in one

material system remains an open challenge in the field of soft materials. This thesis focuses on the

design of three mechanical properties of synthetic hydrogels. We perform scaling analysis of

fracture energies in tough hydrogels and develop a coupled cohesive zone and Mullins effect model

for prediction. The principle for the design of tough hydrogels is to build dissipation into stretchy

network. We propose a method to design resilient yet tough hydrogels by pre-deforming tough

hydrogel via delayed dissipation. Furthermore, we show that fatigue thresholds of hydrogels can

be highly enhanced by the introduction of crystalline domains and aligned nanofibrils.

Surface instabilities in hydrogels (e.g., wrinkles, creases, and folds) have been intensively

studied. However, three-dimensional instabilities of hydrogels are rarely reported due to the

difficulty in experiment. In this dissertation, we use the technique of tough hydrogel bonding to

perfectly anchor hydrogel layers on rigid glass substrates, which allows systematic studies on

various modes of instabilities forming in 3D hydrogel layers. We discover a new mode of

instability, i.e, fringe instability, which forms at the exposed surface of fringe portion. We also

provide a phase diagram that can predict the initial occurrence modes of elastic instabilities in

confined hydrogel layers.
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In addition to the design of hydrogel properties and study of mechanical instabilities, we

also demonstrate a few applications of hydrogels including hydrogel wound dressing (145),

stretchable hydrogel electronics (145), and ingestible hydrogel device (175).

8.2 Outlook for future work

This thesis lays the fundamental understanding in terms of designing tissue-like properties

in hydrogels. Beyond the study reported in the thesis, directions such as advanced manufacture,

multi-scale simulations, understanding pathologies, and exploring new applications in human body

are challenging yet rewarding as the next stage of research.

Specifically, the general idea for the design of tissue-like hydrogels highlights the

importance of design soft materials via engineering nanoscale structures as natural tissues do. 3D

printing is regarded as a mature additive manufacture technique for creating three-dimensional

structures. The highest resolution for 3D printing robust hydrogels can be as high as 30 m (239),

which is still much larger than the dimension of building block in natural tissues (i.e., -10 nm).

Electrospinning can be an alterantive way to engineer structures down to the scale of nano meter.

Combining 3D printing and electrospinning could be the potential route to achieve tissue-like

hydrogels through multi-scale fabrications.

The understanding of physics and mechanics in tissue-like hydrogels also requires multi-

scale simulation techniques. Previous work mostly focus on the study on rigid biomaterials

including bone, silk, and nacre. Multi-scale simulations of tissue-like hydrogels can provide new

insights on how defects and topology of polymer chains influence bulk properties of hydrogels.

Furthermore, the methodology for understanding mechanics in tissue-like hydrogels may

further evoke the routes for understanding failure, deformation, and fatigue-induced fracture in
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biological tissues, therefore potentially giving hints on pathologies in certain diseases (e.g., aortic

dissection, aging of tissues, and chronic foreign body response due to medical implants).
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Appendix Al: Detailed Derivation of the Theory in Chapter 6

Problem setting. Consider a semi-infinite incompressible elastic strip with a rectangular cross-

section as illustrated on Fig. 6-1. A material particle in the layer is labeled by its coordinates

(X,Y,Z) in the undeformed state. The undeformed width of the specimen is Wand its height H

such that the strip occupies the region

-W/2<X<W/2, -oo<Y<oo, -H/2<Z<H/2. (A1.1)

The top and bottom surfaces of the strip (at Z = ±H / 2 ) are perfectly adhered to rigid plates while

the sides (at X = ±W / 2 ) are traction free. As the rigid plates are drawn away from each other, the

specimen is stretched to the new deformed thickness h, while the free surfaces retreat to form a

meniscus shape to comply with the incompressibility constraint. We denote the spatial coordinate

system in the deformed configuration by (x,y,z) and by limiting the analysis to plane-strain

deformation patterns we have y = Y. Therefore, in the deformed state, the specimen occupies the

range

W W--A x!-- A,, -oo < y < x, -h / 2 ! z ! h / 2. (A1.2)
2 2

where Ax (Z) represents the in-plane stretch of the layer in the X-direction and as such is the

normalized meniscus shape which -we attempt to find in the present analysis. Here we have

anticipated the fact that Ax is independent of X , a fact that is established below.

Horizontal planes remain planes. The only additional assumption made about the deformation

field of the specimen under tensile deformation, is that any horizontal plane in the unloaded state,

remains planar and horizontal upon deformation. This assumption was employed in previous

studies (219) and, intuitively, is motivated by the fact that both the midplane and the constrained
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planes necessarily remain planar. Our numerical simulations indicate that this is a good

approximation and is not compromised even as the extension progresses and, in fact, the opposite

tendency is observed. Note that in compression this assumption holds only in the small strains

regime and thus the present study, in pursuit of the large strains response, is limited to tension.

Constitutive response. In the present study we employ the neo-Hookean constitutive model which

can be written in terms of the elastic strain energy density per unit volume ofundeformed material,

in the form

' =Htr (FF T )-3), (A1.3)

where p is the shear modulus and F is the deformation gradient which, for incompressible

materials must obey the constraint

detF =1. (A1.4)

Formulation. Since planes of constant Z are are taken to remain planar upon deformation, the

vertical coordinate z of any material point depends only on its initial vertical location Z while

the in-plane coordinate x may depend on both X and Z . Hence we write the location of a

material particle in the deformed configuration in the most general form as

x= g(X,Z), y = Y, z= f(Z). (A1.5)

Considering perfect adhesion of the specimens to the plates with no rigid motion, we write the

boundary conditions

f(O)=, f(±H/2)=±h/2, g(O,Z)=O, g(X,'±H/2)=X. (A1.6)

The deformation gradient F and the stretch A can now be written in the form
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-g 0 a
ax az a

F= 0 1 0 ,Ax = (A1.7)

0 0 f' (17

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to Z. The incompressibility condition in

(A1.4) yields the differential equation

ag -1 A. (A1.8)
ax f'

Since f is a function of Z alone, it now follows that so is the stretch Ax. By integrating the

above equation and using the boundary condition (A1.6)3 we arrive at the relation

g (X, Z) = XA, . (A 1.9)

We now insert the relations for g and f in terms of the meniscus shape Ax back into (Al.7)1 to

write

Ax 0 XZ A'

F= 0 1 0 . (Al.10)

_ 0 0 1 /AX _

Hence, for the class of deformations at hand, the problem reduces to finding a single unknown

function Ax (Z) with the remaining boundary conditions translated to the form

H1/2 2
Ax (±H / 2) =1, I' (0) 0 , o A= d ~Z A(1. 11)

0 H

where the second condition is due to symmetry and the specimen stretch is A = h / H .

Since the boundary conditions on the traction-free side-surfaces cannot be identically

satisfied, we seek a deformation field that minimizes the elastic energy in the system within the

class of deformations being considered. The total elastic energy stored in the system is obtained
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by integrating the energy density (Al.3) over the cross-section of the specimen, which upon

inserting the deformation gradient in (Al.10), can be written as

E H=2 H W2(2- A) -2 -X 2 ( 2 XdZ, (A.12)

where we have taken advantage of symmetry. This can be simplified by integration over X:

H1I2 W 2 }pWC H2dZ h)E = p 2-1xA x - - ('2dZ - f,
0 3 2 6A0 2,

(A1.13)

where the second term incorporates the displacement constraint (Al.11)3 with the Lagrange

multiplier C.

To find a function Ax which minimizes the total energy, we begin by calculating the first

variation of the elastic energy E

(A1.14)

This can be further simplified via integration by parts to write

H12 AX3+C 1X- IW)2 2puW (W)2 HI2,E=2pWf r2+-2-X+-- - Axj2 2xdZ- - I[H12 ]o7,(Al.15)
S6 3 2 3 20

where, since Ax is prescribed at Z = ±H /2, we require its variation to vanish there. Moreover

the slope ' vanishes at Z = 0 according to (Al.11). Therefore the last term in the above relation

cancels out and the vanishing of the first variation, SE = 0, requires

-2 A"`=3Ax--2 -32,
~2) 2

(Al.16)

This can integrated after replacing A" = a2 ' , to arrive at a separable equation which by
a2x

integration reads
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L' =(3A2+CA-'+3A,-+D)", (A1.17)
2

where D is an integration constant. Here, in taking the square root, we have chosen the physically

relevant branch with positive slope in the midplane. It is instructive to notice from (A1.16) with

A, =1 that the coefficient C is proportional to the curvature of the meniscus shape near the

constrained surfaces.

Numerical solution of the above nonlinear differential equation can be obtained by straight

forward integration as conducted in the present study via the Runge-Kutta Merson method. To

account for all three boundary conditions (A1.11), a shooting method is applied in which the value

of C is guessed to iteratively arrive at the required stretch ( A =h / H ). Specifically for the first

order equation (A1.17), it is convenient to apply the symmetry boundary condition by defining the

in-plane stretch in the midplane by

AX (Z = 0) = AXO ,(A1.18)

and thus via (A1.11)2 it is possible to eliminate D from (17) to write

W (AX(AI_ 9)
2 LI,

A shooting method can then be applied to relate the midplane stretch XXO to the specimen stretch

h/H.

The applied stress. After carrying out the analysis of the previous section, we can insert the

deformation field characterized by the single function Ax (Z) back into the energy integral in

(A1.12). This allows us to express the stored elastic energy (per unit length) as a function of the

specimen's deformed thickness E = E (h). The increment of work (per unit length) invested by
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the nominal averaged nominal stress S acting on the plates is WSoh and this must equal the

increment in energy dE:

45E =WS~h , (A1.20)

Therefore we may write

SIdE I dE
S = -- ---

W dh WH d2'
(A1.21)

and hence we arrive at the stress-stretch relationship S= S(A).

Appendix A2: Detailed Derivation of the Theory in Chapter 7

A2.1 Large Deformation Field in Cylindrical Layer under Tension

We set the center of the sample as the origin point of the coordinate. We assume that the separable

form is applicable to the displacement along radius direction. Therefore, the displacement field

can be approximated as a 2D field, namely

UR(R, Z) Ru(Z),

uz(Z)= U2(Z)

(A2.1)

(A2.2)

with R ,Z= Z Applying the displacement fields, we can further express the
D/2 H/2

deformation gradient of the layer through F = Vu+1 as:

ArR

F= 0

L0

0 Yrz

0 8 0
0 AZi

(A2.3)

1 1 1 du du
with ARR 1 zZ andY = 1 . The

D/2 D / 2 H 2 dZ H r2 dZ

incompressibility of the elastic layer enforces the conservation of volume, which reads as:

(A2.4)
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We further take the elastic layer as an incompressible neo-Hookean material with

strain energy density function V = [tr (FTF)-3]. Therefore, the nominal stress tensor S

is expressed through S = pF - p*F-T and the Cauchy stress tensor is expressed through

a = SF T , namely:

('ZR - P'/ AR

SIp= 0 A2

S2 
_ -

r -

0

Y7ZzAZZ

0

0

'rZ

0

A2z - E/ AzJ

0

0 _ 0 )

(A2.5a)

(A2.5b)

where p* is the Lagrange Multiplier to enforce the incompressibility and ] = p* / p is the

corresponding dimensionless form. The equilibrium equation reads Div S=O. Since the

equilibrium equation along hoop direction will be satisfied automatically, then the equations

along radius direction and axial direction are

-- I---+a _rZ =0
rR aR aZ

28 (7yz P) rR~rZ~ P ( zz ~- /2zz )ArR - + - + a az- = 0
8R R 8Z

(A2.6)

(A2.7)

with a = D / H . Since the highest order of R in v,z is first order and in order to satisfy the

equilibrium equation Eq. (A2.6), P is a function of R2 and should be in the form as:

(A2.8)

By inserting Eq. (A2.8) into Eq. (A2.6) and using the relation of AR and y, in Eq. (A3), we can

attain an ODE with respect to Z, reading as:
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a2 =2q,

ArR
(A2.9)

By inserting Eq. (A2.8) into Eq. (A2.7) and using the incompressibility constraint Eq. (A4), we

can attain another ODE:

ArR(2Rq1 ArRqI)R +[ 'Z -2(q;-1')]=0. (A2.10)

In order to satisfy Eq. (A2.10) for all the value of R e [0,1], we can further attain the following

two ODEs:

2q.1 ,'R q r ,

Az =2 (q' - q')zZ 0R l

(A2.1 1)

(A2.12)

The combination of Eq. (A9) and Eq. (A ll) results in one governing equation with respect to

ArR 5reading as:

rR 2 rR, (A2.13)

with q, 2= - 2 a222 , which is corresponding to two cases:
2 rR

a) For case A" = -K 2 , , the general solution of Eq. (A13) is ArR= cos(KZ) + C2sin(KZ)

where C, and C2 are two constants to be determined by boundary conditions. By imposing

the boundary conditions: du, / dZ = 0, u,(Z= 1)= 0, the specific function u,(Z) can be

identified as:

- D
u(Z) =-

2

cos(KIZ)

cos(K)
1.- (A2.14a)
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Further combining the condition of volume conservation in Eq. (A2.4) and boundary condition

of u2(Z=0)=0 , the specific function u2 (Z) can be calculated through

H Kcos2 K
2= -1dnamely,

~ 2 O cS2(K c)

U- H sin(21) tan(KZ)
u2(Z)=

2 21c tan(ic)
(A2.15a)

The deformation field in constrained elastic layer under tension can be fully specified by

functions u,(Z) andu 2 (Z), expressed in Eq. (A2.14a) and Eq. (A2.15a), where K is an

internal loading parameter which is correlated with the applied stretch by Au2 (Z = 1) ,
H/2

namely, A = sn(2K). For any K e [0, r / 2), we have 0 < A 1 for this case, which is
2K

corresponding to compression.

b) For case R K2 Rthe general solution of Eq. (A2.13) is AR= C, cosh(Z)+ C2 sinh(KZ),

where C, and C2 are two constants to be determined by boundary conditions. By imposing

the boundary conditions: du, / dz=0, u1 (Z= 1)= 0, the specific function uI(Z) can be

identified as:

- D (cosh(1Z)
u,(Z)=- . 1

2 cosh(rc)
(A2.14b)

Further combining the condition of volume conservation in Eq. (A2.4) and boundary

condition ofu 2 (Z= 0)= 0, the specific function u 2 (Z) can be calculated through

Hf2 cosh2 K
U, = -1 _oh_2 - 11d4, namely,

2 0 cosh2(Kg)
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H sinh(2K) tanh(Z)
U2(Z)=- -h Z (A2.15b)

2 ( 21c tanh(ic)

The deformation field in constrained elastic layer under tension can be fully specified by

functions u,(Z) and u2 (Z), expressed in Eq. (A2.14b) and Eq. (A2.15b), where r is an

internal loading parameter which is correlated with the applied stretch by A =u 2 (Z =1+1,
H/2

sinh(2Kc)namely, A 2 . For any K > 0, we have A 1 for this case, which is corresponding to
2K

tension.

Since we are mainly interested in the tension case in this paper, we proceed using the

conclusions in case (b).

To identify the dimensionless scalar pressure p , we further attain the expression of

q 0 (Z) from the integration of Eq. (A2.12), reading as:

a2a 22 1
g 2 = K2+ 4 3, (A2.16)

2 2/1rR

with C3 being a constant determined by the boundary condition of free traction at Z = Zo.

Owning to the assumption that any horizontal plane in the layer at the un-deformed state remains

planar upon deformation, it's impossible to satisfy the traction free boundary conditions at all Z.

Here, we enforce the boundary condition at Z = 0, namely the traction tR=S-eR , shall be zero

at R=1. The E component of the traction is zero automatically and Z components of traction

also be zero owing to the symmetric condition of 7z = 0 at the middle plane, and the R
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component reads p(ArR r/R). Therefore, constant C3 can be identified as

1 (1K 1~
c KK2a2 1cosh K and the dimensionless scalar pressure reads as

cosh 2 KC 2 )2

I cosh4cos h 4 2K2 -2 cosh 2 (/Z

2K cosh 4(Z) 9 2 cosh 2 ~ cosh 2 K cosh2 K
(A2.17)

We further define the averaged nominal stress applied on the layer S as the applied force

divided by the un-deformed horizontal cross-section area /-D, which can be calculated as
4

4 dW dWV
HrD dA dA

(A2.18)

where W is the total elastic energy of the layer which can be calculated by integrating y/ over

the volume of the layer: W = 2 f2 rrRy(R,Z)dRdZ. Let

= W 2 W = f2Ry(, Z)dkdZ, by inserting the free energy y 2[tr(FFT )-3],we

can attain:

(A2.19)

cosh(KZ) coshK ar
with Ar-R = c ZZ= 2 -andrZ = sinh(KZ)R. By integral W over

cosh K cosh (KZ) cosh K

R, W canbereducedas:

~/p Icosh2(KZ) cosh4 K 1 Kh22 a 2z)2=-- 2 , +12 h __smh2(KZ)-3 dZ.
2 fO cosh~' Kc cosh 4 (KZ) 2 cosh 2

(A2.20)

By integral W over Z, W can be reduced as a function with respect to a single variable K:

p sinh K cosh K +K sinh K cosh K 2sinh Kcosh3 K + 2 K sinh K cosh K - K -3 (A2.21)
2 K i cosh 2K + 3K + 3K 4 cosh 2 KC2I
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Combination of the Eq. (A2.18), Eq. (A2.21) and A = sinh(2K) gives rise to the expression of the
2K

applied nominal stress as:

S/u= So +a2S, (A2.22)

where both So and S, are functions with respect to a single variable of loading parameter K as:

So = (6K 2 sinh c+3 cosh2 K sinh K + cosh4 K sinh K + 2Cosh 6 K sinh K -3K cosh K

+K cosh3 K + 4K cosh' K - 8K cosh' K) / 6 cosh4 K sinh K - 6K coshc3 Kcosh(2K)] ,

S1 = (c3 cosh K - 2K4 sinh K- K2 cosh 2 K sinh K)

/[8 cosh4 K sinh K - 8K cosh 3 K coSh (2K)].

(A2.23)

(A2.24)

As shown in Fig. A2-1, So monotonically increases with the applied stretch while S, is non-

monotonic with a peak point at K = 0.89 (i.e. A = 1.62).

a)

so

6-

4-

2-

1 2 3 4 5

b)

S1

0.10-

0.08-

0.06-

0.04 -

0.02-

0.00 1
1 2 3

4
4 5

X A

Figure A2-1. The theoretically calculated stress contains two parts: one is monotonic So in (a) and the

other is non-monotonic S, in (b).

In addition to the applied stretch A and the applied nominal stress S we derived, the

hydrostatic pressure at the center of the sample can be calculated through po =-tr()I
3
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with a = SF' being Cauchy stress tensor. Based on Eq. (A2.5b), the hydrostatic pressure reads

as:

Po/P= 3 -p.

Inserting AR(Z=0)=A(z=0)=coh , =)Z(Z=0)=cosh
2K , frZ(k=O,Z=0)=O and

cosh Kc

p(=0Z= c , -2 , 0one can write the hydrostatic pressure at the center of the
pcosh K 2 cosh- K

sample as

1

p 0 / p = +'" ~~ .___ (A2.26)
3 3cosh 2 (K) 2cosh 2

(K)

a) b)
1500 , 1500 •

-- Our theory - Our theory

1200 - ----- Small strain theory 1200 - ----- Small strain theory

900 900-

1 ds 1dp

p dA 600 600-

300- 300-

0 . 0 .
8 16 24 32 40 48 8 16 24 32 40 48

a a
1Ids

Figure A2-2. (a) Comparison of I , between our result and previous result with the assumption of
p d2

small deformation. (b) Comparison of dp , between our result and existing result with the
p dA

assumption of small deformation.

A2.2 Detailed derivation of the onset of instabilities via linear perturbation analysis

To identify the onset of fingering instability and estimating the boundary between fingering and

fringe instability, we applied an infinitesimal oscillatory part to the rotational invariant part at base

state solved in Section 7.6.1. The perturbed deformation fields read as:
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x = (x)"+ 6i, (A2.27)

(A2.28)

where the rotational invariant part is solved in Appendix. Al, reading as:

Ro DR cosh(CZ)- eR H sinh(2K) tanh(KN)
2 cosh(K) 2( 2K tanh(K)

0 1 cosh4 C 4 C2a2 '-2 cosh2 (KZ)
(P =- _-cosh K + R 2 2 + 1

2 cosh4 (Kz) 2 cosh2 K cosh 2 K) cosh2 K

Both the perturbed displacement field and the perturbed Lagrange multiplier read as

i= A,(R)u,(Z)cos(aO)eR+ A 2(R)u(Z)sin(a)e. + A 3(R)u2(Z)sin (w0)eZ ,

(A2.29)

(A2.30)

(A2.31)

P =A4 (Z, R)cos(akJ), (A2.32)

where A (i = 1, 2,3,4 ) are the amplitudes of perturbation. Therefore, the full deformation

gradient may write as F = (F) + cGradi , where (F)0 is the rotational invariant deformation

gradient at base state expressed in Eq. (A3). By inserting the displacement field, the deformation

gradient reads as:

AR +cA,u, cos(coO)

A'u, sin(a2)

eA'u2 cos(wO)

-g A u, sin(a®)
R

+c A2c>+ A, u1 cos(a0)
R

- 3 O u2 sin(a>8)
R

7,Z +eA u ' cos(oO)

A 2u'sin(we)

AZz + A3u cos(a)E)

Here the prime is for differentiating to R and Z. The incompressibility of the elastic layer is

enforced by det F =1, implying till first order of :

ArR 68 zZ I 6 ZR zZ I,~ 1 '3rZA3 2 rR AB 3 A0s(02)=1. (A2.34)
R
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By further using the conclusion from the case without perturbation we have ArRA,,zZ=1 and

AR= , Eq. (A34) can be further reduced as:

A'u + A A 2 o+ A 1  A u = 0.
R I-YzA3U 2 ±)R

(A2.35)

The perturbation in deformation gradient will further induce a perturbation in nominal stress

which results in the nominal stress reading as S / p = (S)o / p + e5. The rotational invariant

nominal stress (S)o / p =(F) -()O(F)OT at base state is shown in Eq. (A5a). The total stress

can be calculated by inserting Eq. (A31) through S / p = F - p-F~T . Therefore, the perturbed

stress can be calculated as:

5=Gradi+ [(y)o(F) 0 -T F-T (A2.36)

Or alternatively, =Gradi+(-) (F) (Gradi)- T (F)- T - p(F) T . By inserting Eq. (A2.3),

Eq. (A2.33), Eq. (A2.35) and Eq. (A2.36), each component of the perturbed nominal stress reads

as:

S A u(0( rZ3 2 A zZ u1 4 Cos(coo),

S Ac L - -Au +(p)02 zzA'u ]sin(o-O),
R I2

5,z u+(y)"A 3 2 ]Cos(o®),
SrAU~02 A~w+A 0 Awm

RrZ u2 sin (L ),R[A -)ozZ AR R j

AurZ-3A2Ru3-) 0 ( , 1Ar'U Z - I 2+y-R3u) COS(w ),
rRU

5= 
I

(A2.37a)

(A2.37b)

(A2.37c)

(A2.37d)

(A2.37e)
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9Z = A2 u -()1, rR A3 W ]u2 sin (08)RI

5:R=[A 2 + rRrZ 4 + ()rZ rRrZ 2 -rR 3 - )rR u coO 9,

sze A3  U2 -(P)Yrz'u +()" A]2 + sin ( ),

Szz A 2 -r 4 i 0 )o rRu 1( +A 2 + COS(O ).

A balance of the forces exerted on an element of the perturbed elastomer further leads to three

equations of equilibrium through Div 5=0. The three equilibrium equations read:

{AINuI + [R 0 ]]Z l4U. YrZA3U 2) + ()0 [ :AzUI - (aRYrZ )A3U 2 rrZA3U2 ]aRA 4)/ rR

A~w+A+ Au1AU"+j) 0  +()O Au

+ - + Au +(poz A A P R
4u2 +(0 RA3 u 2 +( rR

+1 2A'u + A3 u- A 7 RAu2 +( po (2AzA'u -27z Au+ArRA3  =0 (A2.38)
RL I r U U Z 3- 32

Au~a()]2ZA, w+ A,  -(-)0 2 Aco+--uA,-) 0  Ap A3 w)
R 0R AI \J Z R I R(loV- RU2 +(P)Rr

33 2 rR 3 )0( .zAu , '41
rR 7rZ 3 2 - rR 3 2 1 Pr 1R 32+ (P)yrzyR)U*L Y ARu-I 3 AA'u 'u-p~Z1u~rA ±2 u ArRjI

-[aZ(P-)] ArRA3 U2 -(P),.rRA U2 -(T)oArR u2 +A 2U]R R R

+ I A'-T)0 , Aw+A2 u, A3co u + A2 u + Po Az A =0 ,
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A 3 2 +R R rZ )A4 rR rZR (aRA4 )+ R 0rR(rZ 3 2 -2rRrZA3U2 - YrZA'U)

+()0(22 7Z ( a R rZ) +2 A ' a 32 rR rZ 3 23 R R'rZ)3 rR rZ3 R2- (a rZ) 1 ) rZ 1 1

+[R (1)j]rRAlU +(3) I R R ~~2P) rZAU + ()0 R2u'

1 2 r rZ42 rZ R Ar0 rRAIU + +'y 1 -2A rRrR 
4+* [32 rRirLA4 +U YrZ ( rR~rZAi2 

2
rRA3U' -Au 3 2P A Rr

-R(A A Z 4( R A)0 rR A+ U =0, (A2.40)

wih222 2 2R du,with AR = U 1 and - we can attain YrZ =RR = A' R. Taking

differentiation of the incompressibility condition in Eq. (A2.35), we can further attain:

AzZA1 u +A RA2>+ - ArRAU 2 r32 +±ARAt4= (A2.41)

By imposing Eq. (A2.35) and Eq. (A2.41), all terms with (-)" in the three equilibrium equations

will vanish. Thus, the three equilibrium equations can be simplified as:

A' +[aR ()0 ] (Yr-14A' )rZ 2 RA2 1 1+ 1 AI Z [a()0rR A 3 2

(A2.42)+ (3A'u +2A u' 2 2 3'u) =(8' AA
R I32 rRr32(R 4rR'

AAu, -ALR ]Z R 0 rZ A3 2

-[aZ (13)0]rR A3oU2Au+I[Au Ac 2 u 0

R [ rZ 3 2
2 rRA3 U2 AIUI

(A2.43)
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A3"u2 ±+rR rZaRA4 )R(0 rR rZA 2 r R rZA 3 rA1 1rR 1)1 2

+ + A u" - AR Z 4 Z 0 rRA rR r 2 r 3 Au =0RL~~ 2, a~ 4 )-a aP ) 2 ~rR r3U2 rR3U2] (A2.44)

Noting that all the three equilibrium equations are only required to be satisfied at Z= Z,

where the instability initiates. For the other cross sections where Z Z0 , the force balance can

be satisfied automatically with e = 0 .

For the case when fingering instability initiates, the location of the undulation is at the

center plane of the sample (i.e. Z0 = 0 ). Consequently, all the terms associated with A,u' and

u" vanish due to the symmetric condition (e.g. rZ =0, aZ (P) =0). The first and third

equilibrium equations can be further simplified as:

{Au+[BR(0zZ - 1 +Au 1+-(3A1 3+2RA3uR)=(a 4 rR,

A"u 3 2 +A'u2 = 2aAZ
3 RU +R rRZ4

(A2.45)

(A2.46)

For the second equilibrium equation Eq. (A2.43), it can be further rearranged as:

- (T ]AR [A2u - aR Z 1 2 + aR ( OZ3 2r 'r 2 ,R 3 2 rR11
CO L30FJ jI+ [A' 7 211 LR3U'j rZ3U21 LrR/I

RA ff1 __r 2c A 2~+ia~~p) LZ RAU -A'u u1 1.L[a ZjO]rR
3

l 212 c R 4
(A2.47)

By taking differentiation of Eq. (A2.47) with respect to R and neglecting any terms associated

with AR , we will attain:

r A2"u,+RA 3 u -a2( )o( Az (A, + A, u-[ 0 (A'w + A) - AAR 3'u' A'
-t LI A2Z 2 LP[R ( jz0] -Z 1 2 , 3 2 rR 11
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rR RA , ARF Aco+AF A+A
Az, r- A~u-Au-- - U + I-u RA 4 •

) I CV R R2
(A2.48)

By taking differentiation of Eq. (A2.47) with respect to Z and neglecting any terms associated

with 1,'R ,we will attain:

AR " RA'u, + [a2 -] A,2 ,u = Z A 4 . (A2.49)

The combination of Eq. (A2.46) and Eq. (A2.49) results in the second order ODE with respect to

A3 , namely

I AZ (V ?)

,- rR rR 3 9 - ]0j2 A3U"F= 'u,+ -:-A'u AZ -z A u" (A2.50)

This equation contains two solutions: one is decay solution and the other diverges as R -+ 0. By

applying the boundary condition that A,(1)=0, then the solution for A3 shall be zero. However,

for fringe instability, if a is slightly smaller than the theoretical transition aspect ratio

ai-n,Il, between fingering instability and fringe instability, A3 <« A and A3 << A, , therefore

we approximate A3 = 0

a) b)
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Figure A2-3. a) Undulation contour from simulation at the locus Zo = 0 right after fingering instability

for the sample with a =8. b) Undulation contour from simulation at the locus Zo = 0.81 right after fringe

instability for the sample with a = 4.
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By vanishing the term associated with A 3, Eq. (A2.45) and Eq. (A2.48) can be further

simplified as:

A~u ~ -~2134 1u, aRA 4A1"u, + aR 0P) Z 1 2 uAM + Au+I R R 11rR

-- {A2u+RAu - 1 () Az (Ai+ A2)u - [aR (0 zZ (Ao+A')uA

1 A " ' A'w+ A'
o 2 w _ R R R2

(A2.51)

(A2.52)

Recalling the condition of incompressibility in Eq. (A2.35) and neglecting the terms associated

with A' andA 3 , we can attain a set of differential equations as follow:

A'=-(24 '+RAI"),

Af"o-= -(3Al"+ RAI3),"

A (3)0 = - 3)(4Alh + 'A 1 4)) .

(A2.53a)

(A2.53b)

(A2.53c)

(A2.53d)

The combination of Eq. (A2.51), Eq. (A2.52) and Eq. (A2.53) results in the fourth order ODE

with respect to A , namely,

R +6RA,' + 5-[aR() Z]+R
2u"u-2o }R2A

{[a2()O],R22[aR()o ] R +-3R 2u,/u,+22 RA'

-JR2 2 0( -2I - ( -2)+R2R2u R ( P z A, =0, (A2.54)

The corresponding dimensionless form reads as:
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R4 A 4 +6R34(3) + 5 -[8Q,()O]

-T? P)_" z2+ 2 8a,(P)"

Rz +2(a2u,"/ u,)- 22

Rhz +1-3R2(a2u"/u,)+

It should be noted that the differentiations in Eq. (A2.55) is respecting to R or Z . From Eq.

(A2.14) and Eq. (A2.17) in the theory of deformation field, we attain the following relations:

a ()1 R 2 2 'a2 ( )1 =C 2 2 and a 2uf/U 1  
-CK2 2  

rR Therefore, Eq. (A2.55)-)0 -z P _ 1 1- Ar

can be further simplified as:

4A(4+6R3 4(3)+(5-22)R24R"(22 +1)RAi'+( -1)2 A,

_-A) ] o22,+ 3,2 1) 0,

with A,= . By setting the boundary conditions of traction free at R1, namely rR =0
1-21-

5OR= 0 and SzR= 0. We can attain the boundary conditions of Eq. (A2.56) which needs to

satisfy as:

0 A
A'u -) 4 = 0 ,(A2.57)I -P 7rZ3U 'ZAIUl11R

A'u-()O" AZ + A2 u+ )YrZA3 COU =0,

A'u 2 +Ar z A 4 +()7zr2,~rzAU 2- R7zAARA - A1'u1 ) 0 rRA1l' = 0.

(A2.58)

(A2.59)

The combination of Eq. (A2.47) and Eq. (A2.57) results in the following equation in the

dimensionless form as:
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(A2.56)

}R2ANf

2cO2}Rk~i

(A2.55)
) 2 [a2 C02 + -2 (C02 2U,, / U, j 2 [a2 ( -)0 ] 'T? (-)0 + 2 R -1)(a _ZO)2 0P I 'k



Af"(1)+4A,"(1)+ 1-2a -- ga/Co -A 2 A,'(1) +[ --12 + (t2KC2 2 - A ]A(1)= 0, (A2.60)

with (Zo)= K2 2 1 3 r322 C1 = 2 2  Cos4 K .
2 2Co 2 [C K 2 C 2

The combination of Eq. (A2.53a) and Eq. (A2.58) results in the following equation in the

dimensionless form as:

A"(1) + (2 -;) Al'(1) + (O (a -1)A,(1)= 0 .(A2.61)

The third boundary condition in Eq. (A2.59) automatically satisfies since A3 ~0.

In summary, the ODE for A, in the dimensionless form is expressed in Eq. (A2.56) with

two boundary conditions in Eq. (A2.60) and Eq. (A2.61). To solve the forth ODE, we observe

that this ODE can be separated into following two parts, both of which are in the Euler-Cauchy

type:

R44) +6R3 3) C)2+(5-2co2)2,"-(2ct2+)k,+(a 21)24, (A2.62)

2 ] 2 +3RA 1-(a -1)A,. (A2.63)

If both of them goes to zero together, then the system can be solved. The corresponding

characteristic functions of Eq. (A2.62) and Eq. (A2.63) are f (A) and f2(A) respectively with A

is the characteristic solutions:

f (A)= A(A -1)(A -2)(A -3)+6A(A -1)(A -2)

+(5-2)=2)A(A -1)-( 2 w2 +1) A +2 _1)2 (A2.64)

f2 (A )= A (A - 1) + 3A -(C02 -1I) . (A2.65)
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Owning to f (-o -1)= f (-w+1)= f (w-1)= f (w+1)=0 and f2(-c-1)= f,(o -1)=0,

we know that both -c -1 and c-1 are roots of both characteristic functions. Thus, we can

attain the general solution of A, , reading as:

A, (R)= CIRO-' + c-g 2 (k)R(9*' + c3_-- + c4g4 (R)R-*o+l (A2.66)

where h (R)= R h',h h(R)= gh (R)R*', h(R)= R0-' and h4 R g4 (R)R-"*' are four

characteristic functions, and c, c2 , c3 and c4 are arbitrary pre-factors. Since we are interested in

the decay solutions, and h and h 4 diverges as R -+ 0, thus c3 =c4 =0.

Since c, and c2 are arbitrary constants, then we can have the decay solutions in the form

with g2 =Y a'and ao =1, which indicates h= aN''"*l. Insert these back to the ODE, we
1=0 z=0

can attain a, =0 and all odd terms are zero, and

a,+2f; (i+c+3)- A a f2 (i++co1)=0; i 2 0. (A2.67)

This further indicates:

"- (2i + )+ 1) "-11 2n ( + )
a2n = Ah" = A "- A. (A2.68)

=0 f (2i+c+3) ,_ _4(i+2)(o+i+2) 2 (n+1)!(n+c+1)!

Consequently, the decay solution reads as:

h (+l? 2 ° (1 - 2n+t1 
1

Ah n=0(2 (n+1)!(n+co+1)!
(A2.69)

which can be further reduced to:

h, = +1)!
Ah

(A2.70)
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with I,(*) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. For simplicity, we set h = -' and

h = 1 ,, (Ahk)N ', leading to the solution of A,
It (Ah )

Al = cIR'± + c2 (I (AhR)R_~,
I9 ( A )

(A2.71)

Non-trivial solution requires c, and c2 cannot be zero simultaneously. Recalling the boundary

condition in Eq. (A2.60) and Eq. (A2.61) and by combining these two with Eq. (A2.68), we can

further attain

C,

C
2

C

C
2

l~ICOJi(Ah)(A 2+lwO2 +lwC)I (Ah1
(A2.72)

lco(a)-1)

12h'a-] (Ah) [/Ct3 +1Cw2 +w2KCI (Ah )

(A2.73)
W

2 K
2 2 2 _ 1 3 1

2

with / =I+; . The existence of non-trivial solution requires Eq. (A2.72) and Eq. (A2.73) be

satisfied simultaneously. After simplifying it, we have,

(l2coAi+lAna -l
2 h)I (Ah)(_ 

2  w4 2 2

1((A12)

(A2.74)
IC(

+(2/W2±A2 -lw1AWI1(Ah /C a=0.
K I9 )(Ah)

Eq. (A2.74) gives the critical stretch for each mode of instability. The minimum critical

stretch of a critical mode of instability co, results in the critical stretch A, of the sample with aspect

ratio a . We solved Eq. (A2.74) numerically. The critical stretch A% , the critical number of
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instability co, and the critical stress S, for the sample with different aspect ratios of a are

summarized in Fig. 7-5.
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